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• By AndTnD Hosch 
• Photos by TOII# HllTbnt 
Like a bomb from the movie "Speed," the timing device 
quietly whirs, the black arrow shows time sUpping away. My 
hands are slick with sweat. The windshield fogs from my 
nervous breath. The arrow plummets, 3 ... 2 .. . 1 . .. Suddenly, a 
cUck. I jump a JiUle. The arrow is gone, a red flag reading "Time 
Expired" is in its place. I've crossed the line - in violation of 
city code section 118.2. 
Pop Quiz: You pull up to a metered parking spot in down-
town Portland. The meter is expired. Change sits in the ashtray, 
but you need only 10 minutes in the store. What do you do? 
Seven months ago the answer would have been: Risk it. But 
that was before Portland's new parking policy went into effect 
January 1. Merchants had demanded that the city get workers' 
The rules 
are clear-
pay to park 
or take 
your chances. 









Finks takes on 
Collins. See 
I AI Diamon, 
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cars from the metered spaces to free up parking for shoppers . 
The city responded by increasing the stakes: more patrols, 
higher fines and more parking control officers (PC0s) on the 
street. In tact, Portland imposes higher fines, tickets more 
motorists and is quicker to boot cars than 10 comparably sized 
New England cities. 
I sit in my car on Congress Street and decide to wait out the 
parking control officer. A white pickup drives by, the teUtale 
blue light on the root, triggering a rush ot adrenaline. But the 
pickup misses me and turns the comer onto Oak Street before 
stopping. A woman gets out and on her Motorola caUs in the 
license plate of a blue Nissan parked at an expired meter 
nearby. After a minute she gets a response. From the back ot her 
pickup she pulls out an orange boot. She pops off the Nissan's 
hubcap and begins her work. 
continlUd on pagr 8 
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A conversation with Andrea Weiss 
Andrea Weiss: "It's all In the wrist. There's a lot of pronation and a lot of wrIst snap In the ,arne. It's the 
wrist that determInes the shot." 
MONSTER MIKE WELCH 
July 21 ,1994 3 
Andrea Weiss received an A rating from the 
United States Badminton Association in the early 
'70s, but then hung up her racquet for two decades. 
Weiss returned to the sport last December, playing 
at the Portland YWCA. Since then, Weiss, who 
works as a physician's assistant in Portland, has 
won a bronze medal at the U.S. Badminton Senior 
Nationals in Niagara Falls, and two golds, a silver 
and a bronze at the Gay Games last month in New 
York City. 
What do you like about badminton? 
Badminton stands out for me because it has this 
wonderful softness about it, yet it's an incredible 
ballistic sport. There's a lot someone can do with a 
badminton bird. It can be hit very fine and very 
fragile and very soft, and then it can be just 
talk 
whipped around 
in a tenth of a 
second ... There is 
a gentleness about 
hitting the bird that I don't think is matched by any 
other sport that I've played. 
And badminton is an interesting sport. It's filled 
with etiquette. Part of the etiquette of the game is 
trusting that the person you're playing against is 
going to give you the best calls; Until you get to the 
semi-finals or the finals of most badminton tourna-
ments, you call your opponent's lines. You say 
whether a hit is in or out. But you can ask for a line 
judge if your opponent is notoriously difficult on 
calls. People get reputations. 
What surprises people about badminton? 
They're surprised that badminton is the third-
fastest game in the world. The speed of a feathered 
shuttlecock is in excess of 120 miles an hour. I tell 
friends that when Nolan Ryan was in his prime he 
threw a fastball that was clocked at 94 miles per 
hour. Well, badminton birdies fly in excess of that, 
especially with some of the top competitive players. 
It's a very, very quick game. 
What sort of Intricacies are there In 
badminton? 
There's a wonderful shot in badminton called 
the 'around the house' shot. I'll get my racquet and 
show it to you ... This racquet is so light, there's so 
much that you can do with this. That's a graphite 
racket, one of the premier racquets. When I started 
playing badminton there were two racquets. One 
was the English Carleton and the other was the 
Dunlop wooden one. 
But here's a shot. [Demonstrates shot.] This is the 
one that you can do around the head. 
What other kinds of shots are there? 
There's a high-dear, a drop, a smash and a drive. 
Which do you fear most? 
A deep high-clear to my backhand. 
By Bruce Balboni; photo by Matthew Robbins 
"Mr. Super Harp" 
Friday July 22nd 
14-year old prodigy 
Saturday July 23rd 
Sunday July 24th 
All Tickets: $10 
Showtimes 7:00 pm & 10:00 pm 
General Admission: $5 
Showtime 9:00 pm 
Reservation: $14.95 adults I $7.95 kids 
Doors Open & Buffet begins at 1:00 pm 
Music Starts at 2:00 pm 
I CALL 774· JUKE (5853) MORGANFIELD'S is located at 121 Center Street diagonally across from the Civic Center. Open every night til 1am ,,,,UUNG PAOVJOED AT NO COST (CALl. FOR OIETALS) $MOttlE FM£ EHV~ (HIGH TtCH SMOKING SECTION) DAHCIHG. POOl.. FUI.L MENU DtNWG. 18+ lEERS (11 ON ToVl 








384 FORE ST., OLD PORT 
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~ TO NUTS 
AND EVERYTHING IN-BETWEEN! 
Try our HOMEMADE SUMMER SOUPS chilled 
melon, cucwnber & yogurt, gazpacho, chilled plwn, cool 
cherry. 
SANDWICHES include roast turkey, roast beef, 
smoked ham, pastrami, pate, salami, chicken salad with 
sauteed mushrooms, tuna salad with dill and a selection 
of ch~ and spreads. Try our new Lahvash(roll up) 
sandWlches. 
PICNIC BASKETS· custom made GIFT BASKETS 
Select a new WINE to celebrate Summer. Additions to 
our shelves are fine cabemet sauvignons such as 
Cannenet, Adelaida, and Stags Leap. 
VIsit us first for your favorite CHEESES. We carry 
french goat cheese, Mascarpone, St Andre, fresh 
mozzarella, Canadian cheddar and Taleggio. 
Fill your cupboards with our SPECIALTY 
~O~T J1EMS ... cranberry curd, blueberry 
vrnrugrette, creamed honey, pumpkin butter, dilly beans, 
watennelon pickle. 
Por~Jand 
'1(4,1:- _ Obe wiJ:l.le·" .' ~". ,~Q9 . ~ ~. 
Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294 
168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port 
Hours 
Mon-Thu ti16pm 
Hi/Sat til 7pm 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland July 13 through 19. 
"Yabba dabba dough, II said Democrats after President Bill 
Clintstone visited Portland July 18 to raise money for "Jurassic" Joe 
Brennan, "NAFTAsaurus"Tom Andrews and other candidates. The 
president helped collect over $400,000 in donations for bedrock values 
and Maine's party-of-the-people, with the bulk of the booty coming from 
a $1,OOO-a-plate dinner at the Holiday Inn. 
Because only those who ponied up the big bucks could see the presi-
dent, few Portlanders were downtown to watch his Iimocade arrive. (The 
line for last week's Ted Nugent concert was longer.) In fact, most of the 
crowd was made up of protesters. "Rush is Right," "Free O.J./ "Let 
Cuba Live" and "Self Control not Gun Control" were some of the signs 
flashed at the president. 
The most elaborate protests came from Perotistas and ACT UP / 
Portland. Perotistas handed out wooden nickels for the Clintons' 
Whitewater legal defense fund and chided the president for spending 
taxpayers' money to raise Democratic campaign money. ACT UP built a 
6-foot soapbox to call for Clinton to keep his promise to deliver universal 
health care. ACT UP also called for Clinton to heed Americans' 
request for Canadian-style health care. 
The dally deceives about the dinky. The 
Portland Press Herald is not telling the whole truth about 
the snags keeping an antique railroad (known as "the 
dinky") from running alongside a proposed Eastern 
Promenade trail. 
The most egregious mistruth appeared in a July 15 
editorial. While cheerleading for the dinky, the editorial 
stressed that federal funds used to buy the rail-and-trail 
property were garnered only for restoring rail service. 
The funds came from the Intermodal Surface Transpor-
tation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). The daily asserted that 
" the only justification for ISTEA involvement. .. is to 
preserve that option [of running trains)." 
But that's not true. There are 10 justifications for 
using ISTEA funds, according to the u.s. Department 
of Transportation. And only one mentions "preserva-
tion of abandoned railway corridors (including the 
conversion and use thereof for pedestrian and 
bicycle trails)." Others include "scenic beautifica-
tion" and" provision of facilities for pedestrians and 
bicycles." 
"It's misleading and just not true" to say that ISTEA 
funds could only be used for preserving the railroad 
corridor, said Nathan Smith, co-chair of the Eastern Prom Trail 
AdviSOry Committee. 
The daily also ran a story July 14 saying the Maine Department of 
Transportation (MOOT) insisted that the antique railroad use 8-foot ties. 
Yet the story never quoted any MOOT officials. Deputy Commissioner 
Russ Spinney told CBW on July 11 that MOOT "would probably grant a 
waiver" allowing the railroad to use shorter ties - as reqUired by the 
city. 'Tm not sure where [the daily) received its information. It certainly 
wasn't from me," said MOOT's rail director, Alan Bartlett, on July 19. 
" And I assume it wasn't from Russell." (Spinney is on vacation.) 
Prisoners will move into the new county jail Sunday if all goes 
according to plan. The $27-million jail aims to win final approval from 
the state Department of Corrections and move the first 24 prisoners in on 
July 24. Each subsequent week, the county hopes to move another 24 
prisoners as jailers get used to the new cooler's systems. The move will 
be delayed only if some shower drainage problems and faulty locks and 
intercoms aren' t fixed in time, said jail administrator Wade Sanders. 
Meanwhile, county commissioners met July 14 to discuss an impend-
ing shortfall in the sherifFs budget that's related to the jail. The county 
had banked on receiving $750,000 this year for housing up to 52 federal 
prisoners. But the delayed opening of the jail and fewer than expected 
federal prisoners may cause that revenue to fall far short of the mark. 
"I wouldn't call it a crisis," said Commissioner Gary Plummer. "We'll 
be looking at ways to cut expenses and increase revenues." 
A higher power bill Is coming in August. Central Maine Power 
received approval July 18 to raise rates by $23.3 million (about $2 per 
customer). The rate hike, which is lower than the projected 1994 inflation 
rate, is designed to reflect the changing costs of producing electricity. 
The amount is less than the $29 million originally sought by CMP. 




meter mad 8-11 
letters 13 
Joe Soley butted heads with the city of Portland again and 
lost. Soley, a real estate and restaurant tycoon, had his employees out in 
force at the City Council chambers July 18 in an effort to win a liquor 
license renewal for the Seamen's Club. (One worker said all Soley 
employees received notes with their paychecks that they should attend .) 
The City Council tabled the request by a 5-2 vote - although the 
Seamen's Club can continue to serve liquor, as it has been ever since the 
city denied it a license renewal last year. 
The flap arose when Leo's Billiards, another Soley business, violated 
state laws by serving minors. The City Council granted Leo's a license 
last year because they didn't know about the violations, which had been 
recorded on the Seamen's Club license. That's because both venues 
operated under the Seamen's license prior to 1993. So with no way to 
punish Leo's, the city denied the Seamen's license. Soley appealed to 
state regulators, but lost. Now, he's appealed to Superior Court. 
The case has not been heard yet. And councilors argued that if they 
granted the Seamen's license before the court makes a decision, it might 
hurt the city's case, leave no way to punish Soley and send a message to 
other violators that they could beat the rap using Soley-like tactics. 
Councilors said Soley could put the dispute to rest by accepting some 
form of punishment, such as surrendering Leo's license for 60 days. But 
Soley said he wouldn't" send employees home unless the city wants to 
subsidize" his business. 
Maine Yankee shut down for the third time this year. 
On July 15, the nuke plant stopped running because of a 
radioactive water leak in steam generator #2. Yankee 
management and state nuclear inspectors have known 
about the leak for over 18 months, but made the decision 
to take the reactor off-line when the leakage rate in-
creased, doubling in a month. "We don't really know 
what's happening," said state nuclear inspector Pat 
Dotsie. "There may be one leak or a multitude of 
leaks." 
Yankee is also releasing higher levels of radioac-
tive gas into the environment as it purges the 
containment building that houses generator #2. 
Both Dotsie and Maine Yankee said there is "practi-
cally" no danger to the public from either the leak or 
the higher gas emissions. 
But Bill Linnell of the Committee for a Safe Energy 
Future accused Maine Yankee of hiding the true danger 
from the public. "The effects of radiation exposure can 
take years. The fact that we are all walking around 
healthy today does not comfort me," Linnell said. 
Portland reaches recycling rate. The municipally owned 
Regional Waste Systems (RWS), which handles the waste for Portland 
and surrounding cities and towns, reported that over 36 percent of 
residential solid waste is being recycled (6 percent is due to the bottle 
deposit program). When commercial recycling is added, the total 
recycling rate is expected to reach near 50 percent and be in accordance 
with a 1989 state law requiring that half of municipal waste be recycled 
by January 1994. 
"We've been encouraging RWS to lose the incinerator mentality and 
get into recycling and composting, n said Sherry Huber, executive 
director of the Maine Waste Management Agency (MWMA). 
Other cities and towns have not been as successful, and on July 13 
MWMA threatened to impose fines, especially on municipalities that are 
recycling less than 17 percent. Under law, MWMA can levy a $] .sO-per-
ton penalty on any town recycling less than 35 percent. 
weird news State workers have faced furlough days and shutdown 
days, but never a crab louse day. That was until July 
12, when a crab louse - or Phthirus pubis - was found on a toilet seat in 
a Department of Human Services building, forcing 75 workers to quit 
work early. Since then, there have been no louse sightings in the Au-
gusta building, said Judy Williams, a high-ranking DHS official. 
Williams captured the louse with a piece of transparent tape, after 
another employee found it in a handicapped accessible, unisex public 
bathroom. Williams said she used tape, rather than squashing the 
parasite, because "we had experiences with spiders, and if you want to 
recognize a spider you don't squash it." 
State experts identified the louse by its" rather large claws," said 
entomologist David Struble. Lice are not very mobile, Struble added, and 
are transferred via" chairs, clothes, beds and toilet seats that never cool 
off." 
Reported by Andrew Hosch and Bob Young; illustrated by John Bowdren. 
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I reversible jacket by Karol Richardson 
... for fun, for fashion, for ARTWEAR, 
and for fabulous BARGAINS ... 
with SAVINGS of 15% to 50% 
on most summer clothing! 
e AmaTl/llis Clothin~ Co. 41 EXChange St., Portlano, ME 772-4439 
I scream Bintliff's! Bintliff's! Bintliff's! 
in the heat of passion ... ' , 
- ANONYMOUS DINER 
BINTLIPPS 
98 PORTlAND STREET' PORTlAND. MAINE. 713·2096 
BREAKFAST ANO LUNCH MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 6 AM TO 2 PM 
BREAKFAST ALL DAY SATURDAY 6 AM TO 2 PM I SUNDAY 7 AM TO 2 PM 
DINNER THURSDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY 5 PM TO 9 PM 
BOOKS ETC 
itA M . t . t'd I" ame mys ery you JUs can t put own. - Maine Progressive 
$6.95 
A man has been murdered in a 
Munjoy Hill apartment. In their 
search for the killer, detectives 
Wilder and Wilson confront drug 
cartels, law enforcement agencies 
and Maine fishing people who 
insist on living by their own rules. 
An engaging, wise novel that 
evokes the streets of Portland and 
the real Maine. 
38 Exchange Street • In the Old Port • 774-0626 - Man - Sat 10-9, Sun 12-6 
Sexism In sentencing 
Killing kids 
When Pam Elliot was convicted of 
manslaughter of her newborn infant -
which was found stuffed in a trash bag 
and hidden in an attic - the 
Westbrook resident faced the possibil-
ity of serious jail time. And odds are 
that if Elliot were a man she would 
have gotten it. 
But women recently convicted in the 
deaths of children have received 
lighter sentences from Maine judges 
lI"'IIII."III~IIII"r1. than men I it41,It1 (£1 I ::~~-
similar crimes. Women also receive 
lighter sentences than men convicted 
of crimes involving the deaths of 
adults. 
In June, Elliot received a 5-year 
prison sentence. In the same month, 
Sherrie Cotton of Auburn was sen-
tenced for manslaughter and 
aggravated assault. Cotton's 2-month-
old son suffocated in 1991, after having 
a sock stuffed in his mouth. At the time 
of death, the child had 27 rib fractures 
and three broken bones in his legs. 
Cotton was ordered to spend 4 years in 
jail. 
The baby's father, Rocky Crowley, 
was convicted of aggravated assault -
and not manslaughter - but received 
an 8-year sentence. 
Criminal lawyers say the longer 
sentence for the lesser crime reflects, in 
part, Crowley's previous criminal 
history. But they also say it's the result 
of a longstanding tradition. "There's a 
standard of leniency that's applied to 
the mother, but that's not applied to 
the father," says Assistant Attorney 
General Tom Goodwin. "The courts 
seem to have carved out a special niche 
for cases of infanticide involving the 
mother of the child." 
Blame It on the Brits 
Goodwin says the practice dates 
back to common law when women 
who killed their children were consid-
ered mentally ill, and rarely 
prosecuted. As recently as the 1940s, 
English prosecutors routinely recom-
mended no prison sentence at all for 
women convicted of such crimes. 
"Maybe we're moving toward treating 
these cases more harshly than before," 
he said. 
If so, the courts still have a way to 
go before women are treated as harshly 
as men. In 1992, Deborah Wolfenden of 
Durham was acquitted of manslaugh-
ter and aggravated assault in the death 
of a 4-year-old foster child. Wolfenden 
admitted shoving the child, causing 
him to hit his head. The boy suffered a 
concussion and choked to death on his 
own vomit. An autopsy revealed more 
than 100 bruises and scratches on his 
body. Yet Wolfenden was convicted of 
simple assault and given a I-year 
sentence. 
Also in 1992, Wesley Skidgel of 
Caribou pleaded guilty to manslaugh-
ter. Skidgel admitted shaking his 
2-month-old son, causing injuries that 
led to the child's death. He went to 
prison for six years. 
"There's a real double standard 
about women and men who commit 
violence," says Lucky Hollander, 
executive director of the Cumberland 
County Child Abuse and Neglect 
Council. "We tolerate a lot more from 
women than men." 
Part of that disparity comes because 
men convicted of killing their children 
have records of violent crime and 
domestic abuse, Hollander said. But 
sexism also plays a role, she added. 
"It's much harder for a court to 
terminate a mother's parental rights 
than a father's. They'll terminate a 
father's rights at the drop of a hat. That 
attitude carries over to killings." 
National statistics support the belief 
that women get a break in court. U.S. 
Department of Justice records show 
that in 1990 (the most recent year for 
which numbers are available), men 
convicted of violent crimes received an 
average sentence of 93 months. Women 
got an average of 58 months. The 
reports says, "women received sen-
tences averaging a third shorter than 
those imposed on men incarcerated for 
similar offense types." 
Kids valued less? 
There's another fact that may 
contribute to the shorter sentences 
handed out to women. Women are less 
likely to kill adults. "You can assault a 
small child and be assured you'll get a 
much lighter sentence than for any-
body else," said Hollander, "and the 
closer you are to the victim, the lighter 
the sentence." 
There are no state or federal statis-
tics tracking sentences for child 
killings, but anecdotal evidence 
indicates prison time is usually less 
than for crimes involving the deaths of 
adults. 
Compare Cotton's 4 years in prison 
to Scott Berube, who was sentenced to 
12 years for vehicular manslaughter for 
running down an 86-year-old 
Springvale woman on his motorcycle. 
While Elliot will spend 5 years 
(minus good time) behind bars, Frank 
Blackie of Houlton went to prison 
earlier this month for 10 years after 
being convicted of manslaughter for 
the death of his friend during a 
drunken argument. Luis Rosado of 
Saco got 15 years for killing a Saco man 
with a baseball bat during an argu-
ment. Steven Bennett and Michael 
Maldonado are each doing 15 years for 
their parts in the death of a patron at 
DeNan's Bar in Portland in 1992. 
Joel Viflcent, the lawyer who 
represented Elliot, contends there's no 
comparison between her case and the 
others. "You have a marginally 
functioning young woman with no 
prior criminal history, in an abusive 
situation," said Vincent. "Contrast that 
with somebody who just gets tanked 
and kills somebody. The court feels it 
has to impose a sentence on that 
behavior that deters the conduct." 
Nor does Vincent believe Elliot got 
off lightly. "I don't think taking her 
other children away from her is a 
lenient sentence," he says. "She's lost 
her kids. I don't ~ow what Rocky 
Crowley has lost except his freedom to 
go to the pizza parlor." 
In any case, the Elliot and Cotton 
sentences will probably have a lasting 
legal impact. Maine sentencing 
guidelines require judges to consider 
punishments handed down in similar 
cases to determine appropriate prison 
terms. There's little doubt, according to 
Vincent and other lawyers, that these 
-two-sentences will set the standard for 
cases involving the deaths of small 




• By Al Diamon 
Pocketful of 
Kryptonite 
Nobody's wrong about everything. 
Even, it seems, Mark Finks. Unfortu-
nately for the Republican Party, the 
one time Finks may have gotten it 
right could end up costing the GOP 
any chance it has of winning the 
governor's race. 
Finks is a 47-year-old fundamental-
ist minister from Falmouth who's been 
kicking around the far-right fringes of 
the Republican Party for the last 20 
years, occaSionally inflicting some 
minor damage on GOP moderates. 
Finks and his pal Paul Volle had their 
moment of glory in the late 19805 
when they engineered a conservative 
takeover of the Cumberland County 
Republican Committee. They planned 
to launch a coup to gain control of the 
state GOP, but were stymied by their 
ineptness, Volle's shoplifting convic-
tion and a collection of supporters so 
small that only scientists using the 
latest advances in microtechnology 
could even detect them. 
It's probably no coincidence that 
Finks' ancestors showed up in Salem, 
Mass., in 1627 while choice seats were 
still available for witch hangings. 
Through defeat after humiliating 
defeat, Finks has remained true to a 
brand of Republicanism that arrived 
in America in the bilge water of the 
Mayflower. It's a Puritan vision of 
government run by strict rules based 
on an unwavering morality. "We need 
to remember that it was the Judeo-
Christian tradition that gave rise to 
this country/ he told the (Falmouth) 
Forecaster in 1992, "and the system 
with the good track record is the 
Judeo-Christian system." 
Finks' own track record has been 
somewhat less impressive. He has 
labored tirelessly for a string of 
conservative causes and candidates 
without ever finding himself in 
danger of exceeding his storage 
capacity for success. His fondness for 
long-winded explanations based on 
extensive quotations from the Bible 
and the Constitution annoys those it 
doesn't exhaust. He spoke so fre-
quently on matters of such minute 
detail at the 1982 Republican state 
conventions that then-state Senate 
President Joseph Sewall, who was 
chairing the event, began to abbreviate 
his name. 
"The chair recognizes Mr. Fink," 
said Sewall. 
"That's Finks," corrected Mark. 
"The chair," replied Sewall, empha-
sizing each word, "recognizes Mr. 
Fink." 
Among moderate Republicans, that 
opinion of Finks is likely to be en-
hanced by his latest escapade. Last 
week, he filed a lawsuit in Cumber-
land County Superior Court 
demanding that GOP gubernatorial 
nominee Susan Collins' name be 
removed from the ballot because 
Collins does not meet the Maine 
Constitution's residency requirement 
for candidates. Collins was a Massa-
chusetts resident from January 
through September of 1993 while she 
served as deputy state treasurer. The 
cOnstitution reads, "The Governor 
shall, at the commencement of the 
Governor's term ... have been five 
years a resident of the state .. . " 
Historical research has shown the 
five-year provision was inserted in the 
document in 1820 to prevent creeps 
from Massachusetts from seizing 
control of the new state's government. 
The intent was plainly to force power-
hungry out-of-staters to endure five 
Maine winters before becoming 
eligible to lead. Collins, who has lived 
in Maine all her life except for the 
nine-month lapse, argues the provi-
sion refers to any five-year period, and 
not necessarily the time immediately 
preceding the announcement of 
candidacy. That's reasonable, but it's 
not what the constitution says, and it's 
not what the folks who wrote it seem 
to have intended . It will take an 
unseemly legalistic sleight of hand to 
transform Collins' time in the Bay 
State frog pond into something 
suitable for a Maine princess. 
"The lawsuit is not going to make 
me any friends in the Republican 
Party," Finks says, "But, gosh, do I 
have any friends there anyway?" 
Although Finks admits to being 
"rather disgusted" with the choices for 
governor, he insists his attack has 
nothing to do with his backing of one 
of Collins' rivals, Paul Young, in the 
primary. He claims not to be influ-
enced by Collins' support of abortion 
and gay rights, but to be motivated by 
matters of principle. "The constitution 
really needs to be honored and 
obeyed," he says. "It's the fundamen-
tal contract between government and 
people. I didn' t create the situation. It 
came and found me. IfI'd known 
about (the residency issue) before the 
primary, I would have made a big 
issue of it then." 
Finks hopes the lawsuit will force 
Republicans to hold a new primary to 
choose another gubernatorial nomi-
nee, preferably one with more to offer 
the religious right. Then he plans to 
devote his efforts to suing the 
Cumberland County GOP for allow-
ing moderates to reclaim control and 
for being" exclusionary toward 
conservatives." The one thing he 
won't be doing is quitting the GOP. 
"I regard the party as holding 
essentially conservative views," he 
says. "1 think it's the moderates who 
have moved away from that. It's 
always the Republican liberals who 
are prostituting the name of the party 
for the sake of political opportunity." 
Nobody's wrong all the time, 
although Mark Finks is proving a 
severe test for that theory, not to 
mention the Republican Party. 
Why is politics like marijuana? Because the 
best part is in the tips. Send yours to this 
column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 . Or sort 
out the seeds and stems by calling 775-6601 . 
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Know Your Rights 
Free Seminar 
With 2 licensed attorneys present 
to answer your questions. 
• Do you need an a.ttorney? • What &.bout fines? 
• Will your blood alcohol content 
affect your case? 
• Should you request a. hea.rlng 
With the Secreta.ry of Bta.te? 
• Might YOUI' I1scense be suspended? • Free informa.tlon pa.cket with the 
latest laws I!I! updates. 
To be held in Downtown Portland 
August 3rd, 1994, 7-9pm 
Call: 772-9053 to register 
£,T~iAU" '~ by DavidT urin, (htf 
......... ___ ~""7' David's Restaurant 
Fishing for Something Different 
One of the quietest yet biggest changes in near you! 
American eating habits of recent years has been If you love seafood, you'lI be sure to want 
the trend toward fish. One reason is a greater to visit our raw bar, featuring seasonal 
awareness of the potential health benefits of favorites. Visit DAVID'S RESTAURANT AT 
eating fish. Another is the growing abundance OYSTER CLUB at 164 Middle 51. (773-4340). 
of formerly "unknown" varieties of fish at We feature an eXciting menu. including such 
markets and on menus across the country. For choices as baked fillet of sole with Japanese 
example, have you ever heard of ocean catfish, style ginger, teriyaki and cilantro glaze, 
also ~own as wolffish? Despite its brutish grilled giant shrimp with red pepper lobster 
soundmg name, this big, white fish offers up sauce, or double cut New Zeafand lamb 
surprisingly tender, even sweet fillets. Alaskan chops with garlic and rosemary. You'll enjoy 
white bass is another mild-tasting newcomer to our exciting cuisine, served ina casual 
many American kitchens . With today's atmosphere. We're open weekdays 11 :30 
Improved, super-fast transportation until dosing. We offer weekend brunch from 
networking, fresh fish from virtually anywhere 11-3. 
in the world may be coming soon to a menu 
Hint: Farm-raised fish from other countries, such as the ultra-minded "tilapia" from Costa Rica, 
are adding variety to U.S. menus. 
MOUNTAIN BIKE SALE! 
FREE HELMET! 
with the purchase 




of over 100 Bikes for 
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EYER 
Some downtown workers are fuming about the 
new parking crackdown. They even curse the PCOs 
as U parking Nazis." But their anger is a little 
difficult to understand. The rules are black and 
white. Park at a meter for up to two hours. If the 
time on the meter expires, you get a ticket. Your first 
ticket is dropped every three months. Three strikes 
and you're booted. Not much gray area. 
Or is there? A lawyer is suing the city over the 
use of the boot (see "Boot suit"). Portland has no 
mechanism to know if the increased enforcement is 
attracting shoppers or chasing them away. And the 
city's Park and Work program, designed to get 
employees' cars off the streets and into garages, has 
been a dismal failure. 
Why are workers - who complain about Port-
land losing its friendly, small-town appeal and 
mumble about storm troopers - still playing 
roulette at the meters? Perhaps it's because down-
town employers, who pushed for the crackdown, 
are not helping their employees pay for off-street 
parking, nor encouraging them to walk, bicycle, ride 
the bus or carpool instead of drive. 
Cracking down on workers 
You're a shopper and you want to stop in one of the 
many coffee shops now popping up around Portland. You 
can go into a downtown shop and risk getting a ticket. Or 
you can just go home and make yourself a cup of coffee. 
What do you do? 
At 10 a.m . the parking control officers hit the 
streets. I'm sitting in my car, illegally parked on 
Congress Street. Very dangerous odds, for this 
corridor is one of two high-target areas . (The area 
around Exchange.and Market streets is the other.) 
The competition is well organized against me - one 
officer covers just Congress Street. And the parking 
division has seven vehicles searching the area for 
violators. In all, 10 officers case downtown. 
All this to fight me, the worker taking up a 
valuable parking spot. 
In October 1993, the Portland Downtown District 
sent to the City Council a parking strategy aimed at 
getting downtown workers off the street. The reason 
for the change was that downtown merchants, like 
th~ Old Port Retailers Association (OPRA), wanted 
more parking space available for shoppers, more 
"turnover." An employee's car parked in front of a 
business all day takes up space that every two hours 
could be used by a new shopper. 
" A space is worth $50,000 a year in sales to a 
retailer," Joe Redman, owner of Joseph's clothing 
store and a member of OPRA, said recently. "You're 
cutting your own throat if an employee is taking up 
that space." 
The parking strategy contained four main ideas 
to increase turnover. The first was to create a Park 
and Work program, which allowed employees to 
get discounts of 45 to 65 percent at parking garages 
in what was sold as "an affordable alternative to 
parking on the street." 
Second, fines for parking at an expired meter 
would be doubled from $5 to $10, and the penalty 
for feeding a meter (staying longer than two hours) 
tripled from $5 to $15. The first ticket would be 
forgiven every three months . Both of these propos-
als were designed to get employees, who took up a 
space all day, off the street. 
Third, the parking meters could be made more 
"user friendly" by accepting nickels and dimes 
instead of just quarters. Finally, two additional 
parking control officers would be hired. 
The City Council quickly approved the proposal. 
After all, higher fines and stricter enforcement mean 
higher revenue. And all the politicians had to do 
was point to businesses requesting the tougher 
enforcement as the reason. Revenues from meters 
and fines topped $1 .2 million for the 1994 fiscal 
year, with a surplus of $706,000 after parking 
division expenditures. Revenues are expected to 
exceed over $1.3 million in 1995. "I know it sounds 
like a pat answer, H Assistant City Manager Anita 
The shuttle space: Parking at Portland's 
periphery comes easy, but workers want their 
cars downtown. 
continued from front cover 
LaChance said, "but we're not doing this to increase 
revenues. We want to increase parking turnover." 
Sitting here in the car, I have to admit that city 
parking spots have a lot of turnover. Except for me 
(and the Nissan with a boot), there is a steady 
stream of cars and trucks pulling in and out of 
metered spaces. More often than not, spaces are 
available on the block. I get out of the car to get a 
coffee across the street. 
After a few sips, I spot her. She's blonde, hair 
teased up, wearing black shorts and a white golf 
shirt. A Motorola walkie-talkie hangs at her hip, and 
ticket books flop in her back pocket. 
As if in slow motion, I run across the street. But 
it's too late. She's started writing out the ticket. 
"Is this your car?" she asks. She'd seen me 
running across the street yelling, "No, no! Stop!" 
"Yes," I pant. 
"All right," she replies matter-of-factly. "You'll 
have to move your vehicle or put money in the 
meter." 
"What?" 
"That's policy," she says. "If the owner is here 
while I'm writing the ticket, I void it." 
I'd heard of such rumors, but only in the offices 
of parking bureaucrats and city officials. I never 
imagined such a thing happening in real life . I'd 
heard horror stories from people who couldn' t 
change the mind of these "programmed human-
oids." Bewildered, I put a quarter in the meter. 
Grind, clink. The red flag disappears and a black 
arrow begins to count time. She smiles and tells me 
she is number 634, but I can call her Amanda. 
Cracks In the crackdown 
You 're staring the enemy right in the face. They won 't 
let you park on the street, but you don't qualify for the 
program that gets your car into a garage for cheap. What 
do you do? 
The encounter with Amanda wasn't quite what I 
expected. Co-workers of mine use words like 
"vicious" and "vendetta" when recounting tales of 
tickets and boots. I'd read similar news accounts: In 
Los Angeles, a parking control officer ticketed a 
dead driver who was illegally parked; D.C. business 
groups' complaints about overzealous parking 
enforcement fell on deaf ears; and Chicago bought 
an electronic data system that has gained the 
dubious nickname "Big Brother." These are not the 
people you expect to let you out of a ticket. 
LaChance told me about the policy of VOiding a 
ticket if the car's owner arrives while the officer is 
there. But, while she knew the policy, she ques-
tioned whether all the PCOs knew it. 
The customer relations skills of the officers, 
especially the newer ones, are a problem - not only 
for those on the receiving end of tickets, but for 
retailers in the Old Port concerned about the city's 
image. City officials acknowledge the problem and 
have scheduled a training session this fall to remedy 
it. The training will include role-playing, and even 
videotaping PCOs at work. "We' ll let them see their 
demeanor," said LaChance. "Even the way they 
stand may seem threatening." 
Dan Hogan, the architect of the Portland Down-
town District's parking crackdown, said the new 
officers are not always prepared for the "human 
element." The new training should help the officers 
not be "viewed as people thinking up tortures," 
Hogan said. 
Salaries for PCOs range from $17,700 to $20,700. 
They each write an average of 150 tickets per day, 
and have handed out over 139,000 tickets in the last 
12 months. In addition to policing meters, they fill in 
as crossing guards and handle traffic during special 
events and accidents. At least three have gone on to 
become police officers in Portland. No real qualifica-
tions are necessary other than a willingness to work 
outside and an ability to deal with angry people. 
(One officer was hit by a jeep minutes after he 
ticketed it.) 
Brian Hill, who's been a parking control officer 
for 18 years, long ago lost track of how many angry 
people he's dealt with. He's watched downtown 
lose the big retail stores to the mall and the Old Port 
come back with boutiques. He remembers when the 
Regency Hotel was a warehouse and when no tall 
buildings lined Spring Street. 
Before my cat and mouse game, I spent some 
time with Hill to learn more about the enemy. Hill 
has blue eyes, black hair under his cap and prefers 
the khaki parking uniform to shorts and a golf shirt. 
A Motorola two-way radio hangs on his left shoul-
der strap. His weapons: two silver PaperMates. 
He has been called every name in the book and 
then some, but he claims it doesn't bother him. 
(Having served in the Army from 1967 to 1970, 
angry yuppies really don't make an impression on 
him.) "It's just part of the job," he said. "People 
aren't angry at me personally. We get blamed for a 
lot that's not our fault . It's the ticket in their hand 
that makes them so angry. It's the whole idea of the 
ticket." 
From his point of view the crackdown is working, 
despite the newer recruits' people-skill problems. In 
the last six months he's seen higher turnover, more 
available parking and fewer employees tying up 
spaces. But for all his experience, he doesn't under-
stand why employees still insist on feeding meters 
all day. 
"You're cutting your own throat," he said about 
meter feeding. NIt's simple." 
For employees it's not so simple. The Park and 
Work program, designed to get workers' cars off the 
street, flopped because barely anyone qualified 
under its stringent requirements. Before the crack-
down, the city touted Park and Work as a balance 
between the carrot and the stick. The stick was Hill 
and his team. The carrot was discounted parking in 
garages for downtown workers. To qualify, a 
downtown worker had to work part-time and earn 
less than $6 an hour or $10,000 a year. Unfortu-
nately, the program was so restrictive that after six 
months, only 57 people signed up. 
Hogan admitted that workers hungry to get off 
the street haven't even been able to get at the carrot. 
MWe've gotten complaints that Park and Work is too 
restrictive," he said. MWe're working on a new plan 
to allow people to register regardless of income, as 
BOOT SUIT 
Portland attorney Seth Berner thinks the way 
the city boots cars is unconstitutional, and he's 
taken City Hall to Cumberland County Superior 
Court to try and prove it. 
The case may yet go to trial. Judge Carl 
Bradford struck down motions from both sides 
for a summary judgment June 30, which would 
have decided the case. Berner, whose car was 
booted after five unpaid tickets, contends that 
CHEATER 
METERS 
As a public service, CBW took it upon itself to 
test rumors that the city's parking meters don't 
give as much time as they claim. 
Armed with a stopwatch and a pocket of 
coins, we tested six meters, four in the Old Port 
and two just off Congress Street. The unscientific 
results were that meters almost never give the 
exact amount of time that you paid for. A 
majority of the meters ran slow, however, in 
long as they work no more than 30 hours a week." 
(On July 11, Hogan said that the Park and Work 
program's income restrictions had been lifted.) The 
plan targets part-time workers because those are the 
people the city believes are more likely to play 
roulette by parking on the street. Full-time employ-
ees either have employer-subsidized parking or can 
afford garages, the thinking goes. 
HilI believes there will always be a need for 
parking control officers no matter what programs 
the city offers: "People will say the parking problem 
is solved. No. There's that percentage of the popula-
tion that will always illegally park." 
From my position on Congress Street, I see Jim 
Dorian, owner of the nearby BeBop's Cafe, who may 
well fall into that category. Dorian is parked 
illegally, flashers blinking, while he takes supplies 
out of his Oldsmobile. His car ,has been booted four 
times since he opened his business a year and a half 
ago, and he feels the crackdown has changed the 
character of the city for the worse. 
"If I park illegally, I deserve a ticket," he said, 
Mbut I never figured out the logic of this [crack-
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the government cannot seize 
property without due process. 
His definition of due process 
is the city sending a notice to 
three-time offenders that their 
cars are eligible for booting. 
But city attorney Gary 
Wood believes there is no 
need for any other notice than 
the three tickets left on the 
windshield . The city currently 
does not mail notifications, 
and according to Wood, to do 
so would be expensive and 
time-consuming. "Our 
position is that people have 
the obligation to know the 
law," he said . " If they have 
three or more tickets, they're 
subject to booting." 
Both sides claim precedent-setting law is on 
their side. Berner pOints to Wilson vs. New 
Orleans. The case is similar to Portland's in that 
parking control ·'ficers were booting cars after 
three tickets. The court ordered the city to 
provide notification and an opportunity for a 
hearing before booting and towing. Yet Wood 
claims the Louisiana case is isolated and that 
the "vast majority" of decisions rest in favor of 
the city's right to boot. 
favor of the parker. 
Only one of the six meters 
ran fast, a full 1:10 short on a 
12-minute run. So a tip if 
you're parking at meter #4-90 
on Exchange Street: Come 
back early to feed it. 
Chances are, however, 
you'll land a meter that will 
cut you some slack, anywhere 
from 22 seconds to a fu II 
minute on a 12-minute run. In 
any case, don't let your time 
go to the last minute. The 
meter's arrow is just an 
approximation of what the 
timing device inside is doing. 
Just because your watch says 
you still have time, it doesn't 
mean the meter agrees. 
The city continuously tests and adjusts 
meters as part of their ongoing maintenance 
work. Their checks show that the new digital 
meters are more accurate than the older ones, 
but for the most part all are accurate to within 
a min.ute. 
Complaints about fast meters are valid and 
may get you out of a ticket (the city will 
examine the meter to see if it's fast). Those 
who wish to report fast meters can contact the 
parking division at City Hall. 
down]. I don't see how negative reinforcement is 
going to help downtown. If you come down here, 
we show our thanks by giving you a ticket." 
He smiled at the mention of Park and Work. "The 
criteria is so narrow," he said. 
One of my co-workers, Diana Costello, also feels 
there has been a change for the worse in the city's 
friendly character. "This isn't New York City," she 
said. "Part of the charm of Portland is you can take 
your car to work and park it on the street." After 
being booted and having a run-in with a tow truck 
driver that cost $40 cash on the spot, she describes 
trying to park downtown now as a "nightmare." 
I start the car and pull out of my spot. No night-
mare today. I head to the Old Port. . 
Helping or hurting? 
You're an employee of a downtown business. 'lou 
don't qualify for Park and Work. Your company doesn't 
help subsidize your parking expenses. What do you do? 
contimud on next page 
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SUNDAY, JULY 24th 
2 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Diamond Cove, 
Great Diamond Island 
A full afternoon of fun, sun 
Jamaican food, dancing, Red 
Stripe, roots & dancehall Drs, 
swimming and live world-class 
REGGAE with a dash of juju. 
FEATURIIIG: 
From Kingston, Jamaica 
MADJ>O 
lnterscope recording star 
MAlEIC FA$H£K 
Tix available at Bad Habits, all 
Strawberries Records 01' by credit 
card by cailing (l07) 893-llOl. 
$9 adv. $10 day of show 
children under 12 rree 
24 hr Inrormation Une 
(l07) 773-6979 
Ferries leave Portland Municipal 
Ferry Terminal 
1:15,2:00, and l:15 
Uve music starts 3:30 
Rain or shine (Large tent on site) 
Please, no coolers allowed 
RULES OF THE GAME 
It you want play the game of downtown parking, you 
need to think defensively. 
The game clock runs from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every day 
except Sundays and city holidays. But remember, the 
parking control officer doesn't come onto the field until 10 
a.m. To play is going to cost you: a nickel for six minutes, 
METER MAD 
amtinued from previous page 
It's lunchtime in the Old Port. And yet, I have no 
trouble finding a parking spot, right next to the courthouse 
at the corner of Market and Federal - supposedly a 
hotbed of parking enforcement. I don't bother putting a 
quarter in the slot. Parking spaces fill and open around me. 
I wonder, do open spaces at lunc,htime mean workers are 
off the streets or does it mean shoppers are being chased 
away? 
The city has no way of knowing the answer. And if you 
can't measure results, it seems you can't tell success from 
failure . Yet city officials point stubbornly to the open 
spaces as evidence that the downtown is becoming more 
"user friendly." 
"The only way to find out is anecdotal, ask retailers," 
Hogan suggested. So I did. 
Merchants seem to faU into two categories: those who 
think the crackdown is good (who, coincidentally, also pay 
for employee parking) and those who think the crackdown 
is bad (they don't subsidize employee parking). 
Redman, owner of Joseph's, is happy. He has been 
pressing to get employees (and some owners) to park off-
street for 20 years. "People would flip the bird at me, or 
call me a jerk," he said. "Now the city does the dirty 
work." Redman feels employers should help to get their 
employees' cars off the streets . He pays 100 percent of his 
managers' off-street parking. 
Sonia Robertson, the president of OPRA and co-owner 
of the Whip and Spoon on Commercial Street, also is glad 
the city beefed up enforcement. Like Redman, she believes 
retailers have a duty to get their employees off the streets. 
Whip and Spoon pays 100 percent of full-time employees' 
parking. 
BeBop's owner Dorian, however, disagrees. He thinks 
increased enforcement chases away customers instead of 
attracting them. "This has become good guy versus bad 
guy. We pay taxes. How can we be bad? Who ever heard 
of the bad guy paying the good guy's salary?" 
Dorian believes the crackdown is a result of big business 
"screaming for more tickets." The result, he said, is 
downtown has become a harder place for small business to 
survive. 
Kathleen Brown of the city's economic development 
department receives all the calls from businesses who have 
complaints about the new parking policy. She concedes 
Dorian is not alone. "There has been a mixed reaction [to 
the new policy)," she told me. She added that one of the 
biggest concerns of employers is finding parking for 
employees. 
The city is working toward that goal. A downtown bus 
shuttle from a Marginal Way parking lot is fully funded, 
but plans are on hold until more funding is raised for a 
a dime for 12 and a quarter buys a 
half-hour. After two hours you 
have to get off the field to give 
someone else a turn. 
It you happen to get a penalty, 
don't worry. It the penalty marker 
is a green flag with an X,Y or Z on 
it, then you're excused once every 
three months. Every March, June, 
September and December that 
ticket is erased. About 9,000 of 
these $10 tickets - for parking at 
an expired meter, overtime 
parking in a time zone and parking 
in more than one metered space-
have been deployed since January. 
But a blue flag (issued outside of 
downtown) or a green flag with a 
W ($15 fine for feeding a meter for 
over two hours) means the penalty 
stays on your record. 
If you feel the call is unjustified, you must go in 
person within 10 days of receiving the ticket to Room 
22A of City Hall between 9 a.m. and 3 p .m. Monday 
through Friday. 
And don't forget, three strikes and you're out of a 
car - until you pay to have the boot removed. 
waterfront shuttle. (The Marginal Way lot currently is used 
for shuttles transporting USM students and Brighton 
Medical employees.) 
But obstacles remain. One problem is that downtown 
workers are lazy. A parking department survey of 521 
people showed that employees are loathe to use shuttle lots 
-73 percent of them said they wouldn't even consider 
parking at satellite shuttle lots. Hogan maintained that 
employers have to pick up the slack. By paying half the cost 
of parking, for instance, employers would encourage their 
workers to find the most economical garage and walk a 
little further or take a shuttle. 
Mayor Dick Paulson agreed that it's ultimately up to 
employers to get employees off the street. He suggested 
that companies should consider paying a percentage of 
their employees' parking, offer monthly Metro passes or 
organize car pooling. His firm pays 100 percent ofem-
ployee parking. HParking is a normal cost of doing business 
downtown," he said. "ProgreSSive companies have always 
understood that." 
Casco Bay Weekly, under its parent company Maine 
Publishing, likes to imagine itself a progreSSive company. 
When it consolidated operations with Maine Times -
whose employees moved to Portland from Topsham-
there suddenly was a demand for more downtown park-
ing. But there has been no policy to encourage car pooling, 
to take public transit or to help subsidize employee off-
street parking. As a result, the horror stories about 
Nparking Nazis" mount and the boot count steadily rises. 
My co-worker Diana Costello could walk 10 minutes 
from her Commercial Street residence, but she doesn't. "I 
don't think driving to work makes me an eco-mobster,· she 
said. After fighting meters and parking control officers, 
Costello now pays $50 a month to park off-street. But, she 
added, not everyone can do that. 
Seth Sprague is the operations and finance director for 
Maine Publishing. His parking plan for employees con-
sisted of negotiating for 10 spots next door and letting 
employees pay 100 percent of the cost to park in those 
spots. Even though he admits he could walk to work from 
the West End, he occupies one of the 10 spaces. He has no 
intention of encouraging employees to walk or car pool. "I 
think the efficient way is to have each individual figure out 
what's best for them/ he said. 
NParking is a pain in the neck," he added. II A lot of 
employees take their chances parking on the street and 
regret it. I think they blame us [management) for not 
providing them with parking." 
As I sit here on Market Street, I see a Ben &: Jerry's 
employee dash outside. He seems stressed as he reads the 
meter on a Pontiac sitting right in front of the store. He 
deposits a quarter. Grind. Clink. For the employee of 
another "progressive" company, the cat and mouse game 
goes on. 
Andrew Hosch is a regular contributor to Casco Bay Weekly. 
PARKING 
INVENTORY 
The city has 1,500 metered parking 
spaces on the streets, the vast major-
ity of them in the downtown area . 
Most tickets are written on metered 
spaces in the Old Port. The least 
number of tickets are written on 
Forest A venue across from the post 
office. 
A survey by the parking depart-
ment of over 500 people showed that 
old - and costly - habits are hard to 
break. 
While large companies often 
provide parking for their employees 
and customers, most of the people 
driving downtown (59 percent) park 
on the street. And most of those 
people (61 percent) are working. 
Only 20 percent are shopping, dining 
or seeking entertainment. 
BUSiness-parkers go where spaces 
are available and convenient. They 
don't want to waste time going into 
garages or shuttle lots, according to 
the survey. Some of them (17 percent) 
also find parking on the street 
cheaper than other options. Others 
(10 percent) park on the street 
because they feel safe and secure. 
Although they prefer parking on 
the street, 76 percent of those sur-
veyed said they often find it hard to 
find a spot. The hardest places to find 
a spot are the Old Port, Congress 
Street, Free Street, Commercial Street, 
Exchange Street and "everywhere." 
To accommodate more workers, 
the parking department concluded 
that it should create downtown lots 
controlled by meters. The lot at 
Lincoln Square, which is owned by 
Peoples Heritage Bank, is one site 
where the city would like to have a 
municipal lot. 
The city also owns five garages in 
the downtown area with a total 
capacity of nearly 2,600 spaces. 
Temple Street Garage, with its 620 
spots, is the most highly used garage, 
according to Assistant City Manager 
Anita LaChance. The monthly rate is 
$75, and the hourly rate is 85 cents 
per hour. 
Elm Street Garage is almost always 
close to its 600-space capacity. The 
monthly cost is $55, and the hourly 
cost is a dollar, with the first half-
hour free . 
Spring Street Garage's 600 spaces 
have remained mostly empty since 
the remodeling. Being next to the 
Civic Center, it's only full during 
sporting and special events. The city 
admits having difficulty gathering a 
monthly parking clientele, even 
though the fees are the same as Elm 
Street Garage. But the garage remains 
an economic development tool. 
Should a new business want to come 
downtown, the city can offer parking 
at Spring Street. 
One place that's having no trouble 
attracting monthly parking is the 386-
space Casco Bay Garage by the ferry 
terminal. There's a 40-person waiting 
list for the $65-per- month spots. 
Parking for an hour costs 60 cents. 
With 380 spots, Fore Street Garage 
is also popular with the downtown 
clientele. Monthly rates are $75, and 
the hourly rate is 85 cents, $7 for five-
to-eight hours and $12 for the day. 
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HI RISK AUTO INSURANCE 
Specializing in: Auto and Motorcycle Insurance 
If you have points on your license or your policy has lapsed for whatever reason 
(Mvi~~@1 Call for a quote tOda~! i61-~~~~ or 1-800-259-7000 
Auto Insurance Agency, Ltd. 242 St. John St. #144, Portland, Maine '-----""'=J 
J !J)' ,!.)!JW ::J }'.fillrl , 
.11':/1}::: i~l~.J YUJ'!P..l.JJ.!.J'; 
.1~1: WJJ.J ::uy j.I.JI):"Y 
'J YEJ!1 ;;1JJJ!;;l l JlJGH 
Summer Hair Needs Special Care! 
Step I·PURIFY 
'Removes 'swimmer's green hair" caused by chlorine 
in pools 
• Removes product &: mineral build.up 
'Great for all hair types 
Just use Molasses Purifying Treatment with Baking 
Soda-Mother Nature's Natural cleanser! 
Step 2 MOISTURIZE 
.Leaves hair silky &: shiny 
'Essential product for perms, tints &: bleaches 
'Lasts through 4 shampoos 
Just use Moisture Scentsalion- The Two Minute Cure for 
Moisture Starved Hair! 
! HAIR·UHANGE! 
... and adal sawn 
Hair from a different point of view. 
I 





8 Exchange St • • Portland. 775-2555 HALF PRICE 1Z8,....~1t. 
'-.. _--........ .." 
773-8040 
Hours: 8:30-7 M-F • 8:30-5 Sat • 10-4 Sun with purchase of Moisture Scentsation,5.50z 
There's still time to 
pa~k a lot of excitement 
Into your summer. 
Call for your FREE copies of L.L.Bean's latest 
guides to a world of outdoor enjoyment. 
L.L.Bean's Outdoor Discovery Program can show you 
plenty of ways to have more fun this summer. There are 
still over 50 courses to choose from, all taught by our 
staff of expert instructors. Our wide variety 
of classes make it easy to find one that 
matches your level of experience. 
Whether you want to get into a new 
sport or get better at an old one, come 
join the company that's spent the last 
eighty years helping people have more 
fun outdoors. 
To learn new ways to enjoy fishing, 
canoeing, sea kayaking, hiking, camping 
or biking, call for your FREE copies of 
L.L.Bean's Outdoor Discovery Program 
Guide and Paddling School Brochure. 
You'll get all the information you need 
to pack your summer with more fun 
and excitement. 
The timing couldn't be better. 
Call Toll-Free 1-800-341-4341, 
ext. 6666, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Outdoor Discovery Program· Freeport, Maine 04033 
b .. .. 
12 Casoo Bay Wee/dy 
editorial 
Clear the smoke 
Call it Narrowgate. The low-grade dispute between the trailheads and the 
trainheads over the future of the Eastern Prom pathway has taken on a newly 
sinister cast, with charges that the city and state are engaged in a duel over 
control. . 
The planning board gave a green light to the narrow gauge on June 29, with 
some small caveats - among them, the board required five foot ties for safety 
and aesthetic reasons rather than the standard eight-and-a-half foot ties. The 
state subsequently balked at the shorter ties, although it hasn't drawn a line in 
the sand. Some accuse the state of marking its territory, and trying to railroad 
the narrow gauge through the city. Others suggest that the city is using an 
unwitting planning board as a weapon to fend off state control. 
Does anyone else think it unusual all this rancor is over three-and-a-half feet 
of wood? We do. One has to assume that the key players have their own agen-
das. Let's get them out in the open. 
Maine Department of Transportation. MDOT is making a curiously big deal 
about keeping the door open for standard rail service to the Old Port. Frankly, 
we can imagine few scenarios that would lead to the return of passenger or 
freight rail service to this end of the Portland waterfront. (There's a good reason 
to preserve rail access to the waterfront's west end, where a growing cargo port 
is situated.) If good reasons exist to keep standard rail service (and the eight-foot 
ties), then let's hear them. Otherwise, cut the bureaucratic meddling. 
The Narrow Gauge Rail Museum.The planning board granted Phineas Sprague, 
the rail museum's head, virtually everything he requested, allowing the train to 
move ahead. Only a few requirements were imposed - among them, that the 
museum use five-foot ties. Is Sprague thankful? It doesn't appear that way. He's 
now siding with the state in asking for longer ties, stirring up the muck in the 
process. Why not side with trail supporters and agree to the more aesthetically 
pleasing five-foot ties? 
The Press Herald . As we report on page five, the editorial writers at the daily 
have played loose with facts in their unseemly enthusiasm to have get the 
narrow gauge up and running. The paper claimed that the trail wouldn't be 
eligible for federal funding without the rail alongside. That's simply not true. 
What's so important about this train that they need to Lie? 
The whole process of negotiating for space along this scenic corridor has been 
corrupted by an arrogance - on the part of MDOT, of the Press Herald and of the 
train people. The planning board meets to reconsider its decision on July 26, 
and a hearing to review Sprague's contract with the state is slated for the 28th. 
Both sessions present an opportunity to get all the issues out on the table, and to 
encourage a genuinely open debate. (WC) 
overheard ~Kurth 
Don Christen, founder of Maine Vocals, a group that has launched 
a referendum initiative to legalize marijuana in Maine, stumps for 
signatures outside of the Terrible Ted Nugent show at the State: 
From Maine to the majors 
The slow, steady rise of Dave Gallagher 
• by Paul Karr 
OK, the Portland Sea Dogs haven't 
exactly gotten off to a flying start -
maybe the Frank and Kathie Lee thing 
jinxed them? - but take heart. I've got a 
little story that might make you forget 
your suffering a minute and renew your 
faith that good things come to those 
who wait. 
It happened this way. I was thinking 
about Maine's last team, the Maine 
Guides - sorry, but I stil1love that 
name. You remember them, don't you, 
playing down at The Ballpark in Old 
Orchard Beach? It was nice. 
I was thinking about that club the 
other day when I stumbled across Dave 
Gallagher's story when reading an 
Atlanta paper. 
Gallagher played for the Guides 
three seasons, 1984 through 1986, which 
usually isn't a good sign for a minor 
league ballplayer; the idea is to get 






and made it to the big show at last 
during a career that has resembled a 
roller coaster more than a rocket. . 
Let's start at the beginning. Dave 
spent the 1980 minor-league season 
playing at the lowest rung of organized 
ball in Batavia, N.Y., and living in a one-
room basement apartment with his new 
wife, Jayne. Come 1981, Gallagher was 
playing in Waterloo, Iowa, and the 
couple living in extremely cramped 
quarters. This is what's known as 
paying your dues. 
In 1982, Dave thought he was on the 
up escalator when he jumped to a AAA 
team in Chattanooga, Tenn., called the 
Lookouts. He and Jayne splurged on a 
furnished apartment-and lived there 
exactly 10 days, until Dave was de-
moted back to Waterloo and a tiny 
apartment with donated furniture. The 
next year, the Gallaghers must have 
been relieved when Dave was assigned 
to the Buffalo Boons, home to the old 
ballfield that starred in "The Natural". 
When 1984 rolled around, Dave was 
assigned to the Guides. He and Jayne 
rented an apartment in Portland and 
began living like normal adults. For 
three years, Dave drove down the 
turnpike to OOB and starred as a 
Guides' outfielder. Jayne had a girl 
named Shannon. All seemed well. 
But success would not let the 
Gallaghers alone. The Oeveland Indians 
were watching Dave tear up The 
Ballpark, and in 1987 they assigned him 
to Buffalo again but put him up in a 
hotel, so he would be ready for the 
inevitable call-up to the majors. It came. 
Overjoyed, the Gallaghers rented an 
apartment in Oeveland, sight unseen, 
while Dave played a few games on a 
road trip. 
Before they could move into their 
new place, however, Dave was traded 
and sent back down to the minor-league 
Calgary Cannons in Alberta, Canada. 
The next summer, Dave was out 
West playing on yet another Canadian 
team (this time in Vancouver) and living 
in yet another basement apartment. 
Though he didn't know it at the time, it 
would be his last taste of minor-league 
life for awhile. In 1988, the Chicago 
White Sox called him up to the majors 
again. He and Jayne rented an apart-
ment, hedging their bets, but when 
Dave stuck with the club the following 
year, the Gallaghers actually bought a 
house near Chicago. Perhaps they 
imagined their wandering days were 
over. 
Too bad -in 1990, almost the end of 
the season, the White Sox dealt the 
nomadic Gallagher to the Orioles. Jayne, 
traveling with Dave on a road trip, 
called a moving company. They trucked 
everything - and I mean everything. 
even scraps of soap from the bathtub -
from their house in Chicago to a house 
in Baltimore. The Gallaghers settled in, 
but they might have known by now 
what would happen during baseball's 
winter meetings. Just four months after 
their move East, Dave was traded again 
to the California Angels. 
Back to the West Coast, to a beautiful 
townhouse on the Pacific. One year with 
the Angels. And then Dave was traded 
yet again during the off-season, this 
time to the New York Mutts. The ever-
increasing Gallagher clan headed back 
East. They bought a house outside the 
Big Apple, and they lived in it for about 
a year and a half while Dave stuck with 
the miserable Mets. 
If you're a baseball junkie, you 
already know the latest chapter in 
Dave's world. During the off-season, he 
was traded to one of the best teams in 
baseball right now, the Atlanta Braves 
- his 14th team in 14 years of pro ball. 
In spring training. he made the team as 
a reserve ou tfielder despite some heated 
competition. A t this writing. Gallagher 
has seen more action from his seat on 
the bench this season than he has out on 
the field; used mostly as a late inning 
pinch-hitter, he's hitting just .208 with 
one home run. 
But it's a triumph anyway, a win for 
the little guy. At age 33, Gallagher's 
skills aren't eroding at all . He's still 
holding his own in the nether world of 
big-league second-stringers. You 
wouldn't recognize him in a crowd, but 
he's making $700,000 a year - a far cry 
from the summer in Waterloo when he 
and his wife shared an unfurnished 
apartment with five other players and 
their families. And Jayne - well, she's 
raising four kids now, surely deserving 
some sort of medal for caring for those 
children day-in, day-out, and orchestrat-
ing these repeated family relocations 
while Dave is on the road playing. 
How long will he stick with the 
Braves? Who knows? Maybe Jayne has 
a feeling that this time will be different. 
Something strange is in the air, that's for 
sure; when the time came this spring to 
pick out a house from the sprawling 
Atlanta suburos, Jayne did something 
that qualified as a huge leap of faith . 
She let Dave pick it out all by himself. 
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Rush toward fascism 
Thank you, thank you, thank you, 
for publishing your piece "Reign of 
error," by Jeff Cohen and Norman 
Solomon (7.7.94). I have been harbor-
ing dread in my heart for the 
increasing fascist face our nation 
appears to be wearing, and Rush 
Limbaugh, along with Gene Bums, is 
one of the leaders of the movement. 
I have been wondering and 
waiting for someone to come up with 
a radio show (maybe I should stop 






ing, his xenophobia, homophobia, his 
hatred of and fear of women's 
empowerment, his dissembling, his 
sloppy undiSciplined brain, and his 
total lack of integrity, with a voice of 
reason, generosity, wisdom, charac-
ter, decency and fairness, but most of 
all, someone who doesn't use fear as a 
motivator for political action. I hope 
you continue to publish Fairness and 
Accuracy in Media reports. 
I wish ALL the papers in the state 
would publish them and put them on 
the front page. The man literally 
makes me sick, sick at heart, and even 
sicker is his incredible popularity. We 
are a nation of sheep, following 
anyone with the gumption to shep-
herd us, cause we're too lazy to do it 
ourselves (I include myself in the 
generalization). 
Please continue to include info like 






I would like to comment on your 
story "Reign of error" (7.7.94). 
Jeff Cohen and Norman Solomon 
apparently only want to apply First 
Amendment rights to those that they 
agree with (like most liberals). 
Rush Limbaugh has repeatedly 
offered air time to Mr. Clinton and to 
Mrs. Clinton. They have declined. 
Rush puts callers who disagree 
with him at the head of the line to be 
on his show. 
Bill Clinton and other incompe-
tents in his administration have at 
their disposal prime time coverage, 
and every source of media available 
to get out their message 24 hours a 
day. 
But Rush needs FAIR (Fairness and 
Accuracy in Media) to put out equal 
time? 
Your newspaper represents the 
liberal left wing, wacko viewpoints, 
on a weekly basis. Perhaps FAIR 
should be organizing equal time for 
your viewpoints. 
Bill Clinton and our Co-President 
Hillary are out banging their tin cup 
for their defense funds. 
I'm planning to donate some old 
underwear. I'm also buying orange 
juice like crazy, and I agree with 
Rush, they are a disgrace to the 
preSidency. 
In the meantime, maybe you 
environmental warriors can tell me 
where I can get those worms to eat 




Rush article fair 
You deserve great gratitude and 
applause for publishing the excellent 
and accurate column by the knowl-
edgeable and fair media experts 
Cohen and Solomon (7.7.94) correct-
ing a few of the major falsifications 
(space would not allow correction of 
all - it would take volumes!). 
The public is in debt to you! 
"'-,,;-:l \J;...- \ " f , 
'-- ~ ) ..-\- \. ,\.. M.sJv7>'1.b 
~- ::, "-'-"~-\ 
Betty Williams . 
Harpswell 
Ode to cycling 
I appreciated your insert covering 
local mountain bike trails (Summer 
Handbook, 6.30.94), with the excep-
tion of your advice to drive to the 
trail head . 
The most elegant and enjoyable 
use of the bicycle is to replace car 
traffic, not create it. Riding your bike 
to the trail head is more efficient, 
reduces road congestion and air 
pollution and is a good warm-up for 
going off road. 
Using a bicycle for daily transpor-
tation and commuting compounds 
these benefits. As a culture and 
individually we would enjoy greater 
health, cleaner air and a more pleas-
ant urban landscape if we began to 
question internal combustion and 
made cycling a higher priority in our 
transportation policies and daily 










More advice - for AI 
Al Diamon's latest unappetizing 
political food for thought (7.7.94) 
sticks in the craw. 
AI's brain needs a good enema. 
Everyone knows that new, Green, 
vigorous, healthy growth can even 
wipe out journalistic cynicism. 






My thoughts on Green Party 
gubernatorial candidate Jonathan 
Carter: 
Here is a man who tells the 
population of Maine that he would 
like to be their governor. Why he 
does is hard to understand unless you 
really listen to what he has to say to us 
- you and me, the farmer down the 
street, the freelance carpenter, the 
fisherman, the lumberman - all of us 
who want to live without" politi-
cians" in our lives. 
Mr. Carter uses the word "we" 
meaning the Green Party who are the 
people of Maine, not the corporate 
politicians trying their best to con-
vince us they know what we want, 
yet ignoring the real feelings of 
everyday folks. 
Isn't it time to elect an everyday 
sort of man who knows what needs to 
be done from the pOint of view of the 
real down-to-earth people in Maine? 
Listen to what he says - really 
listen and common sense will tell you 
to vote for Jonathan Carter and the 
Green Party candidates - and we all 
will win the election because our 
governor will truly be None of us." 
Think about it. 
A - ~ V./ -/ AJ~if vc.Lq; 
Dorothy Roberts 
Dixmont 
Narrow gauge train: 
Progress gone wrong? 
I recently attended the Portland 
Planning Board hearing for the 
installation of the Maine Narrow 
Gauge Railroad along the Eastern 
Promenade. As I Listened to the 
various concerns and assurances 
offered by both opponents and 
advocates it occurred to me that the 
central issue of the debate was only 
cursorily addressed. 
This issue as I perceived it, was the 
notion of progress. What is it, and 
how do we define it? Is it the con-
struction of an amusement ride which 
ostensibly provides a historic learning 
experience, or the recognition that 
such frivolities are symptomatic of 
where we may have gone wrong? I 
would suggest the latter. 
Indeed, if anything. the coal-fired 
steam engine symbolizes an un-
bridled enthusiasm for unrestrained 
growth. It is analogous to the Indus-
trial Revolution, which rode rough 
shot across the" developing" land-
scape. Therein lies the true historic 
learning experience. 
We can qUibble over the extent of 
environmental impact resulting from 
one small locomotive, and perhaps 
even make a plaUSible case for a 
negligible impact. 
It seems to me, however, that the 
real issue isn't necessarily what the 
train will or won't do, but what it 
potentially means. That's to say, if 
human history offers any useful 
lesson it is that our continued quest 
for amusements pushes us further 
away from any real connection with 
the consequences of our actions. 
A narrow gauge train may do little 
to damage an already disturbed area 
in concrete terms, but do we really 
need the symbolic" progress" of a 
steady stream of tourist-laden 
exhaust-spewing automobiles to 
enhance our existence? I submit we 
do not. Would that the Portland 
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"If you 
lose your house, 
how much of it 
will you get back~~ 
., 
With Allstate Home Replacement Cost i 
Guarantee, you can make sure that your ;-
house will be rebuilt just the way it was. ~ 
Even if it costs more than your coverage. ~ 
For details, call ~ 
me. You'll get Allstate ~ 
a lot back. i 
YUU'IT in good hands. i .. 
Amy Alward 767-3334 
95 Ocean St., So. Portland 
Next to 5maha. Leg. Sq. Mkt. 
M·Th.9am·8,30pm Fri. 9am·7pm Sat. 9am.lpm 





* * * OAK STREET THEATRE 
92 Oak St. in Downtown Portland 
TIckets $12 - Call 775-5103 
"II takes a serious and well-intentioned man to 
make one laugh to such good effect".",._y"",,,., 









Brought to you all 
summer long by 
Casco Bay Lines. 
Check it out! 
-------------
Casco Bay Lines 
Music Cruise 




Red Light Revue 
Hot Cheny Pie 
Bicycle Thieves 
Time Departs Adults Semors Children 
3 hrs. Sundays. 5 PM $10.00 $9.00 $5.00 
(Oler 21 only; State 10 Required.) 
3 hrs. Wed/July 27: 7:30 PM 
3 hrs. Fri.lJuly 29: 7:30 PM 
3 hrs. Wed/Aug 3: 7:30 PM 
3 hrs. Wed/Aug 10: 7:30 PM 
$10.00 in advance 
$10.00 in advance 
$10.00 in advance 
$10.00 In advance 
All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old. Children under 5 ride free. 
And much more scheduled throughout the summer season. 
Tickets available at Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal. 
Casco Bay Une • • Gasca Bay Feny Terminal, Comrnertial & Franklin Streets, Portland 





The 1994 Deering Oaks Festival 
features the largest and most diverse 
selection of arts and crafts with over 
80 crafters and artists. 
July 22~24 
Friday 12 PM - 9:30 PM • Saturday 9:30 AM - 9:30 PM 
Sunday 10 AM - 6 PM 




Steve W'lD.wood, Ji= Capaldi 
Randall Bram.blett, Walfredo Reyes 





















• By Michael Lowenthal 
"I am wearing a black slip while I'm 
writing this." 
That's how John Preston begins his 
essay "Underwear as Pornography." 
He describes the French-style bikini 
brief that cupped his groin as he typed 
the line and the circumstances of his 
introduction to that style of apparel by 
his literary mentor Sam Steward 
(a.k.a. Phil Andros), the gay porn 
pioneer. Preston wears the slip in 
tribute to Steward, he writes, because 
Steward was N the first to alert me to 
the erotic possibilities of men's 
underwear." 
These were things that were most 
important to John: underwear, 
pornography, literature, mentoring. 
And so then, let me begin again with 
my own homage. 
I am wearing black Calvin Klein 
boxer briefs while I'm writing this. 
I am wearing them in tribute to 
John Preston, who was the first to 
alert me to the erotic possibilities of 
men's underwear - and so much 
more about a writer's life. 
These boxer briefs are one of the 
two dozen pairs of designer under-
wear that arrived in a large UPS 
package on my porch about a year 
ago. John describes the occasion from 
his point of view at the end of the 
underwear essay: 
NMichael sent me a first-person 
story where the narrator was wearing 
Sears' briefs. I was appalled that this 
suggested that he himself was wear-
ing the same thing. I confronted him 
with my concerns. They were true.-
continued 1m JIIIF 21 
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Kites - Windsocks - Banners - Fun & Games 
7121 : KARAOKE 
with Rocket Rusty 
7122 & 7/23: 
Upsetters 
R&B 
. fB. 1 
~ 
7124: Acoustics 5·8 
on patio ' 
7126: OPEN MIC . 
wIth PETE GLEASON 
Silver 
screen 
~".In the Outfl .... An update of Clarence Brown's 
("National Velvet") 1951 sports fantasy In which an 
S-year~ld foster child Is convinced his parents will 
get back together If the hapless California Angels win 
the pennant. He prays to the big umpire In the sky, 
and pretty soon a band of real angels gets In on the 
act. Obviously the other teams had no equal Iy dese"" 
Ing fans. Stars Danny Glover, Brenda Fricker, Tony 
Danza and Chrtstopher Uoyd. 
BIlby'. Day Out NIne-mont~ld Blnk Is kidnapped 
from the family mansion by a trio of three bumblers. 
The baby outfoxes his captors and spends the day 
solo In the big city, hanging out In a gorilla's cage, 
window shopping, getting his diapers changed. No, 
this film Is not another Merchant-lvory production, 
but a daring effort by John Hughes ("Home Alone"). 
lIown Away Jeff Bridges Is a Boston bomt>squad 
officer whose plans forretlrementexplodewhen he' s 
targeted for revenge by a brilliant mad bomber 
(Tommy Lee Jones) who used to be a compatriot. 
Features one of the largest TNT explosions evar used 
In film. 
CIty SlIck ... 2 Redgllng radio station manager Billy 
Crystal once again ventures out from the environs of 
New York City to explore the contemporary Wild West. 
This time he's in search of a losttreasure of gold left 
by deceased trail boss Curly. Oscar winner Jack 
Palence returns as Curly's seafaring twin. Bruno 
Kirby doesn't, owing to difficulties with Crystal. Also 
stars Jon Lovltz and Daniel Stem. 
The Client An 11.year~ld trailer park kid witnesses 
the suicide of e Mafia attorney and hears a last-
minute confession that puts his life In danger. 
Caught between a driven federal prosecutor (Tommy 
Lee Jones) and some wiseguys who want to off him, 
the boy hires a recovarlng alcoholic lawyer (Susan 
Sarandon) to defend his rights. Based on a John 
Grisham ("The Rnn, " "Pelican Brief") novel . 
Coml ... Out u ....... Fire Using Interviews, letters, 
government material and archival footage, this docu-
mentary explores the experiences of gay men and 
women serving In the U.S. military during World War 
II. Persecution was common, but then like now the 
"Don't ask, don't tell" mentality ruled. 
Th. FUn.ton •• You 've had your disgusting 
McRlnstone meal. you've got your stupid Rubble 
underwear. you 'va been suckered Into buying the 
Insipid hard rock soundtrack - you might as well go 
seethe movie. In this live-action episode. thefarnous 
Stone-Age suburbanite (John Goodman) must grapple 
with good and evil when his boss at the quarry (Kyle 
MacLachlan) and his secretary (Halle Berry) try to 
tempt him Into embezzling company funds. Also 
stars Rick Moranls, Elizabeth Perkins, RosleO'Donnell 
and liz as Granny (who's 
F<In.t Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and "Zellg," Tom Hanks pleys a lucky simple-
ton who becomes an al~Arner1can football player, a 
Vietnam hero and a shrimp magnate - all the while 
stumbling Into major figures In American hiStory. 
Through tne use of old newsreels and high tech, 
Gump gets to Interact with such notables as Presi-
dents Johnson, Kennedy and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Elvis how to dance. Sally Reid plays his 
mother; Robin Wright, his lova Interest Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future"). 
Four Weddings and a Funeral Charles (Hugh Grant), 
a single and somewhat twltty Englishman, seems to 
spend his life going to his friends ' weddings. DeSpite 
or because of this, he Is determined to remain single. 
Then he meets a free-spirited American (Andie 
MacDowell) who 's hanging out In England. Directed 
by Mike Newell ("Enchanted April," "Into the West"). 
Written by Richard Curtis ("The Tall Guy: lV's 
"Blackadder"). 
In Custody In a rare directing outing, Ismail Mer-
chant, the producer half of the Merchant-lvory team, 
follows the trials of a schoolteacher who Is attempt-
Ing to write the biography of the greatest IMng (but In 
the process of dying) Urdu poet. Unfortunately, tnere 
are many obstacles, Including Jealous hanger~n, 
nagging wives, Interfering school officials and the 
Increasingly demanding "great man." 
I Love Trouble She's a scrappy cub reporter; he 's a 
crusty columnist. They work for competing Chicago 
newspapers and both stumble upon the same big 
(and dangerous) story. Watch out Hepburn and Tracyl 
Stars Julia Roberts (who does her own stunts) and 
Nick Nolte. 
Jlml Hell!ltlx Guitar virtuoso In concert. 
.......... Park Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Attenborough) "nances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs In hopes of opening the ul~ 
mate amusement park. Who wouldn't want to spend 
the day with a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much When 1}Irannosaurus rexet 
aI_ break out of their carefully constnuctad environ-
ment and run amok, as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill, laura Oem and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
....... Tlmmy's dead, and Lassle's forced to paw her 
way Into the hearts of a new family. 
The Uon KIne Walt Dlsney's 32nd full~ength ani-
mated feature follows the life and times of Simba, a 
lion cub. who Is forced into exile by his evil uncle after 
the death of his father, tne King. After 51mba's 
visited by the ghost of his father, he begins a heroic 
Joumey to reclaim his place as king of the beasts. 
According to Matthew Broderick, the voice of Simba, 
the· plot's loosely based on "Hamlet" (except this 
story almost certainly has a happy ending). Elton 
John collaborated with Academy Award-Wlnnlng Iyr!-
clstTlm Rice (" Aladdin") on the music. Also features 
the voices of Jeremy Irons, James Eart Jones and 
Whoopl Goldberg. 
uttI. III lMI\NI A 12.year~ld baseball fanatic 
Inherits the Minnesota Twins from his grandfather 
(Jason Robards) and becomes manager when no 
adult will take the Job. He decides to revitalize the 
members of his slumping team by encouraging them 
to dlscoverthe child within. Stars 17 real ballpleyars, 
Including Ken Griffey Jr., Paul O'Neil and Tim Raines. 
Mav .... ck Mel Gibson stars as a roving gambler 
who's out to win big ... until he runs Into a sexy can 
artist (Jodie Foster) and a stralghHaced lawman 
(James Gamer). The two men spar for the corrupt 
woman's affections. 
The Naked Gun 33 1/3: The Final Insult Lt. Frank 
Drebln continues his search for the meaning of 
existence In an oft-times hostile universe. 
North An 11.year~ld (Elijah Wood), sick of his path<> 
logically upwardly mobile parents (Julia louls-Drey/us), 
goes In search of a replacement set. The search 
becomes a mega media evant as couples line up to 
audition for the role. Also stars Dan Aykroyd , Reba 
McEntire, Kathy Bates, Graham Greens, Kelly McGII lis 
and Alexander Godunov as aspiring parents. DI-
rected by Rob Reiner ("When Harry Met Sally"). 
The Shadow Alec Baldwin stars as hero Lamont 
Cranston, the billionaire playboy whose dark alter 
ego not only knows the evil that lurks In the hearts of 
men but also has the unique ability to cloud men's 
minds and become Invisible. With John lone as his 
nemesis, archvlllain Shlwan Khan (a direct descen-
dant of Genghls). Based on the radio and movie 
serials of the '305 and '40s. With 250 special 
effects designed by Alison Savltch ("Terminator 2"). 
Also stars Penelope Ann Mlller_ 
now 
him as an action hero. It·s Keanu Reeves, an actor 
few would call versatile. In his first attempt to carry 
a picture. Reeves stars as an ace SWAT cop as-
signed to disann a bomb planted on an LA. city bus. 
The bomb has been rigged to explode If the bus slows 
below 50 mph. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Jeff 
Daniels. 
T .... U. Arnold stars as Harry Tasker, a special 
agent for Omega Sector, a top secret government 
agency charged with keeping the world safe from 
nuclear terrorists. Harry Is so deceptive he's been 
able to keep his profession a secret from his wife 
(Jamie Lae Curtis) as long as they've been together. 
feeling bored and neglacted, she starts failing for a 
con man (Bill Paxton) who woos her by posing as a 
spy himself. Again James Cameron ("Aliens, " "Tennl-
nator") has gone wey overbudget. supposedly past 
the $100 million mark, to pay for special effects. 
When a Man Lov •• Woman Meg Ryan stars as 
Alice Green, a yuppie wife/mother with a drinking 
problem. The film follows the struggles olthe couple 
(Andy Garcia plays her sensitive husband) as they try 
to their lives and mam,,!,e 
Wolf After an overcivilized book editor (Jack Nicholson) 
gets bitten by what appears to be a wolf, he nnds 
himself transforming Into a bloodthirsty, aggressive, 
hairy wolfman. Too bad for his II~fated wife, but lots 
of action for his new lova Interest/veterinarian 
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Directed by Mike Nichols ("The 
Graduate: "Working Girt: and, most racently, "Re-
garding Henry"). 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, moviegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective July 22-28 
Maverick (PG) 
7:20.10 
The Fllnstones (PG) 
12:45. 2:50. 4:55 
Speed (R) 
1:45, 4:15, 7. 9:25 
Wolf(R) 
5, 7:30, 10:05 
Baby', Day Out (PG) 
12:45,2:55 
I Love Trouble (PG) 
1:20,4,7,9:30 
Forest Gump (PG-13) 
12:45,1.3:45.4.6:45,7.9:45.9:55 
Lassie (PG) 
1,3:10.5:20, 7:30, 9:40 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective July 22-28 
Ancels In the Outfield (PG) 
12:30, 3, 6:40, 9:20 
True Ues (R) 
12:20. 12:45. 3:30, 4:10, 6:50, 7:25, 
9:55,10:10 
The Uon King (G) 
12. 12:15, 2:30, 2:45, 4:35, 4 :50, 
6:45,8:45 
Blown Away (R) 
7:05,9:30 
North (PG) 
12:25,2:40, 5, 7:10. 9 :35 
The Client (PG-13) 
1.1;15,3:45,4,7,7:15,9:45,10 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
In Custody (PG) 
July 20-26 
Wed 9; Thurs-Tues 5, 7:15, 9:30; 
Sat-Sun mat 2:30 
Jlml Hendrix (NR) 
July 22-23 
midnight 
Comlnc Out Under FIre (NR) 
July 27-31 
Wed-Fri 5:30, 7, 8:30; Sat 1:30,5:30, 
7; Sun 1:30 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective July 22-28 
Four Wecldlncs and a Funeral (R) 
12:30, 3:10, 6:30. 9 
Naked Gun 33 1/3 (PG-13) 
3:30.9:50 
Juralilc Park (PG-13) 
12:50. 3:40, 6:40, 9:20 
City Slickers 2 (PG-13) 
1,7:20 
When a Man Loves a Woman (R) 
12:40, 3:20, 7. 9:40 
UttIe Big League (PG) 
1:10. 3:50. 6:50. 9:10 
The Shadow (PG-13) 
1:20, 4, 7:10. 9:30 
Pride's Corner Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road. Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective July 22-28 
The Fllnstones (PG) 
8:25 
Juraulc Park (R) 
10:05 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
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A Gump in YQur throat 
Strolling through history with a 
modern-day Everyman 
• By Lesley Abrams 
I got a big lump in my throat a few 
weeks back when the preview for 
"Forrest Gump" appeared at a showing 
I endured of "Wolf_" In fact, I enjoyed 
the two-minute preview of "Forrest 
Gump" a whole lot more than the two-
hour spectacle of Jack Nicholson in 
phony baloney fangs jumping 20 feet in 
the- air to rescue poor-little-rich-girl 
assuming this small step for a man will 
become a giant step for mankind. And 
we ignore the initial reports of a virus 
that attacks the body's immune system 
and has no cure. Gump, despite his 
limitations and phenomenal successes, 
is an Everyman. 
The film works as history, but 
unfortunately it also contains the 
requisite Hollywood 
love story. This is 
where "Forrest Gump" 
lapses into predictable 
pabulum. Throughout 
Gump's remarkable 
life, there is a woman 
he adores. If Gump is 
the innocent witness of 
history, then his lady 
love, Jenny (Robin 
Wright), is the knowing 
participant. She falls 
prey to every social ill 
in modem times-
she's a stripper and a 
flower child; she does 
drugs and wears bad 
disco clothes. Her 
Michelle Pfeiffer. 
There's no question 
that the makers of 
"Forrest Gump" are 
going for broke on the 
Sob Scale. (A "1" is 
when those tiny tears 
well up in your eyes 
but don't spill out. A 
"10" is when you 
actually bawl out loud, 
and people next to you 
change their seats_) 
While I resent being 
unabashedly 
manipulated to cry, I 
admire the fine 
craftsmanship and 
storytelling that went 
into this movie. "I am Gump, dammltl" character lends a 
balance to Gump's naivete, but the "will 
they or won't they get together?" theme 
cheapens this otherwise unique tale_ 
"Forrest Gump" concerns a man with 
an IQ of 75 who literally runs through 
an extraordinary life of heroism, fame 
and fortune. We find Gump (Tom 
Hanks) at a bus stop telling his life story 
to a politically correct array of waiting 
passengers (an obvious, yet surprisingly 
endearing device). He narrates his 
biography from 
childhood cruelties on 
Tom Hanks is probably picking out 
his tuxedo for next year's Academy 
Award. His performance is sweetly 
comic and satisfyingly rich_ Despite the 
character' s limitations, Hank's Gump 
grows and changes with 
the school bus, through 
several stellar sports 
careers, through Vietnam, 
through the world of 
business and to a final 
screen 
time. Wright's Jenny is 
touching in her painful 
journey though the dark 
side of life. Gary Sinise 
has an especially juicy 
role as one of Gump's 
Vietnam com padres -mad dash across 
America. This Gump 
"Forrest Gump" plays at 
General Cinemas, MaIne 
Mall Road, S. Portland. 
774-1022" 
fellow doesn' t just live in the good old 
USA - he absorbs it, embodies it. 
Corny? You better believe it. Does it 
work? Most of the time. 
Along the way we're treated to a tour 
of post-World War II American history, 
with Gump as our guide. This child-
man who is slow of mind and fleet of 
foot tells a peculiarly compelling 
American fairy tale. The film is a 
sobering look at America's loss of 
innocence, as seen through the eyes of 
an innocent. Forrest doesn' t mind 
Vietnam too much - after all, there's 
"lots to do," and they get to go on "long 
walks." Throughout the film, we are in 
the sometimes enjoyable, sometimes 
disturbing, position of knowing only too 
well the true story behind what Gump 
witnesses. We know, for example, the 
burglars he sees while staying in a 
Washington hotel aren't just looking for 
traveler's checks, and we know the 
subsequent impact they will have on 
American politics. 
But isn't that the way history unfolds 
for the people who live in its wake? 
There is the initial significance of the 
event and then the resonating pulse of 
that event through time. We are all 
innocents when history is happening 
because we can't pOSSibly know what 
the future repercussions will be. So we 
stop our lives to watch a moon landing, 
he brings grace and 
precision to the role of a self-pitying 
man. And Sally Field, as usual, is too 
damn perky as Gump's mother_ But 
Michael Humphreys. who portrays the 
young Gump, is a refreshing change 
from the Macauley Culkin School of 
Precocious Child Acting_ (perhaps 
Culkin will get fat, pimply and retire 
gracefully from the screen very soon.) 
Robert Zemeckis, who directed "Who 
Framed Roger Rabbit," has created 
another technical tour de force. Several 
key scenes combine Gump with 
archival, historical footage. This 
wizardry is powerful because we all 
have strong associations with these 
iconic American images. You believe 
that Gump is in the same scene with 
John Kennedy, LBJ, Nixon, George 
Wallace and John Lennon_ But more 
than just standing next to them, as did 
Woody Allen's Zelig, Gump actually 
interacts with these ghosts from history. 
I saw "Forrest Gump" with a virtual 
family tree of post-World War II 
America. My group included folks from 
15 to 71 years old, and we all were 
charmed by this completely unique 
story of an American innocent. And 
even though we were manipulated 
through musical swells and pat plot 
devices, some of us even registered a 4.2 
on the Sob Scale. caw 
The Maine a~thor of The 
Bubble Reputation and The 
Weight of Winter will sign 
copies of her new novel, A 
Marriage Made at Woodstock, 
a t two Bookland locations: 
Bookland, 
Mall Plaza 
South Portland 773·4238 
Wednesday, July 27 at 7 p,m. 
Bookland, 
Brunswick 
Cook's Comer 725.2313 





"It's the '90s ideal: 
classic, ingenious, 
unpretentious, real. " 
TIMe. MAG,QINr: 
The tscst Design of j 99'" 
• 
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A Marriage Made at 
Woodstock is 20% off all 





o INCORPORATED 0 
I C 1994 GREEN DESIGN r URNITUR' CO. 
267 Commercial Street 
Portland, Maine 0410 I 
(207 ) 775-4 234 
FAX (207 ) 773-3320 
TRADITIONAL 
LUNCH 
ENGLISH PUB FARE 
SERVED DAILY FROM 11:30am 
Visit the Brewtique at 
9 Wharf Street, 
for real ales to go, t-shirts 
and 5-liter mini kegs. 




Gritty McDuff's 396 Fore St. • Old Port. 772-2739 
'; . ,. 
thursday 21 
E ~ Boa woa: General opinion 
Co.'+- ~ #10 in the scientific commu-
• " • nity has it that there are 
"'" • - currently no poisonous 
.If R \ 'snakes indigenous to the 
state of Maine. The last known one 
was the timber rattlesnake, which 
crawled on its belly like a reptile out 
of the area circa 1860. 
In keeping with that nonvenomous 
tradition, Warren Memorial Library, 
479 Main St., Westbrook, presents 
SNAlES AliVE at 7 p.m. Kathleen 
Spellman, accompanied by two baby 
boa constrictors and a ball python, 
will try e p b ak down those 
people / sn3 e1'5'ii one of the 
crushing, slithery crea 0 ers you 
a hug, however, decline). F e 
open to the public. 854-5891 . 
friday 22 
Grrris will be girrrls: What happens 
when Cara Crash meets Becky Wreck 
(besides a lot of flying heavy metal)? 
You get two-fifths of the ban,d AlCDlOl 
OF F_, wh.ich performs at Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St., at 9 p.m. 
Remaining members include Spit on 
vocals (you may not want to sit in the 


















No conned humor, this is fresh co.ecly I 
theatre from the depths of Texas talk radio! 
Thursdays: 2 for 1 I 
2 for $18 on 7/14 or 7/21 with this coupon. I 
July 1 4 • August 7 I 
Thurs.-Sat 8:00pm. Sun: 7:00pm I 
Tickets: $18, $20 on Sat Call for reservo~ons. I 
797-3338 I 




L 955 FOREST AVE., PORTlAND • ---------..1 
- - -------- -~--
Get Out & Stay Out 
and vocals and Erica Liss on bass. 
(Wreck's on drums and Crash is on 
guitar and vocals.) They describe their 
sound as "Hypno (or Groove) Core" 
or "Heavy Head" and cite influences 
such as Pink Floyd, Black Sabbath and 
Metallica. In a word, this ain't no 
ladies cotillion. Machinery Hall opens . 
Tix: $5. 761-2787. 
Say "Va, mon" on July 24. 
saturday 23 
Real Marsalis: One of the most 
prominent figures in jazz today, 
WYlmHlIIAISAlIS, performs with his 
septet at Portland City Hall A udito-
rium, 30 Myrtle St., at 8 p.m. 
The-septet features Marsalis on 
tnwtpet, Wes Anderson on alto sax, 
WycliffeGordon on trombone, Victor 
Goines on tenor sax and clarinet, Eric 
Ree onl'iano, Ben Wolfe on bass and 
Herlin Riley on drums. Marsalis has 
BICYCLE HABITAT 
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DOWN]V EAKIH PRICES 
Desert 
of Maine 
Rid .. the Safari COGCh' 
Open Daily 8:30 to Dusk '" 00 
Open until October 12th 'it Off 
(207) 865-6962 
Desert Rd., Freeport , ME 04032 
(off US At. 1 & 95) 
ALSO RELAXING. COMFORTABLE CAMPING FACILITIES ______________ J 
sunday 24 
Island beat: Portland concert guru 
Kris Clark redefines the notion of 
"Fantasy Island" by presenting a 
special concert -"REGGAE ISLAND BEAOI 
,AI1Y" with Nigerian rocker Majek 
Fashek and the Prisoners of Con-
science at Diamond Cove, Great 
Diamond Island, for six hours of fun, 
sun, world-class live reggae, dancing 
and swimming. 
The name, Prisoners of Conscience, 
comes from Fashek's belief that man is 
imprisoned by his evil intentions, 
from which, he feels, music frees us. 
His recently released album "Spirit of 
Love" was produced by Stevie Van 
Zandt and marks Fashek's first album 
to be widely released in America . 
Jamaican food and beer will be on 
sale. Tix: $10 (kids under 12 free). 
Boats depart from the Maine State Pier 
at 1:15 and 3:15; a special beach party 
boat departs at 2 p.m. 775-0356. 
monday 25 
Feast of burden: For those who like to 
graze at lunch, Smiling Hill Farm, 781 
County Road, Westbrook, has the 
perfect dining companion for you. 
They are offering" IlUII00WITH A LlAIIA" 
on an ongoing basis, through reserva-
tions only. 
The lunch tour consists of a two-hour 
hike around the farm's back 40, where 
you can lead - but not ride - the 
llama through the wooded trails. A 
Pastichio~ seasoned ground beef miIed wich ziej 
and topped with cream ch<tse sauce 
Super Greek Salad, fresh garden v08etables 
with calamari. olives and fe .. ch .... topped with 
out 3 bean salad, dressin8 .nd pitl bttacl 
Stay tuned /1Jt' new exciting dishes 
Dine Under !he Stars wilh a lull ocean vi"'''' ..... 
Free Downlown delivery 11·3 
Free Street Tavema 
128 Free Street, Porrlond • 774-1114 
tuesday 26 
Pipe down: The Friends of the 
Kotzschmar Organ pull out all the 
stops for an OIGAII RECITAl by John 
Weaver of New York City's Julliard 
School of Music at Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St., at 7:30 p .m. 
The evening's program will include 
organ works of Bach, Franck and 
Handel on the organ by the organist. 
Suggested donation: $4. 774-3427. 
Dish up a hearty 
helping of yucks 
on July 28. 
COLORFULRAKU 
wednesday 27 
Good golly: The acoustics of the 
renovated State Theatre, 609 Congress 
were initially intended for the 
voice; it was built in 1929 for 
movies and to stage live theater, 
'sll!;n:tlly after it opened the talkies 
came into being. But now, for the first 
time in over 40 years, live theater 
returns. 
The State Theatre and the Portland-
based Embassy Players present "HOlD 
ON IOUY" - a "rollicking, full-
scale musical comedy by Hank 
Beebe in the tradi-
tion of 'Oklahoma.'" 
IVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 
Based on a real event that took place 
in Freeport during the French and 
Indian War (a canoe sale at Bean's?), 
the play features a cast of over 40 
people from the Greater Portland area. 
Curtain is at 7 p.m. Tix: $8.50 ($6.50 
for kids 12 and under). Dinner 
available in cabaret seating ($10), 
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Runs Wednes-




Star kissed: Mad Horse Theatre 
Company presents the two-man 
comedy"GIIEA1B TUlIA" at 955 
Forest Ave. at 8 p.m . 
Actors Dennis Scott and 
JD. Merritt play 20 
different characters in this 
not-so-politically-correct 
play about small town 
life in the Lone Star 







God is O.K. too" 
God created the Universe. the Milky 
Way, the Solar System, the planet Earth. 
the United States. the State of Maine. 
the Greater Portland Area. State Street 
Church. and you and me. 
-,=':;;id~ ~?-~t 
e4u-,:;;c.~ 
State Street Church 
159 State Street· Portland 
774-6396 
Fridays 7:00 pm 
~. Child care 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
26 St .• Portland' 828-5303 
(Better Baptist Bureau). and the 
Reverend Spikes who'll share his most 
unusual eulogy for the departed Judge 
Buckner. Performances continue 
Thursdays through Sundays until 
Aug. 7. Tix: $18 and $20 ($16 for 
seniors and students). 799-3338. 
Watch this woman push her limits on 
July 30. 
friday 29 
Pianist envy: The Bowdoin Summer 
Music Festival presents PIANIST EDITH 
OIEII, who performs works of Robert 
Schumann at the First E rish 
9 Cleveland St., at 8 
nu.meI;glis "'WalFt'ls and honors since 
the U.S. at the age of 9. 
lljl<IU<."U are Schumann's 
r Snnii!-" in D Minor" for piano and 
performed by the father and,son 
virtuosos Toshiya Eto.(violin)~ 
Michael Eto (piano). Brahms' "Piano 
Quartet in A Majdr" and a bicenten 
nial fanfare by Ronald Roseman 
complete the program. This is the fifth 
concert in the MusicFest Series. Toc 
$14.725-3895. 
saturday 30 
If the shoe fittest: Oak Street Produc-
tions presents New York-based 
entertainer Judith Sloan in her one-
woman show "DEILIAl OF tHE FI11EST, N at 
the Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St., at 7 
and9p.m. 
Sloan addresses topicS ranging from 
the Holocaust to beauty school in this 
humorous and ironic piece based on 
her autobiographical experiences as a 
working-class Jewish woman. Sloan 
portrays over a dozen characters to 
tell how her suicidal tendencies are 
inextricably linked to her denial of her 
own memories. The show has five 
performances, July 28-31 (see Stage). 





Submissions tor Art & Soul must be 
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prior to publication. Send your 
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Come to the Cafe ... 
Located at Seven Congress Square, 
in the Museum's Glass Gallery on the Lower Ground Floor 
Artfully prepared delights from the Museum's own kitchen, 
induCting breakfast pastries, sandwiches, soups, and salads 
Desserts created by local bakeries and caterers 
Specialty coffees from Green Mountain Coffee Roasters 
Weekly specials feature selections from The Maine Collection 
the Museum's own unique cookbook 
Cafe Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday; 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursday; Noon to 4 p.m. Sunday 
Cross Idea] Cut - TIle world's most beautiful Diamond. 
Why People From All Over New England 
Buy Their Diamond Engagement Ring 
From Cross Jewelers 
Cross. as Portland' s oldest family-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence which spans four generations. 1be phiJosophy .which guides our s~ore is that all jewe~ must 
be made from the best precious metals, designed for beauty. designed to last, set with the finest gems and accurately represented. ~ phtlosop~y and comlmlJn~ntto excellence IS your 
greatest assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value and provide maximum satisfaction, The benefits of buy 109 your diamond at Cross mclude: 
Ideal Cutting: Ideal Cutting is simply the most beautiful way to cut a diamond. Only 
one out of every thousand diamonds cut in the world today achieves the exacting stan-
dards of the Cross Ideal Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives 
you the optimal combination of brilliance, dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintillation 
(sparkle) ... a lifetime of extraordinary beauty. 
Diamond Hallmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds come with a unique 
fonn of identification: a laser-inscribed registry number on the girdle (outside edge) of 
the gem, which positively identifies the diamond and authenticates your ownership. This 
registry number, called a hallmark is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths of an inch) high, 
and is visible only under magnification. Registered to the new owner in the pennanenl 
records of Cross Jewelers, the quality grades (cut. color and clarity). as well as the carat 
weight are also listed in an international diamond registry in New York City. Only 
Cross' Ultimate (deal Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of qUality. 
Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the part 
which holds the diamond, called the head. Forged from a single block of 18K wbile gold 
alloyed with platinum, the head goes through 12 individual die strikings, using 55 tons 
of pressure in each step. The result is the strongest, most durable head ever made. The 
pan. of the ring which encircles the finger is called the shank, and is crafted from two 
rectangular blocks of 18K yellow gold. Like the head, the shank sections go through 
multiple die-strikings. The 55 tons of pressure squeeze out all the air bubbles, densely 
compacting the atoms of gold. After the head and shank sections are assembled, the ring 
mounting is ready for finishing. The die striking results in a ring which accepts an extra-
ordinarily high polish, for a beautiful ring which will hold Cross· most beautiful diamonds. 
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross Jewelers 
is the assurance thai your diamond has been weighed, and the quality grading checked 
and verified by a registered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose, we can guaranlee 
the quality represented is exactly correct. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond has bet:n hand 
selected from hundreds, to provide the very best qualhy and value. 
Cross' Diamond Setting Shop: Cross' Diamond Seumg Shop is staffed by America's 
finesl diamond setters, and is visible from our show room. The first rule of our diamond 
setting shop lS, "take whatever amount of time is necessary to set the diamond most 
securely and most beautifully ." Few people realize tha~ at the moment a properly 
weighted prong is pushed over the edge of a diamond. over 45 pounds of pressure is 
exerted on the diamond. Careful preparations are required 10 ensure that the precious 
metal on which the diamond rests is perfectly smooth. and properly supports the dia-
mond. Because of their value, diamonds are never set "while you waif' al Cross 
Jewelers. Any time pressure on a diamond setter increases the risk to the diamond. For 
the safety of your diamond, setting in our shop is always scheduled within a block of 
time. allowing maximum time for all preparation details. The safety and security of your 
diamond depends on the quality of the mounting. the philosophy of the diamond setting 
shop, and most importantly, the skills and anention to detail by the diamond setter. If 
you would like to learn more about diamond sening. ask for a copy of our "Quality of 
Stone Serting" guide. written by Cross Jeweler.;. 
Cross Diamond Prices are Real: For over three quarters of a century, Cross Jewelers 
has maintained a consistent, conservative pricing philosophy that allows you 10 shop 
with the "real price" on every piece of jewelry in our store. Hems are priced according to 
their true value - we never have sales or offer discounts, because PrK:es are not inflated 
to aJlow for these types of artificial sales techniques. We find that people enjoy shopping 
in a store where qualiry is accurately represented and the values are real - 365 days of 
the year. When non-ideal cut discount and sale diamonds are accurately graded for cut. 
color and clarity and accurately weighed for their carat weight.. their "savings" often not 
only vanish when compared to an ldea] Cut diamond, but may be priced at a premium 
over the Ideal Cut. 
Cross is a Teaching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever consumers have the facts., they ~e infonned decisions ~ have ~ highesl level of satisfacti~n. in their 
purchase Our entire slaff is committed to taking any amount of time necessary to answer your questIOns and gtve you the background mfonnaLJon necessary to make a deciSion con-
cerning ~ems and jewelry. Cross has just completed a 24-page booklet titled "Cross's Guide To 11le World' s Most Beautiful Diamonds," If you have been thinking of the purchase of a 
diamond, we invite you to stop and receive your free copy. 
Cross Jewelers 
TIle Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107 
Open Monday-Fridny 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Thursday 'IiI 8:30 p.m. 
Art & Soul continued from page 16 
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stage 
AnnIe Warbucks The little red head takes to the 
stage to perform her rags to riches musical story. 
This Is the third musical In the Maine State Music 
Theatre series at Bowdoin . Shows July 2E>-Aug 13-
everyday at 8 pm, with 2 pm matinees 1st week: 
Wed, Frl, Sun and the 2nd week: Tues, Thurs, Frl. Tlx: 
$15-$27. 72EHl769. 
Bat_ Dance Performance Mlnneapolls-based cho-
reographer Danny Buraczeskl and his company, 
Jazzdance, perform a selection of works Inspired by 
Broadway and film choreographers. Shows July 30-
Sat at 8 pm - at Schaeffer Theatre, Bates College, 
Lewiston. 78&6161. 
"Denial of tile FlttMt" Judith Sloan portrays a dozen 
characters as her character, a professional .. tunny 
lady,· pulls herselffrom depression over the killing of 
her family by Nazis in Riga. Shows July 28-30 -
Thurs-Fri at 8 pm and Sat at 7 and 9 pm and Sun at 
7 pm - at The Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, 
Portland. Tlx: $12 for all performances exceptThurs-
day night when tickets are $10. 775-5103. 
Evenlnc of Storytellinc Martin Stelngesser and 
Raellnda Wode tell some unusual tales July 29 -
Friday at 7:30 pm-at Raffles Caf~ Bookstore, 555 
Congress St, Portland. Cover: $5. 761·3930 or 
Steve at 77~9U. 
"Oren .. Tuna" Getto know the folks of Tuna, Texas 
through the introductions of a couple small town 
radio personalities. Mad Horse Theatre Company 
performs the ull1"'lItically correct look at the Lone 
Star State July 14-Aug 7 -Thurs-Sat at8 pm and Sun 
at 7 pm- at Mad Horse Theatre, Portland. Tlx: $18/ 
$16 students and senlors/$2O on Sundays. 797· 
3338. 
"H.ar" Jump back a decade or so with this funky rock 
musical about a rebellious generation. The Originals 
perform the work July 22·30 - Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm -
at the Saco River Grange Hall, Bar Mills. Tlx: $9/$7 
students and seniors. 929-5412. 
"Hold On, MoIIyI" The State Theatre and the Em· 
bassy Players have collaborated to present Hank 
Beebe's romantic musical which tells the story of 
Molly Phinney. Phinney was kidnapped and then sold 
Into slavery In Quebec after the Means Massacre of 
1756 in Freeport. Maine. Shows July 2O-Aug 4 -
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7 pm - at the State 
Theatre, 609 Congress St. Portland. Tlx: $8.50 
adults/$6.50 children 12 and under. Dinner Is avail· 
able 90 minutes before curtain call for $10. 879-
1112. 
"1M Madwoman of Chamot" Written during the Nazi 
occupation of Paris, this play describes the efforts of 
a crazy lady and her friends to save the city from being 
taken over by business Interests. The Malnstage 
production shows through July 23 - Thurs-Sat at 8 
pm with Saturday matinees at 3 pm - atThe Theater 
ProJect, 14 School St, Brunswick. Tlx: $12/$10 
students and seniors. 729-a584. 
"Past Pr_enc." Modem atoryt .... , David Neufeld 
performs a repertoire of original comic pieces that 
Include 63characters, 7 dialects and 17 species. He 
reels off the tales July 21·23 - Thurs-Sat at 8 pm-
at the Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Tlx: 
$10. 775-5103. 
1M WII ROC'" Follies Ar1 award-wlnnlng musical 
about the legendary man who blew a muclHleeded 
breath of fresh air through the countJy during the 
depressed 19205 and 305. This Is the second 
musical In the Maine State Music Theatre series at 
Bowdoin. Shows through July 23-everydayat8 pm, 
with 2 pm matinees 1st week: Wed, Fri, Sun and the 
2ndweek:Tues, Thurs, Fri. Tlx: $15-$27. 72EHl769. 
concerts 
thursday 21 
Chandler'. a.nd (Summer In the Parl<s series: com-
munity orchestra) 7:30 pm, Fort Allen Park. Free. 
87 ~791 or 87 ~793. 
~of_ K __ 0rIM (orlan demonstra-
tion) 12 noon, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 
Myrtle St, Portland. Donation. 8748438. 
MotIeJ Crue (rock) 7 pm, Cumberland County CMc 
Center, One Civic Center5quare, Portland. TIx: $19.50 
(general admission). 775-3458. 
Ken • a.-te TwIeJ (Summer Performance Series: 
original folk and Jazz) 12 noon, Lobsterman Park, 
Temple St, Portland. Free. 772-6828 • 
Art & Soul continued on page 22 
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The thong remains the same 
That week John made the rounds of the malls and factory 
outlets in southern Maine, shopping until he had assembled a 
smorgasbord of stylish underwear to send me. He writes with 
professorial assurance, "Introducing [Michael] to the wonders 
of underwear as a pornographic instrument is one of the most 
important things I could do for him." 
When I received the package of underwear from John, I 
knew he would eventually be writing about it. John wrote 
about everything. The tired cliche - "His writing was his life, 
and his life was his writing" - is in fact an accurate 
description of John, more in a logistical sense than a 
philos,?phical one. You could never be sure if John did 
something for its own sake and then happened to write about 
it, or if he contrived an event or encounter specifically in order 
to write about it. 
I have a hunch that the underwear ploy conformed to the 
latter situation. John saw a great ending to his essay, and to be 
able to write about it in a nonfiction book, he had to actually 
go out and spend the couple of hundred dollars on jockstraps 
and bikinis and briefs. 
I had never spent more than four dollars on a package of 
six jockey shorts, so I was horrified by the expense of the 
present. "It's all a tax write-off," John reassured me, his 
standard line whenever he took me to restaurants more 
expensive than he could afford, when our daily phone 
conversations ran past an hour, when he sent me silk shirts for 
my birthday. (Never mind that when you don't pay taxes, it's 
hard to deduct anything against them. But that's another 
story.) 
John felt justified in writing off any expense related to our 
relationship because we were more than just friends. I was his 
project, his self-conscious literary endeavor. 
This all started one day when John called me at the office. 
We had been friends for a while, talking frequently on the 
phone, exchanging occasional letters. John had accepted an 
essay of mine for one of his anthologies and had read some of 
my stories. We had met in person two or three times at 
conferences and gay pride events. 
After the usual chatter his voice turned more serious, 
hesitant. He told me he'd like to propose an idea. He hoped I 
didn't think it was silly. "What is it, John?" I asked . "I'd like to 
be your mentor," he finally said, "And you'd be my 
protege" - as if these roles were as clear-cut and conventional 
as agent and author, or doctor and patient. John continued, "It 
would be my job to give you as much attention as you need, 
to read anything you send me, to help you make contacts in 
the publishing world. Do you think. you'd be interested?" 
Int~rested? I could barely keep from sprinting down the 
hall. It was any young writer's dream come true. Looking 
back, I am amazed how tentative John was. This avowed 
egomaniac, this man who took himself and his writing more 
seriously than any other I've known, seemed suddenly to be a 
shy, nervous schoolboy. It was one of the only moments in the 
time I knew John, including during his final weeks, when I 
saw him emotionally vulnerable. 
I signed on to the project immediately. There would be 
three of us, John told me. The others were Michael Rowe in 
Toronto and Owen Keehnen in Chicago. We were three young 
writers whom he admired, each of us needing a different kind 
of guidance. 
The only warning John gave me was that he would 
probably write about us and about the experience. This was 
an important experiment for him, and he wanted to be able to 
reflect on the results in print. 
"No problem," I said, picturing my name in lights. "Heck, I 
might even write about you." 
John did write about me a few times. There's the 
"Underwear as Pornography" piece, brief mentions in a few 
other essays and interviews, a Lambda Book Report column 
about the mentoring project. I will admit that every time I saw 
my name in print I felt giddy, honored . Each time he 
mentioned me as a "writer," I believed more and more that 
maybe I was one. 
I only wrote about John once while he was alive. It was an 
article about an AIDS" simulation" I participated in at the 
local medical school, and I contrasted the experience of 
pretending to be sick with the stark reality of John's actual 
illness. It seemed somehow inappropriate to mention him; I 
worried I was exploiting his sickness. I named him only as 
"my friend John," and only those who know me knew who I 
was referring to. 
When the article came out, John complimented me on the 
piece and then asked, with a mixture of playfulness and 
honest hurt in his voice, why I hadn't named him outright. I 
think he worried that I hadn't absorbed the lessons he was 
trying so desperately to instill in me before he died . Among 
the ones relevant in this particular case: 1) never hesitate to 
drop the biggest name you can in any given situation; 2) every 
mention in print (even if it's about your impending death from 
AIDS) is free publicity; 3) always acknowledge your friends. 
I still have my own mixed feelings about the article. I think 
the references to John are what really make the piece. But the 
essay is tinged with sadness, with all the feelings of powerless-
ness and desperation I felt as John became more and more ill. 
In the essay I wrote that since his HIV diagnosis six years 
earlier, John had "been holding up pretty well. But in recent 
weeks he had been feeling fatigued, he'd been running fevers, 
his cough had worsened." In October, when I wrote those 
words, they were entirely accurate. John was just a bit under 
the weather. He and his doctor thought it might just be a flu. 
The essay's last line is, "My friend John sat in his apartment, 
waiting for the doctor to call." 
In early January, on the day I finished revising the article 
for publication, John called me. He had just been to Boston to 
see his doctor. His first words were, "Well, honey. This is it." 
His T-cell count had plummeted to 68. The weight on his 6-
foot-plus frame was down to 159 pounqs. He knew this was 
the beginning of the end. 
By mid-February, when the article finally appeared in print, 
John's counts had dropped even lower. He had been 
diagnosed with M.A.!., an incurable opportunistic infection. 
He'd had two blood transfusions. He was so weak that even 
with the new laptop computer he'd acquired with the hope of 
writing in bed or on the couch, he couldn't even type a 
business letter. 
The day after the article hit the newstands, John was 
admitted to Maine Medical Center. He would stay in the 
hospital for three weeks, during which time he would, among 
other things, have a feeding tube cut into his abdomen and be 
diagnosed with a malignant lymphoma in his stomach. 
Another month and a half and he would be dead. 
John died four weeks ago yesterday. Yesterday, I received a 
check in payment for my article because it is being reprinted 
this summer in another magazine. It's strange but perhaps 
appropriate that while John's remains are in a pewter urn on 
his friend Tom's mantel, in the essay he will forever be 
"waiting for the doctor to call." 
John believed more than anybody I know in the power of 
words and books to grant immortality. In his last few weeks 
he was consumed with arranging for his books-in-process to 
be completed, and for a new edition of "Franny, The Queen of 
Provincetown" to be contracted. One of his final lucid days 
was spent with a woman from the special collections 
department of the Brown University library, discussing in 
detail the archiving of his papers and correspondence. As he 
was dying he asked that the cover mock-up for his 
forthcoming anthology, "Sister and Brother," be framed and 
placed where he could see it from his bed. 
John was too proud to ask me to write about him, or even to 
discuss this possibility beyond his single comment when my 
article appeared . But I know that he wanted me to. As much as 
it was a way of creating material for himself, John's mentoring 
project was a means of giving us proteges material. He knew 
that we would be able to spin endless yarns about "when the 
literary giant John Preston became my mentor." Formalizing 
his relationships with three young writers was like taking out 
an insurance policy for his memory. 
I know that John's friendship has had an inescapable and 
permanent effect on my writing and on my life. Every time I 
sit at the computer I hear his encouraging voice. 
I suppose lowe John the tribute of writing about him, but it 
doesn't feel like a burdensome debt. I want to pay tribute to 
him and to his example. I look forward to years of telling 
people about our friendship. 
As I prepared to write this, the first of what I'm sure will be 
many stories about John, I knew instantly that I had to don a 
pair of the underwear he gave me. I went upstairs, showered 
and shaved, and then tugged on the snug cotton briefs. Not 
that I actually find the underwear conducive to writing, 
despite John's confidence that I would. 
No, I put on the Calvin Klein boxer briefs because I knew it 
would make a good opening for this essay. I knew I could use 
them to create a literary moment. And if John Preston taught 
me any lesson, it's that everything, everything must be done 
with the writing in mind, _ 
This essay will appear next ymr in an anthology titled MLooldng 
For Mr. Preston. " 
July 21, 1994 2:1. 
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22 o.sro Bay Weekly 
Yippee! 
Yes, that's what the winners of our $25 gift certificate drawings say when we call 
them up with the good news. Drawings every Thursday evening-
is your entry bJaqk in the box? 
Caravan Beculs 1M 
summer class schedules for July & August now avaUable 
Main Street, Norlh Conway NH 449 Foresl Ave (2nd floor of Foresl Ave Plaza) 




Now serving lunch. happy hour and dinner 
11:30 til 9 daily on our new patio 
Featuring out of thIs world food at down to 
earth prices 
427 Fore St. 772-1983 
o 
W SE 
Has a wide assortment of used paperbacks and hardcovers, carefully 
selected, sorted and alphabetized. 
629 Forest A\e., Portland Open 12-6, Wed, Thurs, Fri ; 12-5 Sat 
FEATURING: W ES A NDERSON, ALTO SAXOPHONE 
WYCLIFFE G ORDON, TROMBONE: E RIC R EED. PI ANO: H ERLIN RILEY. D RU MS; 
BEN W OLFE. BASS: VICTOR L.GOINES, T ENOR SAXOPHONE AND CLARI NET 
Saturday, July 23, 8:00 p.m. 
Portland aty Hall Auditorium 
TIckets $) 5, s25 
GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE 
Portland Comert AssO(iolion· 262 Cumberlond Avenue, Portland, ME 04101 
207·772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME/NH*'OoooIed by long DilIGK. fIorIh 
MIm G"", IIt«nds Btji •. 
110.,..".,,, ... I .... U ~, . ,. It>rIL,,,,.j·;; AII,,,," 6 1.,11"" 
WCLZ 98.9 
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concerts 
friday 22 
MuslcFut '94 (Russel Sherman performs 
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.5.) 8 pm. Arst 
Parish Church, BrunsWick. Tlx: $14. 725-3895. 
PorttandSymphonyOrch_a("ASummerRomance' 
Including Glinka's Russian and Ludmilla Overture, 
Tchalkovsky's Romeo and JUliet and movie themes 
from Wutherlng Heights and Doctor Zhlvago) 7:30 
pm, Bayley's Campground. Scarborough (rain site: 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St, Portland). 
Tlx: $12/$10 adults and senlors/ $36 family In 
advance or $15/$12/$45 at the door. A barbecue 
dinner Is served from 5-7:30 pm. 773-8191 or BOO-
639-2309. 
Clulrlle RIzzi (Summer Performance Series: Jazz trio) 
12 noon, Canal Plaza, Portland. Free. 772-6828. 
La .. Vee_ (Iounge-rap) 7:30 pm, Raffles Cafe Book-
store, 555 Congress St. Portland. Cover: $5. 774-
3030 or Steve at 77 ~911. 
Jeny Jeff W.,k. (country) 9 pm, The State Theatre, 
609 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $17.50 cabaret 
(plus $10 dinner ticket)/ $13.50 general admission. 
879-1112. 
saturday 23 
Chllm ..... Musk: Recital (Aute, soprano and gUitar 
perform ' Around the World In an Evening. ") 8 pm, St 
Alban 's Church, 885 Shore Road. Cape Elizabeth. 
Tlx: $5. 821HJ927 . 
Rick Charetto A The Bubblecum Blllld (family mu-
sic) 12:30 pm, Deering Oaks Park. Portland. Free. 
87 ~791 or 87 ~793. 
Pet. Frampton and Robin TlOWer (rock) 7:30 pm, 
The Ballpark at Old Orchard Beach. Tlx: $15. 775-
3331. 
The Wynton Marsalis Septet (Marsalis on trumpet, 
Wes Anderson on alto sax, Wycliff Gordon on trom-
bone, Victor Goines on tenor sax and clarinet. Eric 
Reed on plano, Ben Wolfe, bass and Herlln Riley on 
drums: jazz, of course.) 8 pm. Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. Tlx: $15/ $25. 
772-8630 or 800-639-2707. 
The Pump Boys (Saturday Night Music Series: coun-
try blues) 7 pm, Post OffIce Park. at the comer of 
Middle and Exchange streets. Free. 775.<J926. 
sunday 24 
R." .. Island Beach Party (s ix hours of music by 
Majek Fashek. the Jamaican Roots Man Madou and 
Rockln ' Vibrations, Jamaican food , danCing and sWim-
ming) DJ 's start at 2 pm, bands start at 3:30 pm at 
Diamond Island. Ferries leave Portland's Maine Ferry 
Terminal at 1:15. 3:15 and 2 pm. Tix: $9 in advance 
(at Bad Hablts)/$10 day of. 773-6979. 
monday 25 
Pat Foley (Summer Performance Series: acoustic 
rock) noon, Tommy's Park, Portland. Free. 772-
6828. 
tuesday 26 
The Metropolitan Brass Qulntat (Summer In the 
Parks Series: classical) 7 pm, Deerlng Oaks Park, 
Portland. Free. B7 ~791 or 87 ~793. 
JolIn Weav. (organ works of Bach, Franck, Handel . 
and others) 7:30 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 
30 Myrtle St, Portland. 773-8191. 
DouClu Raft. (organ recital) 12:10 pm, Chestnut 
Street Methodist Church, Portland. Donation. 729-
7331. 
wednesday 27 
BowdoIn UpllNtl Concert s.rt.. (Sonata for ViOlin 
and Plano In A Minor: Schumann; Cello Suite 16: 
Bach; Octet: Str8lllnsky) 8 pm, Moulton Union, 
BowdoIn College, Brunswick. Tlx: $8. 125-3895. 
N tt.wk .. (Mill Creek Park Summer Concert Series: 
strine fusion) 1 pm, Mill Creek Park, South Portland. 
Free. 761-1650. 
....... Cll8ttelten (Summer Perfotmance Series: 
acoustic folk) noon, Post Offlce Pari<, comer of 
Exchange and MIckie streets, Portland. Free. 772-
6828. 
~ C .. ttwton (Summer In the Parks Series: 
folk) 1:45 pm, Western Promen_, Portland. Free. 
87~791 or 87~193 . 
a., WNttn., _ ......-0 81M! JIM c. =, 
(original material and standard Jazz numbers) 8 pm, 




Rhytlim Fish (blues/R&B) The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Comedy Showc ... The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St., Portland. 774-5554. 
Nemesis (harder rock 'n' rOil) Gena's, 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
Ca, and ~een Dr ...... (alternative rock) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Port-
land. 761-27B7. 
Deejay Ken Gard .... (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
DaVid Good (progressive unplugged) Khalldl's Cre-
ative Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Panca .. (fuSion) Leo's Billiards. corner of Exchange 
and Fore streets, Portland. 180-1111. 
D.W. GI. A the BlIMS Train (free show) Morganfield ' 5 
121 Center St. Portland. 774-1245. 
Bicycle Thlev .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland . 774.<J444. 
Fat Tuesday (free over-the-ildge rock) Raoul 's Road-
side Attraction, 885 ForestAve, Portland. 77J.6886. 
Rockln' Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 167-4627. 
Jenny Woodman with Carol .net Patty (unplugged 
rock In an outdoor setting) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 173-8040. 
GretP_ers (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 175-6161. 
Deejay TIm Staney(techno, tribal, trance/ live karaoke 
In front room with Nick) The Underground, 3 Spring 
St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
Ac_k: Open Mlc with Kenny GrImsley The Wrong 
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 775-1944. 
Decade Music ('60s-'80s altemative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 22 
Annie" The Nltec,awters (blues, R&B) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78().1207. 
Marlj .... Brink (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 173-9813. 
Mart. Falzone, Stovo Hurley",", Tony Moschello 
(comedy) The Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St., 
Portland. 774-5554. 
luther "Gultllr J," Jo/inson (blues record release 
party) Dos Locos Restaurant, 31 India St, Portland. 
775-6267. 
RSGS and Those Poster Chll*en from Het\ with 
Great Tanal (carousel of original music) Geno's, 13 
Brown 51, Portland . 172-1891. 
Ncoho\ of Fame (hypno core) Granny Killam' 5 Indus-
trial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 161-2781. 
Deejay Paul LeCIaI, (progressive house) Kaos , 131 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Rustic OVerl_ (progressive unplugged) Khalldl 's 
Creative Seafoods. 36 Market St, Portland. 871-
1881. 
Some Pit (original rock) leo's Bil liards. comer of 
Exchange and Fore streets. Portland. 180-1111. 
BIg Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
James Cotton (blues) Morganfield 's 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-1245. 
Awora ,rock ) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
The Walto ... (rock) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 17J.6886. 
The Upaatters (R&B) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 761-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 713-8040. 
TIm Dyhrbe't (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel . S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay TIm st.noy (dance, dance, dance) The Un-
derground. 3 Spring St., Portland. 713-3315. 
Falcons Verlllo's, 155 Riverside St, Portland. 175-
6536. 
Born AcIcIIctIon (metal rock) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 ForestAve. Portland. 775-1944. 
NI At .. Vertigo (all ages dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 23 
Jazz Dwt Bebop's Caftl, 548 Congress St, Portland. 
82~551. 
Hen .. ReneWI IIIuoo Band (blues, R&B) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 180-1207. 
.......... (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 169 Con-
gress St, Portland. 173-9873. 
Mart. ~, st_ Hurte, ... Tony MoscMtto 
(oomedy) The Comedy Connection, 434 Fore St., 
Portland. 174-5554. 
RockIn' VIIIntIene (reggae) Dos locos Restaurant, 
31 India St, Portland. 175-6261. 
.. er.w DIIIIoIy .. 'I1Ie ...... '"'- (ortelnal 
bayou) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 712-7891. 
M.rcJwIth ....... _elM-rOreliMtN(alter-
11IIII\Ie) Gnlnny Kllam's Industrial Drtnkhouse, 55 
Market St, Portland. 761-2187, 
DeeJay Ken Gard .... (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
The Jim Dutry Exparl_ (progressive unplugged) 
Khalldl's Creative Seafoods, 36 Market St. Portland. 
811-1881. 
Syd's Kids (alternative weird rock) Leo's Billiards, 
comer of Exchange and Fore streets. Portland. 780-
1111. 
Ume Rockets (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Monster Mike Welch (blues) Morganfield's 121 
Center St. Portland. 174-1245. 
Auro,. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St, Port-
land. 714.<J444. 
Tlsh Hlnoj ..... (country, folk. pop, rock) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6888. 
The Upaetters (R&B) Spring Point Cattl, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Blrds , 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Renegade (pop) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton Tara Hotel, 
S. Portland . 175-6161. 
Deejay TIm Staney (dance. dance, dance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Falcons Verillo ·s. 155 Riverside St, Portland. 775-
6536. 
Born Addiction (metal rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
OnlyUvlnt_, Green Mapt School, Paycho-
.Is Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 24 
Memphl. Mafia (rockabilly) The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Comody Showc ... The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St .. Portland. 774-5554. 
Open Mic (bring your Instruments and play) Geno's, 
13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891. 
Kevin Mldgley (local blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore 
St, Portland . 712-2739. 
Deejay Ken G .. dnor (progressive house) Kaos. 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Trikes 4 Hire (progressive unplugged) Khalidi 's Cre-
ative Seafoods. 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
The Streetwalkers (blues) Morganfield ' s 121 Center 
St. Portland. 714-1245. 
Frankie Manzi (rock) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton 51. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
Iris DeMent and Jesus Christ 
"I worry about running out of songs all the time_ Every time I write a song I feel 
like it's going to be my last one. It's a constant thing for me. I just keep working 
and keeping my fingers crossed, hoping I can grab 'em when they come along." 
Iris DeMent writes small songs about slender slices of life. Part autobiography, 
part flights of imagination, the compositions are simple and beautiful. They are 
Walker Evans' prints of people way different from you and me. Her second 
collection, "My Ufe," was released this spring to the kind of glowing reviews her 
first album "Infamous Angel" had inspired two years ago. Indeed, the clamor in 
tolkie circles seems to have only gotten louder. Her star is clearly ascending 
because she has a big honest voice and hones~ songs that are a real altemative to 
so much mediocre Singer/songwriter stuff that now prevails. 
At 33, the artist isn't stewing in some post-modem juices that dampen so many 
of her contemporaries' wor!<. DeMent doesn't drip irony, embrace some faux 
innocence, and she isn't front -loading a false memory when she sings a hefty 
Frizzell or Carter Family song. Her wor1< still has the feeling of the earth from 
whence it came. 
The youngest ot 14 children, DeMent's family moved from their home in 
Paragould, Ark., to southem California when she was three. A theme central to her 
life has been the family's strong religious moorings, and it still informs much of her 
writing even though she left the Pentecostal Church 15 years ago. "I lived and 
breathed church. 1 don't remember missing a Sunday. We were always in church, 
and it was reinforced at home too - a lot of Bible reading and singing church 
songs. My parents lived that religion. I can't separate myself from that, even 
though I don't continue to go to those churches." DeMent considers that 
upbringing quietly from a hotel room in Northhampton, Mass. "I don't think too 
much could ever be made of it. It was just too big a part of my life." 
But the way her writing has evolved, the church, the references to the River 
Jordan or her late father's preaching, weigh no more than her adUlt concerns with 
love and loss. They are all just Signposts of a rich life. Fortunately, the subject 
matter transcends loins and lubricated love. The loss she sings of is genuine, the 
love she sings of is a considered love. And when she decides to toss a song from 
her childhood into her live performances, it's not for effect - it's simply because 
she loves those songs and isn't afraid of audience reactions. That's ri.ght-
Gospel songs. 
Yet don't ever expect a full album of songs centered on the ch\.H'ch or the Bible 
no matter how closely DeMent continues to hold them to her heart. She's too 
adept at creating her own songs, grabbing ideas from the air as they come along. 
But evidently DeMent doesn't knOw that as yet. "I always worry. Even if someday I 
have no record label and no one even remembers me, 1'0 worry if I'll write another 
song. It's something I love and I'll always want to do. But we'll see." 
- Jim Pinfold 
Iris DeMent performs at Jonathan's Restaurant in Ogunquit June 26 and 27. 
Tix: $15-$37.50 (dinner and show). 1-800-464-9934. 
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OAK STREET PRODUCTIONS presents 
Comic storyteller David Neufeld in 
A cross between Mark Twain and Gary Larson's Far Side: 
~ "P AST PRESENCE" 
THREE SHOWS ONLY! 
TOIIGHT, TOMORROW liGHT 
.10 SATURDAY AT 8 P.M. 
OAK STREET THEATRE 
92 Oak St. in Portland (air conditioned) 
Tickets only $10 - 775-5103 
T~IR HAj.R .. ~X1E/ltSIONS! 
HA~ERNATIVE 
~ -CLINIC 
50 fJ1 Ask for Coila, -/OOlFF formerly head techniCian'al Hair Builders;"and receive " 
50% OFF hair eXlensions. 
Hair Alternative Clinic' 110 US 'RT. i; Falmouth 
To Barbeque Or 
Not To Barbeque? 
That isn't even a question 
with our all natural, 
additive-free charcoal. 
Just what you need 
to torch a juicy burger 
or tofu pup. 
The way barbeque should be. 





HARDWARE, HOUSEWARES, PERSONAL CARE 
111 COMMERCIAL ST., PORTLAND I 780"13H 
Maine Festival 
Tickets and brochures available at all Shop 'n Saves, 






500 performers, artists 
and craftspeople 




(Courtesy of lang Distance Northt 
$9 adults $6 kids under 12' $25 family (2 adults and 3 kids)· $6 Thursday, 
$6 Friday after 5 p.m . • $15 camping per night· Free parking' Opens at noon 
l! ~PI>f f<; ·1,,' 
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r····························. • BEST PIZZA IN NEW ENGLAND • 
• 16 $ • 
•• INTERNATIONAL O'P-\..D OF p,/ 2 00 • VARIETIES ~ Z< • 
• "~ . ~ ~" Off an~ lar~e or • 
• 6 ., deep dish pizza • : &~: '?9. F~jc;· $1 00 r;: 
• DIFFERENT ~47i P 'P-\)S~ Off any large • 
• TOPPINGS IZZA C pizza or carzone • 
• with this coupon EXP. 7/28/94 • 
• 688 FOREST AVE. PORTLAND 774-4100· •............................ ~ 
Che{Owned 
Hugos 
~!)i6~ "Without a dnubt-
the best crabcakes in New England!" 
Dinner: Tues - Sat 
Reservations: 774-8538 
88 Middle St. (at Franklin), Portland 
Visa!Me! Amex 
"Voted Best Pizza in Maine" 
1990, 1991, 1992 B: 1993 
Casco Bay Weekly ft Portland Press Herald 
BRICK OVEN 
.4IJ_ , ~ 
"~ '> P I Z Z E R I A 
Serving: 
PIZZA • PASTA • CALZONES 
SALADS B: APPETIZERS 
Full line of beer a wine 
Dine In or Take Out 
Come visit our newly expanded dining room 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET DAll.Y 
29 Western Ave. South Portland 
-
" ; ~.: " ~:,;~ ~)';.-J ' . ... 
~[<r&>" ',:, G . P K" •. ,· .,. ,_ ~ . . \ ;:-: .. -. .... (£) 
IfJ's were a 














Mixing Good People, 
Good Food 
and Good Drinks 
for 16 Years 






THAI GARDEN. Authentic Thai food. Buffet lunch Mon-
Fri. Daily specials. Catering. Take out. Our new owner 
and kitchen manager are proud to make their delicious 
choices available to you. Visa &; M.C. accepted. One 
City Center. Portland. 772-1118. 
ECLECTIC 
BlNTUFF'SRESTAURANT. Fresh, creative cuisine. Break-
fast and lunch M-f, 6AM-2PM. Breakfast all day Satur-
day, 6AM-2PM, and Sunday, 7AM-2PM.Now serving 
dinner Thursday, Friday &; Saturday, 5PM-9PM. 98 
portland Street, Portland. 773-2096. 
FOODEES. Sixteen intemational piua combinations. 
Five heart-healthy crusts. Voted best piua in New 
England by Boston Globe. Buffet Monday -Saturday 11-
2pm. M.C., Visa, accepted. Parking. 688 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 774-4100. 
GOOOTABLE. Casual. Tastyweekend brunch. Screened, 
startit deck. Full bar. Seafood, barbeque, Greek. Old 
jau, good Iookin' staff. Honest food . Honest prices. 
M.e., Visa accepted. Parking. Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth. 
799-4663. 
HUGO'S. DinnerTuesday- Saturday from 5:15. Innova-
tive menu featuring fresh seafood and interesting veg· 
etarian dishes. Provocative atmosphere. Main courses 
from S8.95. P3rking. Reservations accepted. All major 
credit cards accepted. 88 Middle St Portland. 774-
8538. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar featuring 36 beers on tap. 
Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. 
M.C., Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials S9.95 and unpre-
tentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. Home made, Good 
Cookin. Monday-Thursday 5-lOPM, Friday &; Saturday 
5-11 pm. Corner of Spring and High St Portland. 
PORTLAND WINE &; CHEESE. Delicious homemade 
soupsand sandwiches, wines, champagnes and cheeses. 
large selection of gourmet foods. Gift and picninc 
baskets. Party platters, catering and deliveries. M.e., 
Visa and Amex accepted. 168 Middle St Portland. 772-
4647. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATIRACTION. Enjoy lunch or 
dinner in our funky, casual atmosphere, comfortable 
enough to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches, 
appetizers, vegetarian items and homemade desserts. 
Mon·Sat 11 :30AM-1AM. Sunday 4PM-1AM. M.C. &; 
Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
EAGLES CONCERT PARTY 
Every Thursday in July 4-8 PM 
$1.50 
FREE Hot HoI'S d'OOLNres, Great ~ 
~ 
Mrnic, Plizes, • 
Grand Plize -
, Eagles Concert Tickets * DAILY HAPPY HOUR 4-7 PM * 
$1 .75 Domeslic BOltles • $2.25 Imports 
$2.50 Well Drinks 
$1 .00 OFF All Glasses of Wine 
2 for 1 Appetizers • Free Hot Hors d'oeuvres * FRIDAY & SATURDAY * 
5-1 0 PM 2 for 1 Appetizers * SUNDAY,MONDAY,TUESDAY * 
5-10 PM 2 for 1 Pizza 
WEDNESDAY IS WINE NIGHT 
Check Oul our extensive new wine liSt 
10 great bottles to choose from 
$1 .00 OFr regular price 4 PM-Midnight 
thck'!fiJm 
336 Fore Sl . In .he Old Port 
772-8619· SeningDa~yll:30·10 
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TABITHA-lEAN'S RESTAURANT. Cajun and vegetarian 
specialties. Homemade sweets. Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. Tuesday through Sunday, 7AM·9PM. Twenty 
hot sauces. Freshly ground coffee. American Express 
accepted. Validated off-street parking. 94 Free St Port-
land. 780-8966. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game and 
seafood, organic produce. Moderately priced entrees 
and a casual, comfortable ambiance. M.C. , Visa ac-
cepted. Parking. Reservations suggested. 58 Pine St. 
Portland. 773-8223. 
C A FE 
BAGEL WORKS. Freshly baked traditional style bagels. 
Vennont cream cheeses, egg sandwiches for breakfast 
Deli meats, cheeses, fresh salads andsoupsforiunch. 15 
Temple St Portland. 879-2425. 
COFFEE BY DESIGN. Coffee by the bean, by the cup, by 
the pound. Fine tea, baked goods and pastries too. 
Enjoy at our coffeehouse or take out Monthly art 
shows. Open 7 days. MC and VISA accepted. 620 
Congress St,Portland. 772-5533. 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of the 
Arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of breakfast items 
and lunch specials weekly. M.C. and VISa accepted. 
Tuesday-Friday 7-2, weekend brunch, Saturday &; Sun-
day 9-2. Parking. 41 Middle St Portland. 774-2972. 
F.DDLEHEAD FARM. Casual cafe and bakery. Country 
Inn style dining in a restored 1800's fannhouse. Relaxed 
atmosphere for intimate dining. Parking. M.C. &; Visa. 
ResefVations suggested for dining room. 8654166. 
Cafe, 865-0933. lower Main St Freeport. 
THE MOON. Serving awesome appetizers and a full 
menu of burgers, sandwiches and seafood pastas on 
their outdoor sidewalk cafe in the heart of the Old Port 
11 :30-9:00. 427 Fore St Portland. 772-1983. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take out fresh baked pastries and 
great lunches. Summerseating on the deck. Soups with 
piuaz, creative deli sandwiches and healthy salads. 205 
Commercial St Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAFE. Offering a variety of Mexican or 
American dishes, comfortable dining and an entertain-
ing atmosphere for all. M.C. &; Visa accepted. Parking. 
175 Pickett St So. Portland. 767-4627. 
ITALIJ\J\I 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN. For a great and inex· 
pensive meal or a homemade piua stop by for lunch or 
dinner. Open 7 days. Parking. 151 Middle St Portland. 
774·8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade pas-
tas and sauces in Portland. Open for lunch, dinner and 
late night dining. Italian wine and beers. Espresso. 
Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the familyl M.e,Visa and 
Amex accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market Sl Port-
land. 773-7146. 
RICETI A'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA. Voted Portland's 
"Best Piua" four years running. Northern Italian cui-
sine. Gourmet lunch buffet daily. Dine-in, tak~ut, 
delivery, catering. Expanded dining room. M-Th 11 :30 
AM-10:oo PM. Fri, Sat. 11:30·11:00PM. Sunday 12· 
lOPM. MCMsa/Discover. 29 Westem Ave. "Plaza 29" 
S.Portland. 775-7400. 
J\MERICJ\N 
RUSKI'S. 7am-1 am. Breakfast all day. Daily lunch &; 
dinner specials. Daily happy hour 4-7 w/beer fl mixed 
drink specials. 6-page menu. Breakfast, lunch &; dinner; 
what a real neighborhood pub should be. M.e, Visa 
accepted. 212 Danforth St., Portland. 774-7604. 
SEJ\FOOD 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Portland Harbor's beau-
tiful oceanfront restaurant. Gounnet seafood, steaks, 
pasta inside. All day dockside dining outside. Free boat 
shuttle from Old Port. Valet parking. M.e and VISa 
accepted. 231 Front Street So. Portland. 799-5552. 
DOCK FORE. Great food in a friendly, casual atmo-
sphere. Homemade soups, chowders,lobsterstew, sand-
wiches, fresh dough piua, steak and seafood. Chedc us 
out for lunch, happy hour or relaxing dinner. All major 
credit cards accepted. 336 Fore St Portland. 772-8619. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE. Friendly, Downeast-
style dining, dockside or indoors. Seafood straightfrom 
Maine waters; hand..:ut fries &; fries &; onion rings, 
award·winning chowder. Parking. 92 Commercial St 
Portland. 871-5636. 
I'S OYSTER BAR. Fresh seafood daily. ShelWish &; pasta 
dishes our specialty. Relaxed friendly atmosphere. Sea-
sonal patio dining. M.e., Visa accepted. Parking. 5 
Portland Pier. Portland. 772-4828. 
KHALIDI'S CREATIVE SEAfOOD. Featuring local and 
seasonal ingredients carefully selected &; prepared, 
served in a casually elegant atmosphere. We invite you 
to join us where we have captured the seafood niche in 
Portland. Conveniently located in the heart of Portland's 
Old Port All major credit cards are accepted. Reserva-
tions advised. 36 Market St. Portland. 871-1881. 
NOUVELLE 
DAVID'S RESTAURANT. Upstairs casual dining, del~ 
cious food, and raw bar. Downstairs, elegant cuisine. 
Seafood, chicken, beef and pasta entrees. Prepared by 
Master Chef David Turin. M.e., Visa, Amex accepted. 
164 Middle St. Portland. 773-4340. 
C " I (r5f.~ i~.' ts . ~; ,t Dream 
41 Middle Street 
Portland, Maine 
Serving breakfast alJ day . 
"Fresh baked goods daily .. 
Tues - fri 7-1 
Weekend Brunch 
Sat-Sun 8-2 








31 India St. 
. 
Portland Maine 041 01 
(Cor. of Fore and India St.) 
Phone: 775-6267 
Open 7 Days a Week 
SPECTACUlAR OCEANFRONT AIID SKYUNE WI 
- File Dining Inside 
- Deck lIld Dockside Menu Outside 
BOAT SHUTTlE FROM PORTWD'S OlD PORT 
I 
I 
-Winner-People's Choice Award for 
Chowder at the 1994 Chili & 1 
Chowder Challenge 
-****-"Taste & Tell", Maine 
g'~~~ 
Sunday Telegram 1 
.9.?c 871-5636 ~#o, 
I O~etcial St., \?o 1 ~w~yo.pt~po~ 
RESTAURANT 
231 Front St., South Portland 799-5552 
llIlCh 11:30 -2, CWmer 5:30 - 9:30 Weekdays 
5:30 - 10:00 Friday & Saturday 
PUB FJ\RE 
BRIAN BORU. Lunch daily from 11 :30 AM. lunch 
specials. Known for really good, homecoolced foods. 
Dinner served after 5PM. lrish.music. Dine on our deck! 
Parking. 57 Center st. Portland. 780-1506. 
MEXICJ\J\I 
DOS LOCOS. Serving authentic Mexican food seven 
days a week. Patio dining. Great food and entertain-
ment! Monday-Thursday 12-11 PM, Friday and Satur-
day 4-11 PM, Sunday 4-10PM. All major credit cards 
accepted. Reservations helpful. Parking. 31 India St 
Portland. 775-6267. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. Family 
recipes and friendly atmosphere. First level-eateryl 
taverna. Second level-smoke free dining with out.jjoor 
deck. M.e Visa accepted. 128 Free St. Portland. 774-
1114. 
Stlectlolu from the Dinner Menu 
July 21·28 
*BouiIlabaiMe of local fish and shellfish 
*Venioon meda1lIona with cracked pepper 
and Meriot oauce 
* Goal ch.-, spinach and pine nul ravioli 
Parking available - Dinner Night!, at 5:30 
EnjO"j OUT outdoor patio! • R<SenIations Welcome 
BTeakfast (I Lunch smJed cIail, 
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Hear & NoUJ Big Sounds Fr 
Hn Evening With 
lon~ Ben 
Rrst Maine Rppearance In Thirh/ Years. 
"r onq Renne~ is the best singer in the business." 
-frank Sinatra 
Saturday, August 6, 8PM 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
Tickets: $18-$30 at the PPAC box office. caU774-0465 for reserved seating 
Sponsored by 
Shop'nSave 
WelZ and WMPG 
In Pain? 
The Family Acupuncture Center 
can help ... 
ADULT: back pain, headaches, gyn problems, depreSSion, HBP, stress 
GERIATRIC: arthritis, prostatitis, bladder control, memory loss, insomnia 
PEDIATRIC: allergies, colic, bed-wetting, attention disorders, asthma 
sterile disposable needles 00 nO-needle technique available 00 sliding scale 
STOP SMOKING! 
3-week evening program starts July 29 
197 Route 1, Scarborough 885-0724 
Diana Sainte, Acupuncturist 
Defining Creativity 
STATe; 1 " , A T R , 
Rated the best small art 
college in the country, we 
have limited space available 
for this Fall. Financial aid 
and scholarship dollars still 
available, 
Evening BFA degree courses 
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<AIAIIET -oflU_VUAGE SIIVIC£ 
Useful W orL: 
Y ou Can Do On Inforail 
~ I, Selld doaunenlS 10 anolher office fasler and cheaper 
Ihan faxing 
.ki I, Send elec:tronic bags of mail 10 people outside your 
organaalion 
~. "'~3, Worl on group projeds even if an of you are scaIIered 
.. across Maine, ' , . or aroWld Ihe world! 
.;'" 4. Send audio infonnalion 10 anolher Inforilil member, 
~ s, Publish your organaalion's newsieHer on line, 
.. 6. Find oul BLout job opportunities from aroWld lhe world 
M 7, Send grapJ.ic:aI infonnalion as dean, dear image flies. 
Inforail 
~Iainels Wo.lplac:e-Orienled Beaonic: BuBelin Board Ser-nc:e 
P.O, Box 338, Cumberland Cenler, Maine own 
WlUstle-Slop ser-nc:e: S30/year; SLorl·line sernce: S60/year: 
Depol sern«:e: S50 per monlL or S500 per year ' 
For more inromlafion, dial 829-3302( voice), 
~9·5453CmodenJj or 829-,mo(faxl 
MilrL: A. SloIJan, System Opernlor (Sysop); Ernesl L Copley m, President 
: ........... ~~~.~ ............................• 
: BEAT ~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• TUNE UP 
• COOLANT SERVICE 
• OIL CHANGE & LUBE 
• TIRE ROTATION 
All f" SLIGHTLY MORE. SEE CENTER MANAGER 
$ 7 4 95 Al PARTlC'PATING LOCATIONS. NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OFFER. MOST CARS 6 & 8 CYLINOER ENGINES 0." FOR DETAilS. OFFER EXPIRES JULY 30 
-V.J,jMij8HioJi l .i1- ., 1994 t 
.... -.......... .illI .11111' 
A Lot More Than Tune-Ups 
• Computerized Diagnostic Tune-Up 
• Radiator Flush & Fill 
• Maintenance Service· Fuel Injection Cleaning 
• Lube, Dit & Filter chage 
• Brake Service 
• Emission Control System Inspection 
• Air Conditioning 
• 12-Month12,OOO Mile Guarantee 





• , , -, • '1 • , ~ - I I - : I ~ + . 1 : • I " ~i "'1 ::( ,.' ' r v 1 .' 
SERVICE SO GOOD, YOU'LL SEND A FRIEND 
~---.. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 
Hinojosa transcends 
Austin's city limits 
Another singer out of Austin? Sure, I'd love to hear 'em. City hasn't failed me 
yet. Back slap, sip off the longneck, long whooping yeeeehaaww. 
Ten years ago, even five years ago, those performers were something to look 
forward to. Honey from the comb If you will. They just kept oozing out. Jimmy Dale 
Gilmore, Joe Ely, Butch Hancock, Nanci Griffith, Lucinda Williams and on and on, 
one just as sweet as the next. These folks wouldn't be on the soundtrack for the 
Sliver Bullet in that beer commercial - they were the real deal. And even if they 
weren't from Austin, maybe they were from San Antonio, that was OK as long as 
they were from Texas and they could carry a tune. Everybody north of the Red 
River and east of the Sabine thinks they're from Austin anyway, so why argue? 
A few years older, a few years wiser and a couple of hundred Austin performers 
later, one gains perspective. Sure, they've got a great scene with a few dozen great 
performers, but so has its 'sister city in myme - Boston. Plus, Boston is closer, and 
unlike Texans, sober Bostonians won't bend your ear about how they live in the 
greatest city on earth. Austin's lost a tot of its luster for this writer save for several 
of the aforementioned singers and Tish Hinojosa. 
Five years ago when Hinojosa's first nationally distributed recording "Homeland" 
was released, a lot of listeners made it out to be a revelation of the magnitude of, 
s,*!, Elvis Costello's "My Aim Is True." Unfortunately, it was an insider's record - in 
spite of great press and great word of mouth within the music business - it died on 
the vine. The record company didn't even bother to release the follow-up after it 
was recorded. 
In May of this year Warner Brothers released Hinojosa's "Destiny's Dance.· It's 
her fourth release since "Homelancl' and her fourth record company in five years. 
She has clearly had an uphill battle. 
When we talked, the singer/songwriter was on a tour that will bring her band to 
Portland 10r the first time. "Some people have an easy road when it comes to the 
music business and recording: said Hinojosa "[Changing companies) has been a 
frustration. But I have to see it as part of the big picture of life and the challenges 
we face. I find myself luckier than a lot. At least I get record deals.· 
"Destiny's Dance" is a bit smoother than Hinojosa's previous efforts. Gone are 
the tiny bits of grit that seemed, at first glance, to lend a Texas a'adibility to the 
other recordings. Now there's a synthesizer here and there, a string quartet 
accenting the lyrics and a credit in the liner notes for hair, makeup and, yes, 
location coordinator. 
But these are quibbles, Her voice is as one always hoped it would be. Previously 
Hinojosa always sounded a bit off, a bit indifferent, as though there wasn't enough 
1Ime in the studio or conversely as if there was too much. On "Destiny's Dance" she 
sounds completely involved. 
Her voice wraps around both Spanish and EngNsh. both the showy songs and 
the intimate secrets. It all begins to point to why her live shows have such a great 
reputation - and they do. Touring. Lots of touring - the usual circuit and EU'ope. 
One would imagine that It would be challenging to tap dance between all the musk: 
a1d the familial responsibilities of 1WO kids and a husband who's been there "for 
wary song since the begimlng 13 years ago." 
Yet she has worked it through. He's her manager and the first person to hear 
each song as she writes it "He'/I say 'you may want to clarify this pari here' and I'H 
be saying Well, wait a minl4e ... It's just a song, leave me alone: Later 1 might 
realize he was right about something. I might change it. A lot of times he mlght hit a 
sore spot. Something I might have cheated on a bit,· 
It sounds like the kind of critique that could easily sCUff up a marriage. but 
Hinojosa embraces that kind of challenge - a1d the results are obvious. Whether 
1he songs have a political edge or simply relish in the pathos of diminished love, 
she sings them like she knows them. 
It's 8 technique more songwrlters, Austinlan or OtherWIse, might consider. Gall 
Austin Information, under artists comma, still interesting. Then ask for Hinojosa's 
tusband ... Two Iongnecks please. 
-JimPinfoid 
Hinojosa performs on July 23 at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., at 9 p.m. 773-6886. 







"Yeah, we got that." 
Casco Bay Weekly's 
Bi-Annual 
WELLNESS ISSUE 
Published July 28th 
To keep your 
business healthy 
call your representative 
at 
775-6601 
Keep your fingers 
on your customers' pulse 
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FAMILY 
PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Adult/Pediatric Medicine 
Office Gynecology f\ 
Manipulation :" 
Preventative Medicine . 
By Appointment I 
222 ·St. John St., Suite #322 
Portland Maine· 871-1300 





H~dg~row Ston~ 6- Gardmi ummt gardm 
plaques, statuary. bmch~! 6- baths 
83lndi. Street, Portland 775-5011 • M.w·Sat 10·5 
OcClll Ave, Kennebunkport 967-0994 • Mow-Saw 10-5 
Weisberg, M.D., F.A.C.S, 
and Stephen P. Fox, M.D. 
Welcome to our new column dedicated to aesthetic surgical techniques. There 
are a variety of cosmetic procedures that men and women undergo these days to increase 
self-confidence. Surgeries such as facelifts, liposuction, rhinoplasty, and body sculpting 
are becoming more and more common. Whenever your doctor's personal ideas or 
methods differ from those general concepts expressed in our column, your doctor will 
indicate that change and explain his or her preference. To find out more about plastic 
surgery, contact PLASTIC SURGERY CENTER OF MAINE. We are located in 
Portland at 232 St. John Street, Suite 321, and our phone number is 800-688-9133. 
SELF-IMAGE 
Nearly all of us are intimately aware of our image. We evaluate our appearance 
each time we shave, apply makeup, and workout. We are aware of our physical strengths 
and weaknesses by a look in the mirror or by the reaction of friends, family, and 
strangers. This personal knowledge may bring with it a cerrain dissatisfaction with how 
we look. Nearly half of us would like to change some feature about ourselves. Today, 
plastic surgery brings reconstructive surgical procedures into the realm of possibility for 
the average person. As long as there is medical need or sound justification for changing a 
person's appearance, the plastic surgeon will consider performing a corrective procedure. 
The purpose of this column is to make information available that may help in the 
decision process. 
Th( word "plastic· COTrU ftom th( Gmk word m(aning "to shap(. » 
=-I , 
, j 
28 usco Bay Weekly 
Before your summer romance heats 
up, check out Planned Parenthood. 
For annual exams, birth Control, testing and treatment for 
sexually transmitted infections and so much more . . . trust 
the professional women at your local Planned Parenthood 
health center. 
• 1-800-230-PLAN 
Always confidential· Open Evenings 
Call for information 
Oak tiill Plaza 
Scarboroogh 883-8400 
Bangor N. Vassalboro 
945-0055 873-3688 















457 Fore Street, Portland I 775-3900 
On the corner of Union & Fore 
Hours: M-F 10-5:30, Sat 10-5, 
FREE 1 Hour Parking 
The Ha irBuilder's 
System can make 
short hair long .. . 




your own hair to 
creale more hair 
pennanently I 
BRIDGTON, ME & HUDSON, NH 
MASSAGE THERAPY 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE 
FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
Pro[miantJ! Preparalioo in NawraI Tluraptulio .inc< 1983 
Course of study provides training in: 
Anatomy & Physiology ,Ethics & Professionalism 
Reflexology ,Health Service Management 
• Emergency Procedures 
First Aid/CPR· Swedish Massage 
'Neuromuscular Technique 
Circulatory Massage' Lymphatic Drainage 
• Eastern Techniques 
Spons Massage· Hydrotherapy 
• Pub~c Health & Hygiene 
Applications:are now being ac:apm:I for our nil 1994. 9.month 
M .... go Th .... py Promm. Bridgron d ..... bqin Aug. 21, 
Hl dson Stpc:. 6. Please \\Ti~ or call (or our atalor. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INS1TI1JTE FOR THERAPElJJlC AKTS 
49 Main St, Bridgron, ME 04W) , 207-647·3794 
153 Lowell Road, Hudson, NH 03051,603-882·3022 










Established firm of health care professionals operating successful.methadone 
clinics in other cities comes to your area. Our team of specialists with a track 
record of proven successes will help individuals help themselves with services 
such as: 
• long-term and Short-term 
Methadone Maintenance for 
Opiattt Addiction 
• Family and Group Counseling 
• Individual Counseling 






THE CENTER FOR RECOVER Y & H O PE 
If you would like to know more 
CALL 1-800-421-2126 L _______________________________ ~ 
Art & Soul continued from page 23 
clubs 
Mark Hummel '" The Survivors (free Calif. boogie & 
blues) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Sunday Drivers (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
National H.adU ... r Comedy with Joe Carroll and 
G.orCe MacDonald Hlirds, 126 N. Boyd 51. Port· 
land. 77~040. 
DeeJay Mlk. al"r (city sounds/ live karaoke In front 
lounge) The Underground, 3 Spring st., Portland. 
773-3315. 
a..- Lou (karaoke) Verillo' s, 155 Riverside St, 
Portland. 775-6536. 
Jim Duffy (acoustiC) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port· 
land. 77J.<l093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request nlghl/no cover) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 77~187. 
monday 25 
a..- Karaoke with Ray DoC The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Mournln, Wood (progressive unplugged) Khalldl's 
Creative Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-
1881. 
Op.n Mlc with Randall Morabltos (blues ) 
Morganfield 's 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Frankl Manzi (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774{)444. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grlms .. y (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 77J.<l093. 
tuesday 26 
Open Jazz Jam Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-6551 • 
Open Blu .. Jam (b.y.o-drum setavailable)The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Pam Baker '" the Bilker BI .... Band (aggressive 
blues) Gritty McDuff' s, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772· 
2739. 
Just Mona (progressilill unplugged) Khalldi 's Cre-
ative Seafoods, 36 Mari<et St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Bob Jr. Project (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Writ ... ' Open Mlc with Annl Clark and D ..... rat. 
A.lkadoz (any originals) Raoul 's Roadside Attrac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 77~86. 
Open Mlc with P.tar GIeuc!n (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Stat. Stntet Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Steamers atJordan's Restaurant, 700 Main St, 
S. Portland. 7808434. 
Salatlca (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 77J.<l093. 
Open Band Jam 20012,31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
8187. 
wednesday 27 
The Red Ulht R ..... (R&B/blues/soul) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
MusIc'-' NIte out (drink specials for musicians) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Elderberry J .... (psychedelic rock) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drlnk./louse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-
2787_ 
TIIk. 2 (progressive unplugged) Khalldl's Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Mari<et St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Bob Jr. PNject(rock) Old PortTlI\IIlm, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774<l444. 
CIPPllhMd (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773QS5. 
Comedy NIta Steamers atJordan's Restaurant. 700 
Main St, S. Portland. 780-8434. 
DeeJaJBobLook ... strlppersRlcky~_M.C. 
MIse KItty (eclactic fun) The Underground, 3 SprIng 
St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlcwlth 'TiIt's_(b.y_o.jam)The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Zocrtz PInIte R ... N~ with DeeJay P_ 
"' .... (alternatlve,lndustrlal, gothic dance) 20012, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 77~187. 
L 
events 
Deerl", Oaka Family Festival July 19-24 Portland 's 
Chamber of Commerce sponsors a festival of con-
certs, artists, carnival and more. Scattered among 
theoldtreeswill be: the goods ofover80crafters and 
artisans Fri·Sun, an enllironmental expo Fri·Sat, Bingo 
Tues-Sun, pancake breakfasts Sat&Sun, a Jumping 
room, a dunk tank Fri-Sun, the Tin Fall Man, 
facepalntlng, clowns, bike tours of Portland Frl·Sat 
and more. There are also ongoing musical , theatrical 
and dance entertainment shows happening dally at 
the park's community stage. The highlight performer 
of the festival is Chubby Checker who performs July 
22-Fridayat9:30 pm. Admission: free. 7808229. 
New Vaud.vllI. Festl.al July 22·24 Johnson Hall, Inc 
sponsors a festival of theatrical , musical and dance 
acts at Johnson Hall, Gardiner. Daytime events Sat· 
Sun are freetothe general public. Tickets for evening 
concerts and events are sold in Shop 'n Save stores 
or call 582-7144. 
• openlngs 
Cry of the Loon Art Gall.ry Route 302, S. Casco. 
Reception July 31 from 4-6 pm for "Maine People and 
Places" photographs and photochemlc palntlngs by 
L Murray Jamison. Exhibit shows July 31-Aug 28. 
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sun 10-5 pm or by appointment. 
655-5060 or 655-5066. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Reception July 27 from 5-7 to meet the artist for 
drawings with fragments of poetry by Anne Minich. 
Exhibit shows through Sept 3. Hours: Mofl-Fri 1-5, 
Sat 1-4 and by appointment. 725-8157. 
Ju ... FItzpIrtrIck aalery 112 High St, Portland. 
Opening reception July 28 from 6-8 pm for summer 
group exhibit of paintings, prints and mixed media 
construction. Exhibit shows through Aug 27. Gallery 
hours: Tues-Sat nooll-5 pm, Thurs noorHi pm. 772· 
1961. 
M8IIIc of Inc .. 53 Exchange St, Portland. Opening 
receptions July 22 from 5-6 pm and July 23-24 from 
12-8 pm forthe new jewelrywori<s of Stephani Briggs. 
828-4803. 
Splndl.w ...... 76 Maine St, Brunswick. Reception 
July 27 from 5-7 pm for new high-energy artwork by 20 
artists. 725-8820. 
around town 
Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St, Portland. "An 
Alumni/ae show, featuring the wori<s of more than 
100 Maine College of Art graduates shows through 
Aug 19. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri 10-4. 775-5152. 
Black Moon Gal .. ry 339 Fore St, Portland. Wori<s by 
Judy O'Donnell and Brett Morrison and sculpture by 
Jack Langford currently show. Gallery hours: MOil-Sat 
11·7, Sun 12-4. 7744423. 
Gr .... hut G.I ...... 146 Middle St, Portland. New 
wori<s by Connie Hayes (a continuation of "Borrowed 
Views Show 1990") shows through July 31. Gallery 
hours: Mofl-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5. 772·2693. 
Jam .... n Gallery '" Frame 217 Commercial St, Port-
land. Paintings byDlana Nelson, Ann Stewart, Cynthia 
McMullin, Michael Bierman, sculpture by Susan 
Arlpotch, jewelry by Marcey Specht and glass blocks 
by Anna Thurber. Shows through Aug 1. Hours: Mall-
Sat 10-5, Sun 12·5. 772-5522. 
June FItzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. 
Abstract paintings by Vivian Russe show through July 
23. A summer group exhibit of paintings, prints and 
mixed media construction show July 28-Aug 27. 
Galleryhours: Tues-Sat nooll-5 pm, Thurs noo0-8 pm. 
772-1961. 
lewis Gallery Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. "Portland Camera Club - A Retro-
spective In Black and White " shows through July 30 
during regular library hours. 871·1700. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "Old and 
New: Traditional and Contemporary Work from Ab-
original Australia" shows through Sept 15. Hours: 
Tues-Sat from 12-6 and by appointment. 871·1078. 
Nancy Mar,oIls Gallery 367 Fore St, Portland. Tea-
pots and whimsical clocks by aver 45 artists are 
featured In the summer exhibition through Sept 6 . 
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 11·lt 775-3822. 
Nat .. ally Maine 51/2 Moulton St, Portland. Water· 
colors by William Denlcco, earth visions by Andrew 
Rue!. photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo currently showing. Hours: SUIl-
Thurs 10-6, Fri-Sat 10-9. 77 4{)808. 
On Balanc. 4 Milk St, Portland. Photographs by 
Victoria German currently show. Hours: Mon.fri 9-5. 
772-9812. 
n-. M.-C~ 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. Handmade carpets by Tim Van Campen 
currently show. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5. 774-3791. 
_ M_ of Art __ Con&J- Square, 
Portland. Hours through October 31:Tues-Sat 10-5, 
Thurs 10-9, Sun 12·5. Admission through Oct 31 $6 
adults/$5 students and senlors/$lyouth 6-12yelll's. 
Museum admission Is free lQ.noon the ftrst Satur· 
day of the month and 5-9 every Thursday evening. 
773-ARTS or 1-60Q.63~067. 
PortIMcI "-...me Arts Cent ... 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Photographic exhibition by Tonee Harbert 
of last September's Duke Ellington festival In Port· 
land shows through Oct 8. 761'{)591. 
R ............ AntI_ IIIMI fine Art 221 Commer· 
clal St, Portland. Nlneteenth-century paintings, ma-
rine antiques, 18th- and 19th-century OrIental fur· 
nlshlngs, sterling sliver and palntlngs by Terry Wolf 
and John Dehllnger. 87S<l7B9. en 
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142 High St. Suite 315 Portland 
"FRIENDS·OF FR. JAMES VAlLEY-St. Dom'S 
and other parishes, 1950- 1968. We need 10 
hear from you. Absolutely confidential, 642· 
4476 or 846·3855. 
"HOW TO MARKET YOURSELF". Evening 
somlnarwith Barry MCintyre. MBA. President. 
Marketing Project Management, Ireland. Call 
207·773·3576 lor reservations. 
·'CHILDRENSBIRTHDAYPARTIES"ll2hr. 
show w~ive doves, rabbits, free magic tricks. 
Cal l Vandini, The Childrens Magician, 854· 
1743. 
'COVERED PARKING' Lowest rates in town. 
Leases onered 10 secure bargain rale of .. ... $25/ 
mol Call 780-6t25. 
APARTMENTFOR RENT? Need a roommate? 
Send detailed Infonnation by July 27th. 10: 
Student Services, Maine College of Art, 97 
Spring Street, Portland, 04101 . Will display 
Infonnation at housing day for MECA students 
on July 29th. 
ASTROlDGERIPSYCHIC; ' Outstandlng insight 
into your future today!- Parties: "Halloween. 




,td 112 h, •• how w{tIl IIYe daY", 
Y· ,lIbblt. & free magic hick<. Call Vandlnl at ~54-17 4S 'Th. Chlld",n'. Magician 
Pick Your Own 
Raspberries 
at Ely's Berry Farm 
93 Maple Ave. 
Scarboiough. ME 
CoR the Be,ry Holllne fo, /nfolTTlallon 
883.9737 
How To Market Yourself With YOU As The Brand 
Eirher you wantto get ahead <X you don' t. II you do, whafs prevenfing 
you <X woofs pr""enfing people from wanfing 10 buy YOU as Iheir 
brand? Come ~nd out at a unique evening semina- wirh: 
Barry Mclnlyre, MBA, President, Markeling Project Mgmt., Ireland. 
Tuesday, August 2, 1994 • CaU n3-3S76 lor reservaoons 
CHOOSE ADOPTION! CHOOSE US! Enthusi· 
astic, warm, & caring couple want to give your 
newborn a bundle of love and affection. Call 
Terry & Paul. 1·800-286·8961 . 
COMPASSIONATE ADOPTION· Awann happy 
home awaits your baby. Lolling familyeagerto 
share our hearts and lives wit" your newborn. 
If you are considering adoption please call 
Naney and Ken at 1·800-208-t 146. 
FLY DIRT CHEAPI Europe. $t69· Mexico , 
$139- Caribbean, $189 RT. No gimmicks! No 
hitches! AIR·TECH. Ltd. 1-800·575·TECH. 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS!?! That's rlght... Every 
purchase of three weeks of The Sure Sell 
Class~ ieds gets you the fourth week FREE! 
Call 775·1234 for more details. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS dealing with: 
more positive gay identity , .tc .. Call 879-
0757. 
ISlAND BIKE & FISHING GEAR RENTAL· 
Brad's Bike Shop. 115 Island Av •. at P.aks 
Island Mercantile. Turn lett from feny. Also 
Art. T-sh i ~s, good can", used goods, snacks. 
(207)766·5631 . 
SPEEDING TICKET? About to lose your li-
cense? Don 'llet Ihe slate intimidate you. For 
under $100 I can helpl Call RADAR RELIEF, 
282·0239. 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Parking 





ISIJNI)AY I. 0" oIt pkgs.1 6:30 PM 
3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED. 
& SUItl ItI/GHT 
12 18 cards S10 With 1 shotgun 
24 cards S12 witll1 sholgun 
3036 cards S15 With 1 shotgun 
42 48 cards S16 With 1 shotgun 
SUPER BINGO 
Sunchy, Aug. 7 
$35 pkg 24 c.ids & 2 shotguM 
$50 pkg 36 cards & 2 shotguns 
lost" found 
LOST. SHORT·HAIRED CAT: wMe wlblack 
around eyes, under chin, back, & tail. No 
collar, West End. 772·3484. 
TWO VERY SMALL OOGS· On. black/tan. 
looks like mini-Doberman, one lanlwhite, lost 
St.John Stre.t area. Please call, 773·1032. 
help wanted 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Person wantad to assist 
manager. Opportunity for $300 




ARTIST SEEKS MALE MODELS forllgure draw· 
ing. No experience necessary, all replies con-
sidered. Respondto PersonalAdVertiser'425. 
P.O. Box 1238. Portland, ME 04104 
FAMILYOFPERFORMERS NEEDS CREATIVE, 
mature chlldcare person lor 8-month and 211 
2yr. old daughters. 20·30 hours weekly. In 
Freeport, 865-6355. 
FAX III 775·1615, THE SURE SELL 
ClASSIFIEDSI 
HIRING IN GREATER PORTlAND AREA· Great 
2nd.lncomewith Christmas Around The Wand 
and Gifts. Average $17.·$30. hourly. NO in· 
veslment, call Pat, 282·0927. 
INTIMATE CONVERSATION LINES NOW HIR· 
ING. Work at home. Excellent pay. Call (708)· 
422·3846. 
NEEDED: A person who loves 10 clean and is 
delail-orienled.Happyworkenviroment Wee!<· 
ends: Saturday, Sunday, orbolh. From 10:30· 
2:30, approximately. Call Isabel at 772·1006. 
POSTAl JOBS· Start $11.41I11r. For exam and 
application Information, call (219)·769·8301 , 
ext. ME 519. 9am . 9pm, Sunday - Frlday. 
TELEMARKffiRS WANTED· No sales. FulV 
part-time, day/evening hours, no experlence 
necessary, casual atmosphere. CaIl(107)871 · 
8618. 
WANTTHE CHANCE TO SUCCEED? Give us a 
chance to leach you Ihe secrets. Young com· 
pany on the rlse seeks to add dynamic and 
motivated salespeople to Ws (inbound tele· 
phone) 30. person sales force. Evening/week· 
ends needed. Call Carole (207)775·5007 or 
send resume to Box 309, Ponland, ME 04101. 
help wanted 
O University of Southern Maine Dance Instructor(s) 
The Theatre Departmenl at The Universily of Southern Maine 
seeks a dance instructor or instructors for the fall semester 1994 10 
teach Contemporary Dance I. Qualificalions are college lraining in 
dance, professional performing and choreographic experience, 
teaching in a public school or universily setting and ability to teacb 
dance as a part of the USM core curriculum. A bachelor's degree is 
preferred. Deadline for applications is Augusl1 , 1994. Classes 
begin September 6, 1994. Send resume to : 
Theatre Department 
University of Southern Maine 
37 CoUege Avenue 
Gorham, Maine 04038 
USM is an EED/AAemployer committed 10 diversity, quality and 
reasonable accommodations. 
business opps 
$100-$1 ,000. AWEEKATHOME. SASE Mags 
Marketing, P.O. Box56, Hampden, Me. 04444. 
ACCOUNTING PRACTICE· Established 16years 
in Florida, S.Miami. Broker. 207·665·2275 
message. 
AMW AY d istrib utor offers opponunity for good 
earn ings. You pick the hours. We assist. For 
appointment call (207) 666·3445. 
positions wanted 
HOMEMAKER/COMPANION, Mature. Chris-
tian woman will do errands, light house wo"', 
coo~ng , transporting, etc. References. 883· 
6890. 
MATURE HOUSE SlmR available for Po~· 
land area. Seeking 6+ month position. Refer· 
ences. Leave message, 737·8457. 
PUBLISHEDAUTHDR seeking writing projects. 
Reasonable rates. Please call 775·6319. 
child care 
CAPE ELIZABETH· Experienced Nanny and 
10ddler looking for playmales. Nutr~ ious 
snacks & lunches provided, with field trips & 
activities. Call 799·0983. 
S.PORTlAND· LICENSED DAY CARE has 
openings lor ages 2 and up. Food program, 
CPR, first aid certified. Stories, music, some 
crafts. Please call, 799·5331. 
Help Save a Tree: 
Recycle this Paper 
roommates 
CAPE ELIZABETH· House to share. MIF, N/S, 
S2601mo. lncludes al l. Security & relerences. 
799-6813. 
E.PROM· Ocean view/deck. S.e~ng 30., N/S, 
F to share vast apartment. $3OO1mo.heat In· 
cluded. References. 774·6519. 
EAST END- NIS I.male to share large 2BDR. 
apartment, parking. ocean view. $250./mo. 
772·9056. 
FIPREFERRED to share leased, spacious apart· 
ment. Porch wlspectacular lliew. Convenient 
downtown or USM. $2721mo. plus 112 utili-
ties. 874·0508. 
FIND A ROOMMATE IN THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDS· Call 775·1234 now and place 
your 15·word ad for as lin Ie as $12/wee~ 
GRAY· MIF. gay·lriendly to share new cape w/ 
deck. Qulel setting close to Portland. $3001 
mo., Includes all. 657-2970. 
MIF TO SHARE 2BDR. 2 112·balh townhouse 
in N.Yannouth. WID, dishwasher, $350/mo. 
Dogs O.K. 657·2727. 
MIFTO SHARE3BDR. house in Scarborough, 
near beach. WID. $260/mo. includes utilities. 
883-0253. 
NEAR USM· Large quiet house. Private bed-
room & study. Mature MIF. N/S, NID. $325/ 
mo. ' utll ~les, deposit.AvaliableAugust 15th. 
828·5289. 
PORTlAND, NORTHGATE AREA- House to 
share· Male seeking responsible. N/S. Male! 
Ftmale to share large cape w/4BDR., 3-bafh, 
large backyard, 2·car garage, WID. Excellent 
neighbomood. $350/mo. Includes all. Call. 
797-7653. 
roommates 
PORTLAND· GM. NIS. 2BR house on Casco 
Bay includes beach, parking, heat. 871 ·9940. 
SCARBOROUGH· House to share. $360/mo. 
w/utils. N/S. Call 883·4702. 9am·2pm. 
SCARBOROUGH· MIF to share 2BDR. house 
w/male smoker. $250/mo. includes every· 
thing. 883·2905. 
SEEKING ONE GENTLE PERSON to share year· 
round Peaks Island house. Brisk tOmin. walk 
to lerry. Large yard w/gardens on qui.1 street. 
Please: No tobacco, HID, children or free· 
rang ing pets. (One cat in residence all ready) . 
$t 75/mo .• 112 phone . 113 utilitl.s. Call Jen & 
Phll l, 766·4425. 
STATE STREET- 2BDR. Female prelerred, 
smoker okay. pets possi b l~. Parking, laundry. 
$268/mo .• . (207)786-6901 . 
WEST END· N/S profess ional f.male loo~ ng 
for same to share2BDR. apartment. $250/mo. 
HlH .W. inc. 871·0338. 
WEST END· NIS, professional open minded 
male looking for responsible MIF to share 
large 2BDR. $31 O/mo .• 112 utilities. Call Rich· 
ard, 828·0789. 
WOMAN TO SHARE 2 bedroom apartment. 
Must be a~. lifestyle, friendly, no smOking, 
alcohol, .tc. Washer/dryer, gas heat. $140/ 
mo . • utils. 773·6781. 
apts/rent 
11 AVON STREET- 2100 sq.ft ., 2Ie.els. 1st 
floor workroom/studio/showroom. High 
sunnyiwindows. Bottom level, storage, living 
area. Heated $650/mo. 773·1814. weekdays. 
10·4p.m. 
DEERING OAKS AREA· Enicleney, hardwood 
floors. $325/mo. Heat, hot water included. Nt 
pets. 828-6842. leave message. 
EAST END: Sunny, spacious 2BDR. Quiet 
owner·occupied. $525Jmo. HIH.W.lncluded. 
772·6748 . 
EFFICIENCY· PAYSONPARKAREA. Very small, 
very nice. Off·street parking. private entry. 
Must be non·smoker. quiet lilestyle. $97.50/ 
w~ 780-8809 or 871-9065. 
MILLION DOLLAR BRIDGE AREA· 2nd. floor, 
I BDR .• den, off stre.1 parking, porch, river 
view. $550/mo. indudes heat. 780-9816. 
NICEBRIGKT I &2BDR.APARTMENTS·$365· 
$SOO/mo. Good locations, parking, some In· 
clude utilities. Call 879·6081 . 
PARK AVENUE· Efflcieney w/sundeck, yard. 
on·street parking. $350/mo. Includes H & HI 
W. Quiet, N/S. 767-28441780·4642. 
PEAKS ISlAND-2BDR.livingroomldlning area, 
eat·in kitchen, private yard, close to ferry/ 
vi llage. 5575/mo. heated. 766-2295. 
SO. PORTlAND, HARRlm ST., OFF BROAD-
WAY· Third floor, sunny, 1 BOR. $350 • utils. 
(electriC heal). Phillips Management, 772· 
5345. 
1r 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories check one 
Q bulleti n baird Q profe .. lonal service. 
Q lost & found (free) Q financial 
Q rldeshare (Tree) Q stuff for .. Ie 
Q help wanted Q garage/yltrd .. I .. 
Q busine .. opportunHies Q antiques 
Q positions wlnted Q give ... rt (free) 
Q child clre Qwanted 
Q roommates Q arts & crafts 
Q aple/rent 
Q hotldrt gifts 
Q houses/rent 
Q th •• tr. arts 
Q se.sonaVrent 
Q f l lrs & fesllvals 
.J ollicee/rent 




Q business rental 
Q boats 
Q rent.ls wanted Q recreation 
Q real estate Q campgrounds 
Q land lor .ale Q summer camps 
Qmobilshomes Q bed & breakfasts 
Q auctions Q publlciliona 
Q body&aoul Q anlmata 
Q Instruction QI.lnotlces 
Q bllel"... HM_ Q dating .. IVI ... 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-161 5 
By Mall: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland , ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St. , Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM, pre-paid 
your ad: 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 120,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly, Maine Times, and PennySaver! 
Call 775-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. -
fine print 
ClassifIed ads must be paid 101' n advance with cash, personal 
check, money order, Visa 01' MastOlCa"d. Lost & Foond ~ems 
listed free. aassified ads era non·t'I,rundabio. CfNI shaI not be 
liable for Bnf typograpllcal errors, omissions, or changes " the 
ad which do not alI'ecI the value or content or Slbstantially 
change the ..-,ing of the ed. CredIt wil be issued when viable 
... ror has t-l determned within one week of publication. 
CBW 
Phone#: • 
Name: . _ _ . ____________ _ 
Address: _ __ _________ _ 
o visa 0 mc expo date 
/I 
FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
o Casco Bay Weekly-$9/Wk. 
Additional words @ 25~ wd/Wk: $ 
O The Sure Sell-Casco Bay Weekly, Maine 
limes, and Penny$aver-$16/Wk. 
Additional words @ 50¢ wd/Wk: $ 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
15 
25 
FREE: $, __ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$251 run 'iiI it sells: $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
(call lor details) 
30 o.sro Bay Weddy 
Weekly. Wellness. Directol1J 
. ~ " 
..... : '. ' 
',, : . ", 
.' " 
.'~~ . . 780.8301 
Richard Lewis MSEd., LPC, NCC 
Individual, Group and Family Counseling 
BIId therapy. clinical hypnotherapy. family ~sues. traum •• 
anxiety/stress. sports/performan", enhan",menl 73 Deering St. 
Suite 201. Portland Hours by appointmenl 
. .... 
.,' ; -
", ,'; .... ",:, ' ..... ,' : ' .... ... 
". '-', 
-. :.,' .... ';' :" 
~CE ~\' 'fl.' PAST lifE RECjRfSslON - STRESS REdUCTioN 
N.nnl Tbtnpoatia qy ... , : : ... : '. . EMOTiONAl ClEARINCj • INNER Clilld/GuldE WORk 
• Polarll» " . . ' 
'Refl=logy . " V ANITA LANDINO, CHY • (201) 780-06}1 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
.. ' , 
" : ' 
SI11A r s u & 
T H E RA PEUTIC 
MASSAG Ic 
• SwedWtMass'1.' . .. .. -:=========~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , Prof. Holistic Heal Sen>. '.':' ... ' . ' .... . " . 
UNDADICKSON,RN, NTS .. ' StephenR.Aronson, Ph.D. .' 
PATRICIA M. CURlT, NTS ..' " . . '. '. 
.' . . '. LaDJed P!')'ehologilt 
-.: " 
-: 
Make your life like 




First hour FREE! 
Fran Sayers, Ph.D. 
774-2012 
' .. 
:::i~ ~ =r= ' '.8,>.::: ... <" =!.. .. ~ .... . ,:. ---=- ~ ~ ~. : .. . 
.~ - ... ,. 
• KEITH HINTZ ~ :. " . --- :;..- ' ,. ... ::::c 399 Fore Street. Portland::: . . ': ' " _, .: = 761 -8294 by appointment=.' .. .. ...... . 
' • • : - (ALlA.OUT flRSTn",,( CUlNT PIK.OUNT.- · .' • • .. . : 
.' , :.: . :> . .... . :-
TIlE CERVICAL CAP IS HERE! '.: . ('.' 
FDA Approved' Comfort' Spontaneity' Effectiveness 
.... 
. ': .... 
... . : 
,.,;. .. 
.... 
. . ~ 
" • Therapeutic &. Swedish Massage 
• RenexoloiY 
.: . ;: • Polarity Therapy 
• Back'" Neck Therapy 
• Bacb Flower Remedies 
Cherie Howard RMT, NTS . '.' 
.... Natural Therapeutic Specialist ' . ~ '. 
:., Yarmouth 
846-1482 
Ptactice Smce 1970 
InslU'llOOe/Medicaid Reimbun;able 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Anxiety, Depres&ion, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress. 
Recovery Issu ... 
Brief or Depth Psycilotherapy 
Individual, COupl .... Groups 
Jlmgian Orientation 
772·3176 
' . . 
, ;. 
, .'. 
Men's Therapy Group Men. 7·9 pm 
Mixed Therapy Group Tues. ( ·6 pm . . '. 
~~~~~~~~ 
9 CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SEVICES ~r-.. home birth' complete prenatal & posrnatal care W . women~ health· pap tests 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
".':< '.':. TAl CHI CHUAN 
- : '. :.'-. 
l-.Iil.lb~th G ,lI Ill-It , R1'I , MS, LAc 
Acupuncture & Oriental Mcdicill~ 
• Safe, Effective, & A/furdable 
• Painless Needling 
·Fre. Consultation : : :: 
799-4467 • SIMPLY A GREA T CONTRACEPTIVE ALTERNATIVE " 
871-5966 
• Sterile Disposable Needles · : '.' rAl CHI fORM SELf·OEfENSE 
" . . .~ . • G·. ·: .~c;==========::;;~~- ,~. , .' , .. '. 
Donna Godfrey, M.S .• L.C.P.C. 
Assistance in recognizing 
destructive patterns in your 
. ' .' exerase • 'With 
· . ' .. .. A mednativ(fj Blending 
. ~'. !F$'.FDEXOW(j9" 
' ... . ','.' ~:' 
life, overcoming fear 
91J.st<>r<S~"''lJD4'''!Mizu{ , : .. ' 
.... .... : . 
. toong opposfig 
: • . the body Iorce In 
- ...... : . . ,": : : '."' . & calming order to 
. . :'.'" . ' . .' .' . .. '., : . 
. ' '. "" , .. ' , ...... . ; '. '. , ' ..... . 
:" : ... .•. :,. 
" '. 
'.' 
and living life joyfuUy. ~ 
. '. .. ' . " . . the mind. control it . . -.-:. , ',' . -: . :'.' . : 'J .. '. ' ,' . . ':-- ' . . (J EllenTaintor 879-8959 Member. 
M.CR. I.CR 
.' . ., . ', , .... 
846-1260 .. . ~~-===:::::::==~~2.." . . ' . STRESS REOUCTION· LONGEVITY ' ., '. HEALTH -INTERNAL ENERGY flOW . . . . ' " .' RERI [oWBoyS RIDE BUfFRlo ~ .' 
----R IDeebnd RrtI!"1 Fm Ilea ----
Sept. 16-18 No, Yarmouth · . 
'A System Promollng Balance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Lever 
-Gene Golden 
.. . . . OMEGA SHAKTI 
.' ,'. 
For those who want to deepen 8< validate the meaning of being a 
man, or who are unable to regularly attend a men's group, or who 
just want to enjoy a rejuvenating retreat. 
. 616 Congress SI. 3,d fIGo,· n2·9039 ' . 
.. .. -... . 
Treatment helps: • Remove self-sabotaging patterns 
• Enhance relaxation and meditation. Awaken your 
self healing. Defeat effects of stress 
To bring light & love to all levels of your life 
Sliding Fee Don Labbe. 854-9257 
. '. '.:-
Few Inform.tlon, cal. facilitator.: . ..... ' . 
DENIS NOONAN. D. MIn •• 775-5022; • RICK LYNCH, M.A., 874·0681 , . 
If you are thillking about self-illlpIV1.'elllellt, t/~f lilly olle of the mriolls health pmditiollers fOlllld ill Cnsco Bay Weekly's Wel/lless Dbt?ctory. 
If keeping your busi1less healthy is YOllr i1ltc1l t, tlle1l lIdVeltise i1l tile Weekly Wel/1less Diredon) CaU7J5-1234. 
apts/rent 
SPRUCE STREET· Exceptionally clean and 
quiel. 1112 bedroom. hardwood floors. deck. 
anractive yard. parking. No dogs, non·smoker. 
$5251mo.+ ull1s. 879·7120. 
STUDIO SPACE n .. r 3 ARTISTS, 2nd floor. 
great natural light. heated. Close 10 All Mu' 
seum. Heated. $1501mo. Call 773·1814, week· 
days,10·4p.m. 
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT FAST. and to the 
highest ca liber tenants. call 775·1234. THE 
SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS, and reach over 
100.000 people throughout Greater Portland! 
WEST END. 325 Spring Slr,,', Nice lBDR .. 
hardwood floo" throughoul. lOIS of closets. 
parking. storage. laundry. h .. 1 & HiW in' 
cluded. $4901mo. 773·8422. 
WEST END. Tyng Slr"t· 3BDR .• hardwood 
floo". closets. large private back porch.laun· 
dry. storage. parking. $5851mo. 828-1426. 
condos/rent 
DEERING OAKS' Spacious. 1st floor. 2BDR. 
condo w/hardwood floors. $560 includes heat 
& HiW. Phillips Managem.nt. 772·5345. 
rooms/rent 
AnRACTIVE WEST·END TOWNHOUSE. 
Shared kitchenlbath. Quiet. chem·free proles' 
sional home. Securlly/references. $3101mo. 
Call 775·5022 or 326·8810. 
USM· Female preferred. Beautifullyfurnished. 
sale. execulive nelghbomood. private phone. 
$300/mo. $300 s.curity. 773-8206. 
houses/rent 
HIGGINS BEACH. SCARBOROUGH· All newly 
renovated. furnished. f BDR. house w~ivlng· 
room. kitchen. bath. Ideal for singl. pmon. 
No smoke" or pets. lyr. lease +security de· 
pos~. $60OImo.+ uti l~ies . (207)799·5734. 
PORTLAND. OFF BRIGHTON AVE.' 2+ bed· 
rooms. sunny. nice yard. dead end street. 
Efficient heal. $700/mo. 773·9724. 
PORTLAND· QUIET DEERING NEIGHBOR· 
HOOD. Appllanced. COrt cape. Fireplace. pa· 
tio. privacy. By appointment. 773·5144. No 
pets. 
SCARBOROUGH· 500sq." .. three room cot· 
tage. Wood heat. qulel streel. L ..... security. 
references. $500+ 883-4545. available 81t . 
pass this paper on 
to a friend 
seasonal rental art studios/rent real estate 
EMBDEN POND· SUGARLOAF AREA. Water· WOODWORKING SHOP SPACE FOR RENT· 
front conage. Qu iet, peaceful, great lor tami- Soutl'l Portland waterlront. S175/mo.lncludes 
-~-
3-~ 
-~- -~-lies. Tastefu llyfurnlshed.S550Iwk. 882·9777. util~ies . Call NICk. 828·65711767·4247. ISLESBORO MAINE· 3 rooms & balcony tor 
two. Fu lly furnished. panoramic view of 
Penobscot Bay. Private beach. good dining. 
walking. boating . bird & seal watching. Avail· 
abl. by week. $310Iwk. Labor day w .. k 10 
days. $400. deposit requ ired , NIS. N/pets. 
(207)734·6956. evenings to 11 .00. 
LARGE CAMP ON HANCOCK LAKE In S.bago. 
Available 8114 lhrough 915. only. $5501wk. 
Call 883·8572. 
PEAKS ISLAND·3BDR. house winterized. eco· 
nomical oil heal, beautiful water views. Sep-
tember·June. 786·0521 . 
VINALHAVEN ISLAND· Charming lownhouse 
with courtyard garden. Fully equipped. $5001 
week. Call 772·6386. 
WATERFORD. MAINE· 2BR cottageal lake. t 0 
acres secluded, rustic setting. Canoes, sail-
boat available. 583·4402. 
Offices/rent 
BRUNSWICK· Large professional o"ice in 
comfortable. convenient build ing shared by 
three psychotherapists. Use of waiting room. 
group room. kitchen. parldng and many ex· 
lras. (207)·729·7710. 
MILL CREEK. SOUTH PORTLAND· Profes· 
sional building. 6 rooms. 2.000sq.". Below 
market rent. Call TMF. 799·8759. 
MONTHLY OR DAILY RENTAL to licensed 
Mental Heallh Professional· Restored build· 
Ing In qui.t neighbomood. shared waning 
area. playroom. parking and copier. Contact 
John Siewart, Ph.D .. 9 Hastings St .. Portland. 
761 ·2432. 
TOP OF MUNJOY HILL· 800·sq." . storefront 
across from Whole Grocer. Landlordllawyer 
In storelront next door.$3501mo. Lease. 772· 
7426. (775·7220 evenings) 
OFFICE SUITES 
FOR LEASE 
WORKING STUDIO· Sunny. private. lights. 
heat Included. 3t 7 Cumbertand Avenue. 772· 
6527. 
rentals wanted 
FOR NEXT FOUR YEARS· 2BR apt. walking 
distance 10 Waynf~te : parking; 9/1-6/1 or 
year· round. Call 6J3·4146. 
real estate 
• USM/Law School area 
• 2·3 sdrs each unit 
• Tin cailings - 1 st floor 
• Fireplace in each unit 
• Hdwdfloon 
• Expansive rooms 
• 4-car covorocl parking 
$139.000 
fI~&.,x. 
Hardwood floo" & di>findivo 
light fixtures und.rKOro Ih. 
ag..less graco of this POrfland 
beauty , Larg_ private yard 
w / dock. Socond lovol 
w/view. of Casco Say. Sun 
drenched rooms, Original 
d8Io~i.ns. Creative financing 
CJVailabie. 
$94900 
• End Unil 
Norfhv.oods 
·2bodrooms 
• (.J /2 bolh. 
• I floor living 
• Full bosemant 





Mark Stimson 4 """.,. 
DELAND, FLORIDA 
Belween Orlando & Daytona 
• 2 bdrml 2ba • 3 bdrm12 ba 
• Florida Rm • Carport 
• Heated Pool • Clubhouse 
From $25.00 Cash or Rent 
Vacation Homes $225 per week 
1-800-325-2997 
LOVELY FAMILY HOME THIS IS A BUY! (Hotline# 72222) 
(Hotline# 72402) Quiet neighbor- Priced below value. High quali ty 
hood Dr school w /large yard . troughou!, 1st flrhandi capped ac-
4Bdnns, 1.5 Bths, nice LR, eat in cess .• poss . bus. applications. Cus-
kitchen + more. Move in cond tom builthome. 2,300sfofliving 
FREEPORT. W.II· locat.d 5·rm .. 2BDR. house, 
In beaulifu l. quiet setting surrounded by 
woods. stone walls. nearby ponds. garage. 
deck. gardens. monnor heat. $93.500. 865· 
9632, 
RANGELEY· Year round vacation home on 
Qu i.t Beaver Mountain lake. 4BOR .. 2·bath. 
partially furnished. 011 heat and wood stov •. 
Waterfront. d.ck. $t 53.000. (2071637,2134. 
SOLAR HOME. TOPSHAM· Passive solarS.n· 
box on very prlvate4.6acres. Features include 
1·2 bedrooms on open Iloor plan. indoor 
garden. roof windows. 24 'X32' detached shop. 
Plenty of room to expand and easy access to 
BrunswlckIBalh. Portland or Augusta. Price 
",duced to $89.900. Century 21. Bartbeau 
Agency. Spike H3Ible, (207)·729·3333 or 
(207)'729-4029. 
$ 104,500. space $129,500. 






• Excellent Downtown Location 
, Some Rentals as low as 
$120/ mo. heated 
• Some Suites wi Ocean Views 
• Secure Building 
COllgress Property Management 
P.O. Box 4211 . Station A 
142 High SI. Suite 612 
Portland. ME 04101 ~ 
(207) 879-0949 ~ 
Mark 
Stimson 
@II •• , •••• ! @> 
REAKFASTILUNCH CAfE near Mall. Heavy 
walk·in tra"ic. Also Includes catering busl· 
ness. Superb location. $30.000. Call Je" Bayer. 
Century21 Northeast. Office (207)854·6124. 
hom. (2071892·0247. 
BY ANXIOUS OWNERS. 6 Blackstrap. 
Cumbertand. Custom 5BDR.. 3.41 acres. Pri· 
vate , convi.nl, 3600sq.ft. +' . great schools. A 
must ... , reduced $198.600. 829·3537. 822· 
7090. 465·3734. 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED Homes 
and properties I HUD. RTe. IRS. DEA. and 
other government agencies. Ustlngs for your 
area. Call toll free! 11800)436·6867 •• xt. R· 
1553. 
FREEPORT· 3·4BDR. Cape on Sequoia Drive. 
Three mil.s to conveniences. nice itre lot. 
deck. $103,000 Ilrm. 865·4411 for appl. 
LARGE HAMIL Y.4BDR·s 2ndl3rd floor. Veg· 
etable gardenllarge 10Vne" schoolsl4·car 
parking. Off Ocean Avenue. $1 t 9.000. Want 
to selll ! Je" Bayer. Century 21 Northeast. 
Office (207)854-61 24IHome (2071892·0247. 
LOONS AND PRIVACY· 7·room cape Circa 
1800. fireplaces. carpeting. 1 112 bath, 5 
acres. modern kitchen. 474·7309 or 729· 
t488. 
OWNERS. BROKERSI Advert ise your house 
before MORE qualified buye" for LESSI Call 
775· f 234 to Inquire about TIle Sure Sell 
Class~led's affordable Photo Real Estate sec· 
tion. 
mobile homes 
condos lor sale 
WEST END· Spacious. 2BDR. condo. gas h .. ~ 
sunroom. parkino. Ownerfinanclng at$62.500. 
Kathy Phillips. Bay Really, 775·3838. 
$900 Down 
180 at $206. 70 ' 3 bdrm $17.995. APR 12% (207) 786-4016 
N Daily 9 -8 Sunday 10-5 Luv Homes 
~MLuv (1 mile from turnpike) 
HOMES 1049 Washington 51. 




Eat your way to 
good health. 
s""" Q.wnby. R.D .• LD. 77'_-6279 
Jan Chapman, R.D., LD. 
.: . .' ", 
---~~--- ---
July 21, 1994 31 
Wccklz,t Wellness. Directol1J 
, 
Professional 
Massage . ~ 
InTouch .. · Release pent-up feelings & buikl self-esteem 
in an atmosphere of support & safety. 
'. Lisa Bussey, M.A., L.C.P.C. 
.. Certified Eating Disorders Specialist 
Therapy for Women 
Courageous Men Group 
New ongoing group for 
men starting In August 
Thursday Evenings ... Aasociates 
of, ~ . 
"' 0 \1 (. 
• Eating ·Relationships 
.Body Image-Sexuality 
IDdlvldu.ls " Group FJiubelh LoDdoD • Patricia BeDDell 
M,moo. A.M.T.A. 
774-6876 
with JANE CAIQ, LCOW 
Eating Disorders , Addictions & Codependence 
Insurance Reimbursable 774-8633 775-7927 
' ,' . " 
,,: ".' ,";" 
,',' 
• Assertiveness 
_ Anger Control 
• Childhood Abuse 
• Insurance Reimbursable 
TaM Charge 0{ YOUT Life 
759-02 4 














. .. ; .. ... : 
with Stephen Andrew 
Call 773-9724 
. , ', 
.MASSAGE 
. FORHEALTB 
.",,} .. t._ viILoQ. c..,i.., K .... ~ 
'R.I.z ..,J ~"l' 
SWEDISH. SHIATS U 
NEURO MUSCULAR 
REFLEXOLO GY 
REIKI • SPORTS MASSAGE 
.'" It""",,· . : 
Mon .• j';" I),QQ ....... . 8:00 p.m, )' 
S ... :&\,;. 8:00 ... ", .• 4:00p.m . 
. ' . 
," ; 
. .. ', 





:" ,: ". MASSAGE THERAPIST 
nona Silverman, C.M.T. 
Rachel Sager, LSAC 
Ongoing Groups: 
.The Art of Intimacy for 
men and women 
Sy _;"Im"" only :::' 
" . . 
: .' 
. ' .-'~ .' :. . . ' 
,:'; ... , ' .. ;.. .:: ..... . "::~ ',:' ;. '.'. 
286-8416 
Offices In Saco & Portland . ' :.,' ':. ':'. -: :' . 
Swedish Massage 
Neuromuscular Therapy 
.' . , 
.':' , 
• Women who are 751bs+ 
overwieght 
Individual & couples counseling 
775-1711 
. ~.:: '.' ,- , , . . . . 
. ' . 
VICKY HEFLIN 
967.l}850 ·" .. , 
MICAH HA YENS HOlLY GII.ES 
967.0006 967·2883 
.. .. :' 
, . : '~. " ,-. ::. " . . 
, '.': . - . 
," :.' ' . . 
' . ,'. ';': .. ,; 
........ . , . , ...... . 
Cognitive Problem Solving The~~py 
Anxiety. Depression • Self-Image • TranSItIOns 
871-1610 
. ' .': 
.. . . 
'.,' 
"':. ' , . 
Tim McBrady, LSAC 
• Subnnce Abu_' Alloowry AllII'ed Issues 
·Individ..v G~ Fomily CounoeUing 
• Aouonable Rale, 
• Weekend/ Ewning Hours Available 
, . . '. 
" : ' 
.r ; • • 
' . "-. 
" .- . . .' :-:. . :", .. ;" .. : 
,,' :' • . '.: . . . ... . . ' . . .... " ' ~:" ~ " .-: ' .-:.. _ . ...ti:: 
. .. . " 'c:::;~~~~~-..aa:v ' 
. :Freeing rr1ie Writer Witliin! , 
An 8-week course designed in the spirit of Natolie Goldberg s book 
. ' . ' "Writing Down The Bones" 
.. .. Classes ore ongOing, with a new class each monlh. Cost, $50. .. 
: .' 
" '. 
Rhea Weinberg Sheerins, MA 
Affordable Sliding Scale Fees 
773-8929 
.. ' :'.: ;.. . For begin""", & advanced writ ... s. Call Michoel 772·6351 .' 
"':'. n4-1961 . . 
~~----~~--~ 
• •. • '. __ ..oIII!!!Irr...'-' __ .- .-. ..oII!"!!!Ir.~~~ " 







O ffices: Portland, 
WindharnlS tandisb 
Gift Certificates 
Available - 892-5375 
" 
. ' : 
: .' . . . ' 
. ; . ., : .. ' . 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
" : 
.' -': '-' .... ;. - .. ' 
Avoid the Agony of Defeat 
Foot Reflexology 
Available Sat. 1 pm- 4 pm 
' ... 
" 
..... ' .... ': 
. ".:' 
, ... .... : .. . 
STRESS 
MVSCLEPAIN 
Is it part of your life? 
!Jv{usc{e'Wor~ 
',uali"IJ !MA<s"IJ' /or '£Vtry 'Body' 
Introductory Offer 
ONE HOUR Massage 
Only $25 
Marie King, RN. BSN. CMT 
AMTAMember 
715-5745 
sports. Swedish. Shiatsu. Reikl 
mobile homes body" soul prolessionalserv. ;bU;;S;in~eS;;S~s~er~V~iC~eS~====; 
Yard Care Unlimited Classifieds: 
775-1234 Left Over "1994" Fleetwood Glen Eagle was $34.275 now $29.995. 115261 
It has everything. 80'. 2 bdrm . 2 bath 
KNEAD YOUR KNOTS! Th.rapeutic massag. 
for relaxation, stress reduction. Gift certifl· 
cales. sliding scal. available. Peggy Muyco. 
767-8015. 
,.H. Luv LIN Homes RI. 202 Auburn. ME 
HOMES 
Irs Cheap, Irs P.etty & Irs Big! 
"1995" 64x28 $38.995 with fireplace. dishwasher. island 
k~chen . huge bedrooms. etc , and the 5 year limited warranty 
too. We have park space. we take anything in trade. and we 
can get you the very best financing and even finance land 
and water and sewer too. (207) 786-4Q16 Daily 9-8 Sunday 
10·5 Luv Homes (1 mile from turnpike) 
liLuv 
HOMES 
1 Q49 Washington SI. 
RI. 202 Auburn . ME 
body" soul 
A SENSUAL. relaxi ng 011 massage using 
candles, soothing music. my hands. Counsel· 
Ing available. Ke~h Bralne 76H 924. 
AFFORDABLE AND EFFECTIVE ·Solu tlon· 
Based Brief Therapy'" Re lationships. abuse, 
addictions· Medical Hypnotherapy. Dr. Gaille 
Brennan. SAC. PA. 892·7303. 
ANITA LANDINO. CHT. Hypnolherapy. Heal 
abuse, relationship Issues. E~pow"r your· 
self. Unleash creativity. joy. conlid ence! (207)' 
780·0831 . 
CALLING ALL MEN who don1 have a clue 
about womenl Courtney can t .. ch you fo/. 
ERYTHING you need to know. Straight talk 
from an experienced personal advisor, En-
lightenment guaranteed. Hurryl The ladles are 
waiting for youl Call 12·6. M·F: 829·6450. 
FI.xlble appointments. Individual and group 
sessions, 
Learn Therapeutic Massage 







DR. ZHAO MEl· The Ch inese Healing Arts 
Center. Qi Gong Classes. Call for information. 
775·1142. 
ELlon CHERRY. MASSAGE THERAPY. A 
peaceful place in a busy wortd. 772·2442. 
Sotai. Gentle Japanes. muscular balancing, 
Relax. remove pain. move With ease. Eliott 
Cherry. 772·2442. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON. with over 40.000 bOOk 
titles available, also has a large selection of 
Tarot cards. unique gifts. and tools to heal the 
body. mind and spirit. 324 Fore St. 828·1710. 
Open Daily. 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA· Unravel 
the secret mystery 01 psychic phenomenon. 
35 years .xperienee. 874-t 942. 
SHIATSU & THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Kenh 
Hintz by appointment. 761·8294. Old Port. 
First time client discount! 
TliE EXCITING NEWTHINPEN. Weight control 
for the 9O·s. Free weight loss success bro· 
chure. 1-800-761-7677. 
TRANSSEXUAL & GENDER DYSPHORIC SUP· 
PORT GROUPS. Bi·monthly meetings. $351 
session. Iimn6/group. Callfor lnterview. 871· 
0950. 
Instruction 
'DARKROOM & PORTRAIT STUDIO RENT· 
ALS 'Basic Photo Classes 'Prlvate Lessons 
'Live Figure Mod.ls. Call 879·2560. 
ADULTS READ BmER • Adu~ Learning Op' 
portunities. Free/Confld.ntial. Call 1·800·322· 
5455. 
FIREARMS INSTRUCTIONS· Trained profes' 
sionals leaching weapon safety, 
marksmanships and proven shooting tech· 
niques, Basic, intermediate and advanced 
courses taught. Basic course meets require· 
ments for a concealed weapons penT'IIt. Con-
tact Peter Joyce at Weaponcra" Inc. at 823· 
9108. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POLAR· 
ITY THERAPY. Professional Level Trainings. 
Polarity Realization Institute. Portland. 1·800· 
497-2908. 
prolessional serva 
GET YOUR CHILD READY FOR SEPTEMBER. 
Elementary tutor avallabl. . Main. c.rtitied 
teacher. Will travel. $1M1r. 799-2091 . 
COURAGEOUS MEN GROUP; New ongoing 
group lor men starting in August. Thursday 
evenings wnh Stephen Andrew. 773·9724. FOOT REFLEXOLOGY· Improve cltculation. 
relieve stress and feel greatllnitlal $10. dis· 
count. Kristin Erico. 773·1346. 
'l1!ANSSEXUAl Et GENDER DYSPHOR1C 
SlJPl'OlIT GROUPS 
ElqIlooog one's ro~ . gender. sexuality. 
splrttuality & life purpose. 
Bimoothty mee~OlIs. H :30pm 
$35 per sessioo. Umlt 6 per group. 
.... 
Charles B Melcher 
Portraill. We-delin" & Events 
Portla nd . Maine 
207 775.6301 
GOING OUT OF TOWN??? I will come to your 
home and walk the dog, feed the cat. check the 
mail waler the plants. relurn important tel.· 
phone calls, disburs. checks when necessary. 
water the garden. shovel the snow. plck·upthe 
dry cleaning. and keep everythmg under c~n· 
trol whileyou're gone. I'll do thIS Inyouro",ce 
too but I don'l think leaving your dog there ls 
a g'reat idea in the flm place. Impeccable 
",ferences. Reasonable rates. Call (207)772· 
7579. 
MUSIC FOR ELEGANT OCCASIONS· Michael 
Katz. Class ical Guitarist. Instructor USM. Call 
for privaleaudnion. 773·1133. 
RICHARD LEWIS. MSEd .• LPG. NCC .• Indi· 
vidual. GrouP. Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call for Group offerings. 780·8301 . 
RICK LYNCH. M.A. Openings in Men's Group. 
Tuesdays. 5·7p.m. Portland. 874·0681 . 
business services 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? 
Best deal on service changes. 
"Fuses to Breakers" 
100 amp. $375.00·$425.00 
-Ceiling Fans-
You buy. I assemble and hang. , 
'No Job Too Big Or Small 
Free Estimates·lnsured 
Quanly Work at very reasonable <tIes 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· Karen Austen. 
M.A.. L.M.T .. Licensed Massage TherapiSt. 
Alleviate chronic backaches. headaches. neck 
and shoulder stiffness. sciatica, stress. 1m· 
prove flexibility. muscle ton •• circulation. ath· 
letlc perlormance. By appointment. 865·0672. 
GROUP THERAPY OPENINGS in on·golng 
men's grouP. Mondays. 7·9pm. and mixed 
group. Tuesdays. 4-6pm. 772·3176. 





Mowing & Trimming 
·Yard Care *Landscaping 
W:883·8207 Fr •• 
B:759·5047 Con.ultali on 
PETE'S MASONRY 
• Brick, Block, Stone & Concrete· 
• Slate Roofs· 
• Funy Insured • Free Estimates 
883.9608 Peter Lauzier 
'HANDYMAN MIKE - Carpentry, painting •• x· 
teriorlinterior, Large or small. Insured. Gall 
797·4428. 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con· 
tractlng/maintenance. R.modellng. bath ' 
rooms kitchens, tinished basements, rooting. 
decks: additions. Interlor/,xterior painting , 
vinyl siding. complete mobil. home set·up & 
service. No lob too big or small. Prompt rell· 
able service, Insured. 871·0093. 
A.l SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS, Repair/replace. 
Roof . chimney. ceilings. walls . gutter. Carpen· 
try/paint. 28 y.ars experi.nce. R.ferences. 
775·2511 . 
ACORN FENCE CO.' Sales. Repair. Removal . 
Installation. Cedar Stockade. Chain Link. elc. 
C~ll·800·649·4290 , 
8AXTER'S ARMY NAVY STORE of North 
Deering. Portland. will buy your military sur' 
plus. 1400 Washington Avenue. 797·2621. 
BUYING A CDMPUTOR7 Lot an expert help 
choose and Inslall. lntroductory treining. Rea' 
sonable rates. 883·1691. 
CARPET CLEANING SPECIALISTS, Commer· 
cial and residential. Free estimates. Gua.ran-
teed professional servic •. Martell's Cleaning 
Service. (800)·254·7301. 
COME HOME TO A CLEAN HOUSEl Friendly. 
dependabl •• quality service. Call today! 871· 
7t 50. Free estimates. 
t:n _~ 
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,,-eS .I' ... always so impressed wiJh the caliber of people 
who respond 10 my apartmenl for renl ads '" 
Casco B'9' WeBkIy. [meel people who I'd like 10 
have as friends applying /0 he lennants. It·s 
reassuring /0 aduerlise in a paper wiJh a 
readership of such high quality. It's the only paper 
I advertise my apart ... ents in, and il never fails 10 
yield responsihk. reliable lenants who ! lruly enjoy 
renling /0. Thanks, Casco Bay WeeltJy! 
.lJI'ua Courlob 
PorllalUl A/J_JII OW"" 
FoRE 
~~ Classifieds-lt's tbe reacb you fleed! 775-1234. -
32 CaSal Bay Wrekly 
bUsiness services Items lor sale wanted wheels 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY- Custom woodwort<-
lng, addttlons, ,.novations, kitchens, ,.stora-
tions, 1urniture repair, timber1rame. STEVEN 
BAUER,761-2488. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- Smallll..arg' loads. 
Locally, long distance. Garages, basem.nts, 
attics cleaned. Exc.llent ,.fe,.nees. Low rales. 
774-2159. 
FAX YOUR AD TODAYI 775-16t5. Visa/MC 
accepted. 
GENERAL LAWN CARE- Lawn mowing, rak-
ino. trimming trees & brusll. Reasonable rates. 
883-4985 or 657-2148. 
J. DUNN REMODElING- Building contractor. 
Houses, additions. garages, decks, kitchens, 
and balhrooms.lnsured. Call Jack Dunn, 856-
6617. 
JOHN CZAJKOWSKI & ASSOCIATES, Carpen-
ters. Fine carpentry. restorations. 
cabinetmaking, renovations, Reasonable rates, 
ref.,.nces, Insured. 773-7613. 
KING WINDOW WASHER- Residential and 
commercial cleaning also avallabl •. F,.. esti-
mates. 839-4226. 
MIKE'Z TREE & LANOSCAPING SERVICES-
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, romoval of 
dangerous limbs, tops, trees, feeding, 
stumpgrinding. DesigniinstallaUon 01 gardens, 
lawns, and fences. Cer@ed AboristILand-
scaper, Insured. 883-87461799-0689. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK OONE? No job 100 
big or small. Free eslimal ... GERRY'S ELEC-
TRIC. 773-5897. . 
TILE SrnlNG & REPAIR. Free eslimate, Qual-
i1y wort<, reasonable prices. Call Cuslom Til., 
761-0498, Andrew. 
TIRED OF LUNCH TIME OIL CHANGES and 
hour long wans. Aulhenlic Mobil AulD Lube 
will com. to you anytime. Call 883-1052. 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING, maintenance & 
professional moving. Painting, house-clean-
Ing,landscaplng, tre' wort<, rubbish removal, 
handywort<. Cleaning attics, basemenls. Fr .. 
estimates, low rates . 761-0193. 
nnancial 
RECEIVE OVER 114 OF A MILLOIN DOLLARS 
CASH. (not alDan or grant) For your amazing 
fre, report send a 110 S.A.S.E. 10 DLT. RR2 
Box 1078B, Sanlord, 101,. 04073. 
items lor sale 
ALL KINDS OF GOODIES- Llghttable, draHing 
labl" skis, computer software, etc. Call 767-
6012, aHor 6p.m. 
ANTIOUE 5 LEGGED OAK TABLE w/lwo loafs 
and four chairs. $350. 856-6542. 
CHURCH ORGAN- Series46 Wurlitzor,lngood 
condition wtth lull keyboard and foot pedals. 
Finely craHed, engraved cabinet. Pric. very 
n.gotiabl •. Call 725-2018. 
DIBERNARDI RACING BIKE 55cm.- Campy 
compon.nts, SLX fram., hardly used. S800. 




exteriorli nte rior, 





Pro""" Prolesslonal Service 
Free Eslimates 
David P. Roy 
1-800-649-4290 
Creative Carpentry 




• Timber Framing 
Steven Bauer 761-1488 
NASrY~NEAr 
CO~'PUlSIVE 'C L EANIN G 
and oIher ~Ie JiWOf1 S/IfIIIICK 
... and other life support servk:es 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning people .. ,or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 




DINING ROOM SET- Solid mahogany. 5H. 
long buffet & tabl. plus 2 loaves, 6 chairs. All 
in mint condnion. $475. (207)799-5734. 
GREAT PRICES AND SELECTION! Recycled 
kids clothing, SO.50 to S2.50. Thurs/FridlSat. 
lQam-6pm. PLAYWEAR, 101 John Rob.rts 
Rd., South Portland. 774-2528. 
MAC IMAGEWRITER 11- Great condition, wort<s 
like n.w. A stoal al S250. Call between 9:00-
7:00,774-9004. 
NIKON N-20oo35mm CAMERA wlcaso, Nikon 
speedllghl SB15 & 28-85mm autoloom wi 
hard caso. Allin boxes w/manuals. S25018.0. 
772-9660. 
RECESS ION USED APPLIANCE SALES- Wash-
,rs, dryers, sloves, refrlg.ralors, fr .. "rs. 
Large Invenlory. Guarant.ed and deliv.rod. 
642-3686. 
SEARS DEHUMIDIFIER $130.; Backpack ex-
temalframe $70.; Schwinn exercise bike S50.; 
1 Ogal. aQuarium S20. 772-5201 . 
UNIOUE GRAN PREMIO 19112' lrame, racing 
12 speed bike. Full chrom. moly frame and 
fort<. Suntour Superbe derailleurs. OR allow 
wh .. ls, turbo saddle. Great condition. S2SOJ 
B.O. Call, 878-3528. 
VENDING CART- All new copper hoses, n.w 
lexan, currently operating at lucralive Old Port 




ANTIQUE 5 LEGGED OAK TABLE w/lwo loafs 
and four chairs. $350. 856-6542. 
GRAND OPENtNG- ANTtQUES- Collectibles, 
hand craHs. House and bam lull of old and 
new. Reasonable prices. Route 202, Buxton-
Jusl west of route 22. "Counlry Consign-
ments" 929-3533. 
give away 
KlmNS- Fluffy, varied colors. Also, two beau-
tiful, whit., spayed females. One wiblue eyes. 
Call (207)846-3165. 
wanted 
lin.n tablecloths and napkins, old and imper-
f,ct. Call Debb, 871-1641 . 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE- 235 Cong,.ss 
St. BuyinglSelling usod fum~uro in good con-
dition. Bureaus, tables & chairs, dressers, 
couches and bedroom sots. Also some used 
appliances, antiques, housewa,.s. Call 761-
0193 or 878-3062. 
WANTED: COMPUTERS, Motorcycles, ATVs, 
and salespeople. Details call 772-5737. 
arts .. crans 
ARTISTS: Looking for pasSionate, .nergetlc 
bold wort<. From jew.lry to fin. art. Call 508-
521-0415. Galleri0l40, Haverhill, lolA. 
OORY MODEL 8'- Excellent for office, bank, 
restaurant display. Steve 799-1198. 8-8:30am. 
or aHer 7:00pm. 
getaways 
Maine Mountain Bike 
Hostel 
2-3 Day Tours - Food/lodging/Hot Tub 
$7500 per pe"on complel'I.I.bi~' .. 1 
Brochures, ResfKVOliOlls, Rentals 
Back Country Excursions 
207 625-81 89 
music 
MUSICIAN WANTED- Th. Boarders, formerty 
The Cowtix, seek bright, astut, woman for 
frequent retlearsals and occasional perfor-
mances. Violintviola or keys or guitar and 
vocals; songwriting a plus. Doug orG,.tchen, 
797-0213. 
PIANO LESSONS- Your home or min •. Ages 
4-74. First losSlln free . Call Esther Frances, 
775-1160. 
Cool Shade O( Blue 
207-934-9776 
wheels 
"SPRING" FOR TWO 1976 TR-7 TRIUMPHS. 
To driv' or parts. $85018.0. lor each. Bruce 
775-6189. 
--RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELU--
For $25 Th. Sure 5.11 will adV.rtise your car 
until you sell n. Call 775-1234 to placeyourad. 
VisalMasl.rCard accepled. 
AUDISOOOS, 1988- Red, Immaculatelnsldel 
out, no accidents/rust. Automatic, depend· 
abl,. 130K,$4,OOOIB.0. 774-06761791-4446. 
BUICK LESABRE LIMITED 1988- Loaded, ex-
cellent cond~ion, 62K. $6,600. (207)772-0136. 
CASE HYDRO TRACTOR - Model 222 mower 
CHEVY 5-10 KING CAB 1987- 4x4, 6cyI .. 2.8, 
sport, sunroof. Excellent maint. High miles. 
$40001B.0.767-5748. 
CHEVY SPORT-SIDE P/U 1993-4X4, V8, 15K, 
maroon, S4,500 In extras. Show truckl 
$18,SOO. 799-7477. 
CUTLASS SUPREME 1981- 32K on new mo-
tor, new tires, new paint, ,tc. $87518.0. 774-
0068. AHer6pm, 774-3037, 
DODGE 600 CONVERTIBLE 1985: Good tires 
and exhaust, 98K. miles. Besl offer, 883-
3197. 
w/plough. Asking S1,2OO or best offer. call CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE 1962- Standard, 
883-3134. red wIWMesoH top. Excelientcondltlon.Ask-
ing S19,500. Call 772-0991 . 
DODGE ARIES, 1984- 40-50, auto .. NC, 69K. 
Needs very minor wort<. $4951B.0. 934-2112. 
CHEVROLET CAMARO RS, 1990-Adult driven, 
w.1I maintained. 305-ve, cowl-induction, Cor-
vette rally wheels, automatic, power, AC, tm, 
airbag. Red on gray. $9,3001B.0. 761-1868. 
CHEVROLET IMPAlA, 1959- Turqoise and 
whtt., 4-door, rebum .nglne. Needs bodly res-
toration. First S800. lakes ~I Don1 miss Dull 
Call, 856-6542. 
CHEVY I-TON VAN 1985- Good condition 
$ 1,500 firm. 865-3216. 
CHEVY CAPRICE CLASSIC 1981-60Koriglnal 
miles, excellent shap., n.w tires, V-8, safe. 
SI,900. 883-9144. 
CHEVY CHEVELLE SS, 1967- 3961350, origi-
nal red, black inl.rior. Rebuill, 63K. S13,ooOl 
B.0. 283-0874. 
CHEVY MONTE CARLO 1974- Great shape, 
runs welt, 110K miles. Moving, must sell, 
$450. 871-9368. 
PRIVATE LESSONS- Experienced teacher. 
Wedding & Recep~on music - string Quartet, 
duet or solo. Call 839-2580. 
REMOTE RECORDING- Portland's 11 remole 
audio recording service comes to your loca-
tion. Dlgrtal, CD Quality. Perlect for bands, 











Deering Oaks Festival, 
2 pm, " Panagaea" 
Ocean Park Concert, 
00B,8-10pm 
Deering Oaks, 4 pm 
Hobbs Memorial Gazebo, 
Wells Beach, 6-10 pm 
Wedding, RockJand 
ACURA INTEGRA LS 1991- Black wlblack 
leather, aul0, all power, AMIFM cassene, 
cruise, sunroof. A great car that owner must 
selll S9,loo. (207)-247-4572. 
AUDll00, 1989- All power, new tires, well 




Describe your car, 
truck or motorcycle in 
IS -words or less and 
-we'll run your ad for 
four -weeks in front of 
over 100,000 readers 
FOR ONLY $2S! If your 
vehicle doesn't sell, just 
notify us by phone after 
the fourth publication 
and -we'll run your ad 
again for FREE! 
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856-6617 JACK DUNN 
BILL LeCLAIR ~'-m' Home Repair Service a .. 1,:'1 
Repair or Replace " " 
· leaks . Gutters I : ; 
· Roofs . Chimneys \ , : 
· Ceilings . Gen. Carpentry V' _I: 
Relerences 775-2511 1\1 
Fre9 Estimates U 
I£f?Y SOUL 
Housekeeping 
• Envirom~nta.lly Safe Cbni'!S 
- W<ekly, BiwffitJy, or Special Jobs 
Annie - 883-1195 
EMISSION TESTING !! 
WHO HAS THE TIME. 
Cali "Mature Drivers Services" 
We will pick up your car, get it tested and 
deliver it, while you're at work , 
YOUR TIME IS TOO VALUABLE TO 
WASTE STANDING IN LINE 
797-0632 
Ask about our early bird discount for appointments before 7/15, 
II&' Rug Shampoo 
$1995 per Room 
ystems KDNR Irrigation & Heating S 
Stop watering the hard way. 
let us install a quality underground lawn sprin kler system, 
/ A&A "\ 
PROPERTY SERVICES 
0.-01 ~ .. MainMnana 










Insured' References' Free Esi. 
Free utinates 
CALL FOR FRE EEsnMATE 
46 5-9326 
Belgrade, ME 
NEW ENGLAND NEED HELP WITH 
HOUSEKEEPING? ~ window /Inti silli"l 
~ G.A_TUFTS 
MOVING SERVICES 
Vinyl Replacement Wmdows • Experleneed • dependable 
A Sid JI. SIIIII'." ~ 
8 .. 4e4 f Will Trml 
Weekly. Biweekly. Refer .. "s 
642-5045: Polly 
!S $169,99 i.,,~lcd 
I DHonlyuplolOIUl 
~ UMi~ ~55:i~~;-'" Sub~ 
R.iymond. Maine 
• Entronce Mal Soles/Renlal 
• Sponing/Odor Conlrol 
• Unifo rmed & Insured 
• VISA/ MC Welcome 
• Free Esimotes 
• Sofe Chemicols 
• Aula, Boot, RV 
• Upholstery 
• local Ie long dlst.nc.. 
• Sm.1I & 'uoe loada 
• Exeellent referenc •• 
• B •• t r.t •• 
CAll 774- 2759 ANYTIME 
800-254-7301 
207-G37-4422 
Michael C. Mortell 
Owner 
883-8746 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
CARPET CLEANING SPECIALISTS . ' 
Remodeling, bothrooms, 
kitchens, finished bosements, 
roofing, decks, odditions, 
inlerior ond eXlerior pointing, 
vinyl siding, complete mobile 
home seklp and service. 
No job too big or smoll. 
Prompt reliable service_ Insured. 
"- Call 871-0093 
I 
Summer Special 
1 0' x 12' ~..,.,elr_ 
$995.00 
/ 
i-duJes ooruete Dctirg, mlng & stairs 
m8r¥ designs ID ctroose from 
THE EVERGREEN CO. 
892-1203 
wheels 
OON'T PAY MORE THAN $25 to sell your 
vehlclel Th. Suro 5.11 ClassHieds will k •• p 
your car, truck. bus, AV,or motorcyl. running 
until ~ selisforonlyS251 Call 775-1234 or FAX 
n to 775-1615. Visa/MC acc.pted. 
ELECTRIC CAR- Nissan S.ntra. Brand-new 
Trojan 145 batt.ry pack. $6.700. Sertous In-
Quiries only, 283-9779. 
VOLVO 740WAGON 1988-SilverlBlackloathor, 
automatic, 3rd. soat. power sunroot, fully 
loaded. $9,995IB.0. 865-2261 . 
VOLVO 740-GLE TURBO 1988- 5-sp.ed, re-
cently repaint.d, "",.lIent condition, all ex-
tras. $8,600. 862-5915. 
VW BErnE, 1974- Blue, good, solid .nglne. 
$600.781-4931. 
FAX ITI 775-1615, THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDSI VWJrnA 1988-Navy,4-<1oo1,5-spd.Sunroof, 
1 01K, "",.lIent condttlon. Must sell. $3,6001 
B.O. 772-8801, llM. FORD CLUB WAGON 1989- 78K, caplalns 
chairs. Seats 8, AMlFMlcass. Very good con-
d~ion. S7}00I8.0. 926-4608. 
FORO ECONOLINE CARGO VAN 1985- Auto-
matic, V6, 103K, nice st.reo. Reeenlinspec-
tion. $1,500. 828-6571 . 
FORD ESCORT 1988- 2-door, 5-speed, ste-
reo, new battery, well maintained, under80,Ooo 
mlies.S1.100. 772-460t. 
FORO ESCORT WAGON 1986- Blu., 4-dr., 
auto, AIC, good condition. S95018.0. Call 883-
1004. 
FORO FESTIVA 1988- Rebuilt ,ngine 3,000 
milos, 50mpg .. standard, excellent condition. 
S2,00Ol8.0. 883-5412, evenings. 
FORO TAURUS WAGON 1988- Fully loaded, 
good condition, very clean. $4,900. Call Jim 
883-5801 . 
HONDA ACCORD LX 1988- 4 door, 95K,auto, 
all power options, 1 owner. $5,OOOlB.O. 854-
4158. 
INDY FIERO 1984- Ra,. car In mint condition, 
load.d w/optlons. Original owner, on~ 44K 
mil ... $6,5OOIB.O. (207)883-7063. 
KAWASAKI NINJA 250 1990-0nly920 mllesl 
Black. mint cond~ion . S2,5OOIB0. Call 883-
7130. 
MERCEDES BENZ 220, 1971- Automatic, 
leathor Int.rior. Excellent bodIy, black. Exc.I-
lenl condttion, classici S2,1 0018.0. 883-6608. 
NISSAN 200SX 1984- Loaded, great condl-
tion,134K.$3,ooone,.,parts.Sell$I,695. Call 
Robin , 797-3818. 
NISSAN SENTRA t982- Good ,.liable trans-
portallon. 5-speed, AMIFM cassette. Looks 
good, runs good. $82518.0. 797-4055. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME, 1981-
46K, 2-dr .. 8-cyt .. black. New brakes, .xhaust. 
Excellent condnion. $1,20018.0. 761-0250. 
PONTIAC FIREBIRD, 1989- R.d, Hops, air 
condnioning, 72K. Asking $5,50018.0. Call 
anytim',leav, message. 846-5390. 
5MB 900, 1983-114K, good cond~ion. N.w 
clutch, shocks, tires, brakes. S2,5OO1B.0. Call 
772-7919. 
SATURN SL-l, 1992- 4-door standard, PIW, 
PAocks, crulse-conlrol, cassette, 49K. $8,3001 
B.0.879-7019. 
SUBARU GL 1986-Wagon,auto, power, 155K, 
,t.,.oIcassott •• Some rust. Great car. SI ,800/ 
B.O. 828-8366/865-8675. 
SUZUKt GT380 1974-Each moment is a stroke 
In the painling of your life. 761-1813 . 
TOYOTA CAMRY 1990- 5-speed, air, cruiso, 
55K, 4-door, excell.nt condition. $8}001B.0. 
772-8435, leave message. 
TOYOTA CELICA 1985- 5-speed, AIC, new 
snows/muffler, supra whe~s, runsAooks great, 
must see. S2,5001B.0. (207)-775-1324. 
TOYOTA CELICA 1989- 30K miles, NC, AfT. 
Exceptional condition w/all optional .quip-
ment. $8,OOOIB.O. Call 766-5182. 
TOYOTA TERCEL SR5 S/W 1983- 4WID, AMI 
FM/CASS. Engin. meehanlcal~ perlect, body 
rusled , high miles. $1,100. 773-0542. 
TOYOTA TERCEL, 1990- 5-spd., silver, low 
mileage, well cared for. Asking $4,500. Call 
JohnIMary, 874-9521. 
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE CONVERTIBLE 1978-On. 
owner, maroon. An above average car. $3,499. 
829-5392. 
VEHICLES UNDER $2001 Cars auctlon.d by 
IRS, DEA. FBI nationwide. Trucks, boats, 
motorhomos, computers, and morel Call toll 
f,..ll(800)436-6867, ext. A-1581, 
VOLKSWAGON PASSAT 1990- BeautHul car, 
""",IIentcondttron, well malntalned.ABS, 82K, 
power options. $8,10018.0. 829-0906. 
VOLVO 240 WAGON 1993- Low mlleag., 5-
spe.d, cruise, blue/g,.en. St 8,500. 563-2220, 
442-7097. 
VOLVO 240, 1983- 4-<1oor, standard w/O.D .. 
fuel Injection, 172K miles. Good condttlon, 
very dep.ndabl •. All mllnt.nance records. 
Asking $2,300. 839-4387. 
WINNEBAGO ITASHA, 1985- Class C, 21 ', 
Chevy 3SO, 80K original miles. Excellent con -
dttlon. Buxton, 929-4315. 
boats 
• -SELL YOURBOATFOA ONLY$25!! -- Sure, 
~'s worth much more Ihan that! But, for only 
S25 Th.Sure Sell will adv,rtise your boal until 
you sell it! Call 775-1234 for more Informa-
tion. Visa/MC accepted. 
ALDEN OCEAN SHELL, double wising Ie row-
Ing untt & oars. 5 yrs. old, truly pristine condi-
tion. SI,900 firm. Locat.d on MOl. Call 866-
2171 w .. kdays or 244-7746 weekends. 
BAYLtNER 228 MONTEREY FLYING BRIDGE 
CRUISER 1981- Volvo P,nta 225 I/O. Depth 
linder, VHF, compasses(2-upper and lower 
h,lm), Ln, jackets, Hotation devisos, fire ex-
tinguisher, charts and jack Slands for winter 
storag'. S7,loo. (883-4793 aher 6pmJ883-
3965 days) 
BROADWATER- 31 ', 318 Chrysler motor, 
sloops 6, full balh, wltraller. $2,500. 772-
4835. 
BUCCANEER, 27'- Diesel, wheel, VHF, flasher, 
4 salls, trailer, .Iectrlc anchor winch. Fully-
.qulpped, ready. SI0,900. 767-260tn99-
7213. 
FIBERGLASS CENTERBOARD 21 '- Four sails, 
6IH.P. OIB, mooring, VHF, compass, jack 
stands & more. $5,000. 878-5744. 
FRIENDSHIP SLOOP 24'- Fiberglass, spartan 
but usable. $6,500. 775-2936. 
GRADY WHITE 22' SEAFARER- 1987, 1.0 .. 
230hp. O.M.C., 295hrs., V.H.F., Loran, 
lisMlnder, dual batt.ry, full canvas, lrailer. 
Superb condHion. S21,500l8.0. 282-9153. 
GRADY-WHITE, 1985- 24 ' "Offshore Pro 24" 
sportflsherman and cuddly cabilKruiser. Twin 
115h.p .. 1.9 IItorOMCSoadrive .nglnes. Elec-
tronics and lishing gear, outriggers, canvas. 
Never moo,.d, k,pt Insld., less than 200 
hours running time. Mint cond~ion. Also: H.D 
custom twin axle Cox trailer. electric winch, 
brakes, walkway. Total cost over $66,000. 
MOving, must sell: $29,900. MUST SEE TO 
BELIEVE CONDtTION! Call (508)960-S035 
wort<: (S08)465-2154 hom.: (207)997-9698 
home. 
HUNTER SAIL BOAT 23 '- 1987, 5H.P .. 
glavani"d tralter, VHF, like new. tIIness re' 
quires sal •. $7,995. 839-6036. 
O'DAY RHODES 19'- Fiberglass sloop, keel, 
n.w cover, 4.5 Mercury OIB. Excellent condl-
lion. $2,5OOIB.0. 985-7412 before 9pm. LM. 
O'DAYSAtLBOAT-231t .. solid, well maintained. 
Excollentsalls, rigging, motor. Year-old moor-
ing. Dinghy. $3,800. (207)-767-4604/(617)-
628-7959. 
PONTOON BOAT28' - 1986, wfl5H.P. Mariner 
,ngln •. 1992 trail", many extras. Excell.nt 
condition. S9,999. 77H647. 
SAILBOAT24', SLOOP,Johnson Inboard, casl 
Iron swing ke.I, 3 sail, beamy and comfort-
able, sleeps-5. V.ry stable and dry. W/aluml-
numtraller. Forquicksale, S5,900. 637-2216. 
TANZER 22 ' SLOOP- exc.lI.nt cond~ion, 5-
salls, 6h.p. (t990I, ,I'ctronics, metal crad~, 
sl .. ps five. $5,30018.0. 883-2693. 
TUNA READY- 23 ' op,n boal, reburn 2ooH.P. 
Black Max M.rc. EI.ctronlcs. Exc.II.nt SOl 
boat or ski. S7,5OOIB.0. 967-2263. 
WOODEN BOAT- R.bulK 19' wlcabln, Gray 
marin. motor, 4-cyl. t lrailer. $1,800. 772-
4835. 
WOODEN RUNABOUT 15'- $4SO. Call Brian, 
871-8209. 
summer camps 
;ut, Nature & Dance 
1t Workshop for Kids 7-11 Years Augwt \-S 9-JO-\:OO daily Casco Bay Movers 
871-fOI3 
summer camps 
Dance Workshops for Kids 
r. 8-11 Years Aug. 8-12 12-14 Years Aug. 15-19 - Casco Ball Movers 
871-1013 
dadng services 
DATEline NEW ENGLAND SINGLES DANCE 
Friday at Jordans Steame(s Lounge, Rt.1 , 
SO.Portland. 8:00-12:30. OJ, buffet. No jeans 
orshorts. Info: 1-800-333-0799. 
LONELY? CALL TONIGHTI 1-900-486-4400 
'xl. 4340. $2.99/min. Must be 1 Byrs. old. 
ProCall Co. (602)954-7420 . 
adult services 
HOT, WET, LIVE 
DIRTY SEXI 
ERonc, WILD & KINKY 
1-900-HOT·DUCK 
(468-3825 • 
S1_5().-J 99/"!ft 11., 24"" 
In,.", Credil---No Cred~ Cord Needed 
F (]I' the Discerning Gentleman 
X NIKKI XxPLORE YOUR 
FANTASIES WITH ME 
Ex uilitely &ooc \\\ 
De'lkioWily P ... ionate\..\~ 
Seductively Sensual 
813-1»2.6-0061» 
21+ NoCrdlrc.dNmW '2.00/MJn 




1 &t Forrtaoy $1 - 2.501min. 
1-0N-1 • 2-DN-1 
M~ UNE • DllTE UNE 
FANTASIES 
19 .. 74U.~ 
S2-'J.50iHlNUTE. • 1I1-YEIIRS 
11 SEXY PORTlAND SINGLES want to get 
naughty wnh youl Nam.sIhof1le #'s. t -(9001-
737-7278, ,xt. 512. 18t, S2.951mln. ETWDC. 
• HORNY IN MAINE - Find your sox goddess 
tonight! 1-900-737-7278, ext. 511. Leave 
message fre.1 1-800-528-8555. 18t, E.T., 
WOC. $2.951min. 
1-900-46-ERICA (3742) ... $2.501min. Mutts 
Only. New numbe~ 'A LEGENDI" EPS Co. 
708-882-7873. 
BISEXUAL? Bi-Curious or Bi-Experienced. 
$2.95/Min. 18t. 1-900-820-2323. 
GIFTED PSYCHICS WANTTO HELP YOUt Lot 
them t,lI you about lh. tuturo. 1-900-725-
9000, ,xt. 1457. $3.991mln. Must be 18t. 
Procall Company (602)-954-7420. 
MEET YOUR MATCH. 1-900-486-4400 .xt. 
5444 . $2.99 per.mln. Must be 18 yrs. old. 
ProCall Co. 602-954-7420. 
TOO HOT FOR MY HONEY, how about you? 
Yourfanlasle. ormlne?CaIl Deslre .. t home, 
(207)934-3312. VisalM.CJpersonal cheeks 
accepted. 
VIXEN VICKY LIVE 1-900-344-2525 $3.981 
min. 011-373-999-9690 uncensored. 011-
373-969-0452 hot fantasy. LD only. SI-2.5OI 
min. 18 plus. 
YOUR SPECIAL GtRL Is watting to hear from 
youl 24 hours I day. 1-900-484-9000, ext. 
1593. $3.991mln. Must b118t. Procall Com-
pany (602)-954-7420. 
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34 Casco Bay Weddy 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/min, Must be 18 or over, Touch-tone phones only, Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
wome~men 
AAAH-OOOOI Exotic, .th .... " dark-hai .. d 
lemal. calling to h.r "Scanlsh" w.rebeast. 
Come back to the Night and howl with me. 
Brown'scented, sparkling lur Is a must. 'II' 
32291813) 
ABSOLUTLEY UNCONVENnONAL· SI.nd.r, 
attractive artist. Hiking boots to heels, 
Beethoven to Bjork, seoks SWM, 38·50, non' 
conformist. Biking, swimming, gardening, and 
music. You; positive outlook, full and secure 
Iffe. 'II' 3325 (8/24) 
AIMING HIGH lor tall , adventurous, .nractive, 
honeSl, sensitive, successlul man with p.s· 
slonate saul. I'm 5'5', 39, anractlve. Laves 
roman co, travel, s~ing, ocean, laughing, lun. 
Mid'summen; dream? 'II' 3332 (8/24) 
AIN'T NO RIVER WIDE ENUF to k •• p us lrom 
IInding each ather .. _ Deep, high woman, 40's, 
successful, professional, anractivI, spiritual, 
seeks Ilke man to be Nicholas 10 her Valerie 
Acapella? 'II' 3333 (8/24) 
ALL THE WAY IS NOT FAR ENOUGH· Blue· 
eyed, brawny, brainy brunene seeks friend-
ship, intimacy with educated, .thletic, pas· 
sionate man, 33-40. Smokers, couch potatoes 
and scaredy-cats need not respond. 'II' 32t 8 
(8/3) 
ARE YOU CARING, bright, strang (yet open· 
minded), attractive, stable, honest, communi-
cativ., sensual & lun, too? Anractive SWF, 37, 
happy, healthy, spirited outdoorsp.rson,loves 
music, IMends. good food, nature, travel, the 
arts. First-time advertiser looking for soulmate 
to share my lust lor lile. 'II' 3289 (8117) 
ARE YOU THEONE? SWf, 23, NIS, BVBr, grad 
student, seeks similarly ambitious and intelli-
gent SWM, 22·30, NIS, for lun and possible 
relationship. 'II' 3327 (8/24) 
ATTRACTIVE SWf soo~ng nico·looking (only) 
man In 40's. I like dancing, the beach, theater. 
I smoke. 'II' 3258 (8110) 
ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT DWf, 35, BrlBl.l 
like music. reading, renting videos & adven· 
ture. Seeking SlDWM, 35·45, monogamous, 
unanached & available. 'Ii 3312 (8117) 
BEAUTifUl, BRILLIANT, young, lirefly in 
search 01 a bumt out bulb that needs a little 
"spark" In his Iffe. 'II' 3250 (8110) 
BEAUTifUL, INTELLIGENT DWf, 46, chanm· 
ing, natural redhead, professional. warm, suc-
cesslul, lit, ~njoys hi~ng, biking, outdoors, 
thaetre, books. Seeking educated, communi-
calive, successful, ethical man lor enjoyment 
01 love & laughter. 'II' 3287 (8117) 
BRIGHT, ATIRACTIVE, PROGRESSIVE 
woman, 35, seeks NIS M lor mutual aggrava· 
tlon. Looking for good·humored, seasoned, 
irreverant, skeptical, expressive lriend who 
values loyalty, tolerance and independent 
thought. Excessive devotion to health and 
fitness not requi .. d. 'II' 3320 (8/24) 
ClASSY, INDEPENDENT SWf, 25, The one 
you thought couldn't possibly be Single! Intol' 
Jigent. mature, fun, and sensual'MHmn searth-
in~ for attractive, generous. fun, lit. honest, 
happy SWM, 24·35. 'II' 325518110) 
CREATIVE, ACTIVE, interdependent wom.n 
would liketo meet heanhy, evolving mal. opon 
to sharing_'eelings, values honesly, trust and 
balance to celebrate Iffe. 'II' 3256 (8110) 
DESPERATELY SEEKING YOU· You are my 
knight, you give me long talks, trips to the 
movies. occasional bar trips, weekend geta-
ways in l1otels. You will be my man and my 
myth, my Goliath. I'm 22, BVBI, and looking 
for you! Call me. 'II' 3335 (8124) 
DID YOU HEAR THE ONE ABOUT a DWf 
looking lora smoke-Iree, nature-toving l1ippie 
to enjoy Mother Earth with? Sense of humor 
mandatoI}', SOt. No lobotomies or Geritol 
Ireaks. 'II' 3331 18/24) 
DIDYA HEAR THE TWO ABOUT ... SWF, 25, BII 
BI, enjoys outdoors and Intellectual pursuhs. 
Wants to hangout, have fun. Would likesense 
01 humor, ch.ss skill, and no kids . 
'II' 3330 (8/24) 
ee cummings, THEATRE, HIKES· R.d hair, 
5'8'; would IIketo hang oout, go danCing, read 
poetry. Semi-alternative, semi-liberal. Have 
you ever played the game 01 questions? 
'II' 3286 (8/17) 
EXACTl YWHATWOULO BE PRUDENTatthis 
junclure? Intelligent, sweet, dynamic SWf, 
25, with big heart and great smile, seeking 
cool and .xciting, yot responsiblo N1D, NIS 
male lor lun in the sun. 'II' 3266 (8110) 
EXPRESS YOURSELf! Anractivo, lun·loving 
SWf, 22, BI!1lI, 5'7", seeks SWM, 22·30, with 
varied interests, love 01 music, and sense of 
humor_ 'II' 3285 (8117) 
f, 46, loves smail boats, things Japanese, 
gardens, cao~ng, tennis, children large and 
small, and being outdoors. Seeks man of fino 
mind and good heart. Personal AdvertISer 
1417, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
HOLISTIC HEALTH PROfESSIONAL, 37, SWf, 
5'10', NIS,looking forcompanlon to share the 
simplo things in Iffo: Gardoning, natural cook· 
lng, long walks, nalure, and movies. 
'II' 3290 (8/17) 
IT WAS A WARM SUMMER'S EVE. I was 
trimming the hedges, I pondered: How can I 
meet a man who is witty and warm, commu-
nlcatlvo, honost, though"ul, mature, commit· 
ment-oriented and a good match for me? Then 
it hit me! Inspiration! (or was it perspiration?) 
The CBW, 01 course! Anractive,lun, .ducated, 
41, woman of integrilywould lov.to hearfrom 
you. 'II' 3215 (8/3) 
Irs BEEN 8 YEARS TOO LONG· DWF, 40, 5'4', 
attractive, intelligent, professional, mottler. 
nurse, Sludent. Looking lor serious but lun· 
loving man lor companlonshlp/mo ... Enjoy 
kids, walks, biking , tennis, ocean . 
'II' 3321 (8/24) 
lAUGH DROUGHT fORCES ADI Sf, 41, seeks 
SIDM, NIS, capable of great silliness. Let's do 
funtown, comedy, Naked Gun 33 112. Cill 
soon· need lauhs bad! 'II' 3220 (813) 
LOOKING fOR MR. DOVE BAR· freo·spirited 
DWf, 40s, hopes to verily oxistenco ollntelli· 
gent, humorous, open· minded, wanm·hearted, 
spiritual, adventurous male who appreciates 
Mayan pyramids, grand water trines, Neil 
Young, hiking, running, hot fudge sundaes, 
Seinfeld, snapdragons and friondship . 
'II' 3219 (813) 
MOTHERHOOD IS MY DREAM and I need help 
making il come true. looking for a sensitive 
man who can honor this woman's right to 
parenthood_ No kinkiness or permanence. 
'II' 3257 (8110) 
MY ARMS ARE WAITING lor someone WhO 
enjoys a large loving lady, 41, se.king WM, 
34'50, looking lorlastlng relationship. Smoker. 
'II' 3221 (8/3) 
MY EGO IS WRITING CHECKS my body can't 
cash_ 42y.o. loo~ng for sugar daddy, 42·50. 
Win ing, dining, boating, hiking. 
'II' 3254 (8110) 
NO MAN· But got great friends, home and 
grown kids. Dynamic, trim, attractlv., lree 
Spirit, seeks corresponding originalfellowwitl1 
smile to melt my heart. 'II' 3328 (8/24) 
PASSIONATE ABOUT NATURE and progreso 
sive polhics. Upbeat 391'.0. teacher enjoys 
canoeing, birding, tennis, hiking, music, mov· 
ies ... looking for gentleman to explore with. 
'II' 3324 (8124) 
POSITIVITY ENRICHED with joy of lI"ng; 
successful entrepreneur softened by a loving 
he.rt; spiritually coupled whh pragmatism. 
Priorities Include integrity, caring, free·spir· 
hed playfulness, sharing, mutual respect and 
support. Enjoyments Include sense of humor, 
sailing, exploring, hiking, music, friends, cook-
ing, beginners go~. Anractlve, I~, NIS SWf, 
41, seeks like-minded, m, NIS SWM, 36·48. 
'II' 325t (8110) 
SOON TO BE 35 and realizing that th." has to 
be more to Iffe. SWf, 5'7", anractive, well· 
educated, entrepreneur, into travel, scuba div· 
Ing and learning to play go~. Looking for 
SWM, 30·37, tall, NIS, prolessional, Inter· 
"ted In exploring a relationship. 
'II' 3326 (8/24) 
SPONTANEOUS, SOUTHERN SWfwith hearty 
laugh and dance·roady leet seeks NIS g.ntle 
man with open heart, kind soul and all his 
senses Including humor, to take time to smell 
the mag nolias, sip Ico tea, and sharelhe music 
ollile. Ya'il call now ... 'II' 3217 (8/3) 
STRIKING PERSONALITY .nd appearance' 
DWf, young· looking twin, 5'8' , business' 
woman, artist, exotic. intelligent, unique, sen-
sual, energetic, expressive, open, understand· 
ing- wants to share, discover. and be discov-
ered.loves movement, tranquility, authentic-
Ity, philosophy, connecting- all the pleasures 
of I~ •. Send w.lght, helghl, birthdate. Proles-
sianal, 42·52. 'II' 3323 (8/24) 
DID YOU HEAR THE ONE ABOUT a DWF 
looking for a smoke-free, nature-loving hippie 
to enjoy Mother Earth with? Sense of humor 
mandatory, 50+, No lobotomies or Geritol 
freaks, " 3331 (8/24) 
SUMMER fLING? fh, sexy, charming, secure, 
beach·walklng, good food·eating, hanging· 
out ~nd of pal desired. Sweet, exciting, pas· 
slonate guys caliloday! 'II' 3334 (8/24) 
SWf NIS, 40, seeks SM, 38 and up for lun 
times and more. Intelllg.nt, down·to·earth 
conversation a must. Interests include gar-
dening and good food. Nottooimpressed with 
yuppies, but you've gotto have all yourteethl 
'II' 324918110) 
SWf, 27, 5'7', slender, serious degree Sludent 
almost complete. i enjoy the beach, movies. 
quiet times and like to laugh. Other Interests 
Include music, trl"a, life goals, plus my cat. 
Interested in meeting SWM, helghVWelght 
proportionate, similar Interests, and would 
like Irlondsh lp lirs!. Plea.. cal l. 
'II' 3252 (8It 0) 
THE LUCK Of THE DRAW or In the Nick 01 
TIme- Tall, NIS, SWf, 3Os, seeks (Ideally) tall , 
NtS SWM, 30s partnerlor July 19 BonnleRaln 
concert or marriage. 'II' 32161813) 
WANTED: JACK SPRAT· Eany 30's, Intellec· 
tu~ SWF seeks smart, a"ectlonate, SINGLE 
man, 30·45, who wnats a lot 01 woman to hold 
onto. NIS prelerred. 'II' 3288 (8117) 
WE COULO BE SO GOOD TOG ETHER n you'r~ 
looking lor a short, petite 18 SWf (interests: 
music, movies! and ff you're exciling, caring, 
medium bu,ld , 30·45, NIS SWM . 
'II' 3319 (8/24) 
WHERE'S MY SUMMERTIME SPIRIT? 
Skan~ng, wildmaned, untamed, wide·smlled, 
boautilul sou~ull, 23·32. 'II' 
WISE AND GENTLE lADY looking lor same ,n 
a man old enough to know what he wants. I',n 
heaHhy, sense 01 humor, artistiC, outgOing, 
many Inlerests , liexible , loving . 
'II' 3283 (8118) 
menrtrwomen 
A MAN fOR ALL SEASONS'Loo~ng for part· 
nerfor adventures. Posrtlve, happy, confident 
SWM enjoys thelun in mo: movies, concerts, 
hikes, countl}' roads, ballgames, flea markets, 
riding bikes, whaleverll'm 39, please be 20's· 
early 30's, talkative, witty, bright. Calls OK, 
len.,. bener. Personal Advertiser 1422, P.O. 
Box 1238 , Portland, ME 04104. 
'II' 3268 (8110) 
A MAN Of LOVE AND CARE· Wanted: The 
beauty of the inside personalily of a person, 
conservative, slender, not greedy, don't care 
about race, 21 ·34, since,. possible .. Iation· 
Ship. 'II' 3305 (8117) 
ABUSIVE MALE CHAUVINIST· Short, lat, ugly, 
poor, polygamous, uneducated couch potato 
seeks 35+, anractivB, seH-confident, profes-
sional woman with a sense 01 humorlll value 
honesty and communication. lOOking lor 
"qualily" and "chemistl}'".Lots oftun with NO 
games. 'II' 330t (8/17) 
ADVENTUROUS OW DAD, 34, 5'11 ', 170/. 
Enjoys the outdoors, camping, hi~ng , walks 
on the beach, homelile. Seeks anrattive, lit, 
honest, 25·40 SlDWf who enjoys the same, 
lor lriendshlp. 'II' 3296 (8117) 
ASPIRINGTEACHER, 26, genuine, honest and 
gooly; loves exploration, mundane and un· 
usual pursuits, romance and life, seeks per-
son imbued with a joyful and adventUrous 
spirh. 'II' 3274 (8110) 
A mNTION K·MART SHOPPERS! Spontane-
ous SWM, 30. professional, searching for a 
cheerlul partner to enjoy life's simple pie.· 
sures: Slenfeld, B&J's, massage, hiking, dane· 
ing, laughter, lrisbee, compan ionship. free 
trial o"erl 'II' 3228 18/3) 
AWARENESS COMES THROUGH living lije 
and li stening to one's heart. Does the mystel}' 
make your mind and heartsoar?Compassion -
ate SWM, 43, NIS, lit. 'II' 3231 (8/3) 
BATH/BRUNSWICK AREA DWM, 40, 5'8', 
mocllum build, great sonse 01 humor. Honest, 
caring. likes music, dining out, seeks S/DWF. 
25·42 for lasting .. Iationshlp. 'II' 3264 (8110) 
BE fREE Of BORING OR DIE· DWM, 27, 6'2' , 
190#. seeks adventurous. intelligent, attrac-
tive lomale. Especially business'lIke, open· 
minded person_ I will be glad to .. turn your 
call. 'II' 3347 (8/24) 
BILLY BALDWIN LOOK·A·lIKEI Sexy sailor, 
24, seeking Wf lor reaI·lffe "Sliver" scenesl 
Must be active physically and socially sponta· 
neous and be a one-man kind of woman for a 
romant ic and wild summer adventurel 
'II' 3272 (8110) 
REUBEN HAD THE HOTS fOR chicks like me. 
Voluptuous, liaxen-halred, blg·brained SWf, 
25, seeks man who is not see~ng a mirror. I 
value a Slimulating intellect and a wacky sense 
Of humor_ I love music, conversation, books, 
animals. and pondering the vastness of time. 
'II' 3291 (8117) 
MAINE FESTIVAL FREE! 
SEEKING SM who would like to leel special. ~ 
you can be sensHive to others, honeSiIy are 
intereSied In the Inner porson, notthe p.ckag. 
first, and have made room in your lilelar Ihe 
Lord, I'd like to meet you. I'm a SWF, 29, 5'7', 
busy, se~·emplayed , lik. to laugh, movies, 
quiet times, and would Ilk. to lind alriend IIrst. 
'II' 3253 (8110) 
SING, DANCE, TAKEACHANCE·lndependent, 
but want to share me's pleasure wHh somo· 
ono. My plans are for two, where are you? I'm 
401sh, lalny attractive and lUll olille. Seeking 
tall and handsome lor hot romance, 38·50. 
'II' 3322 (8/24) 
SLEEPING BEAUTY AWAITS! Adventurous, 
spirited, Intelligent SWF, 19, athletic, roman· 
tic, fun, eaSY'going_ You: lun, romantic, ath· 
letic, tall, handsomo, honest. caring prince, 
21·26 whh kiss that awakensl 'II' 3284 (8117) 
The first twenty women and twenty men to place a FREE Personal ad along 
with this ad will receive a 
FREE ONE DAY PASS 
to The Maine Festival (good for August 
4, 5, 6, or 7), 
All entrants receive 45 words FREE 
and FREE PERSONAL CALL®! 
FAX 207-775-1615 or mail 
P.O, Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
(No phone calls, please) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phonel Enterthe fo,,-dlglt " number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have recordad 
a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on that pe<son's 
line.) The date at the end ofthe ad Is the last day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads In a speclflc category. Calls cost 
$1 .49/mln. You must be 18 ex over. 
To respond to a PersOnal Advertiser I, address mail to: Personal Adver" 
tiser I xxx, Casco Bay W~, P.O. Box 1238, PottIand, Maine 04104. 
How to place yOUr penonal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal c ... , fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAX~ (77S"1 61S)tous. Offa><lng, please photocopy the coupon fi'st andthen 
fa>< It. The newsprint doesn~ reproduce well.) The deadline for placing 
personal ads Is Friday • noon. FREE personal. ads are 2S words ex less 
Oncludlng headline), and run to" weeks. Personal Calle ads with more than 
2Swords cost SO¢ per addltlonal word. We'll send you a to,,-dlg~ "number 
~o appear In your ad) and a security code for exclusive access to your 
responses through an BOD-line at no cost to you. Ads without P_ICeINII 
cost .50 per word plus mall"forwardlng or P.O. Box charges. 
Personal Advertiser /Is and P.O. Box Is cost $ 1 0 per four-week ad. Ads 
may be paid fex with Visa, MasterCard, local check ex cash. 
How to lSI IOIIr Persoal CalI@ mllbol: 
Alter you receive your " number and private securtty code, you may 
record your personal Introduction. Use your Introduction to t9l1 more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give YOll' first name, but DON'T give your last 
name, phone numberoraddress. MakesLnYOu askyourcal!ersto leavethelr 
narTIM, phone nuin~ and the bMt times to call them. All Introductions are 
reviewed by CBWaiId go on line within 24 hoLn. 
25-CIIaracter Headline: includes spaces, be creative I 
DODO I LDDDDDOO--.oI---'Ir--.I...--r-l"ODOD 
YOlr Ad: first 25"words FREE with Personal Call4!l 
'1IdellllS: 
Poroonal ods .. "",,_formglo peopIeOMldng rel8t1cnohlpa. Ads oeetcngto buy or ..... """1 
-. wHf be'-NoM_, ___ or phcne runber3 will be pubIIohed. Ada 
contalr*lg expfIcIt ..,..,1 or anatomical '-'9~ wIIf nol be pubIIohed. We _1he righ110 ad", 
_ or reca1egor1ze 8IY'/ ad_ Advertisers mus1 be rNer 18 ~ 01 age. 
category/Rates: 
FIlii .IIEElIDS $'\/1IOID, 2".illDS 
o women ... men 
Qmen.-women 




o lost souls 
COllfldentlallnforllatlol: 
f:Ne cannot print your ad without it,) 
pOOM; ________________________ __ 
name: ______________________________ __ 
address: __________________________ _ 
c~;-----------------------------
state; ________________ zip; ______ _ 
First 25 words & headliM II:DI:I: 
with Personal Call1J: _---'ntU;!..!.!""'-__ _ 
add'i words @ SO¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Call1J 
all words 0 50$ each: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $10); _____ _ 
Total: _____ _ 
r 
me~women 
BLONDES REAlL YTURN ME ONI Slim, fit, Nt 
S blond wHh top·notch looks, brains & per' 
sonallty, 21·32, sought by • vel)' handsome, 
exciting, devilish SWM who promises roo 
mance, adventu .. & magic. 'II' 3297 (8117) 
CLOSET GOURMET, SWM, 33, in search 01 
SWF patron, 25·35, to sample menu. Entrees 
include candlollght, romance, paSSion, fun, 
spontaneity and more_ All entrees come whh 
choice of appetizer and dossortl 
'II' 3343 (8/24) 
CREATIVE, WITTY, and energetiC SWM, 35, 
easy to talk to, easy to .. ach, seeks athletiC, 
Independent SWf, age In proportion to Imagl· 
nation. 'II' 3262 (8110) , 
DO YOU ENJOY simple pleasures? Seeking 
Indep.ndent, honest, good·humorod SlDWF, 
38·50, with Intereslin organized nudist acti .. • 
ties, but nat restricted to. UO, US OK. Me: 48, 
6'1',2001 DWM, honest. NID, busy, sense of 
humor, to share quality tim. wHh quality per· 
son. 'II' 3304 (8/17) 
DWM, 35, 5'10', 1701, NIS, UO. Some of my 
Intorests aro motorcyCling, camping, hiking, 
softball, long drives with no real direction. n 
Interested, give me a call. 'II' 3225 (8/3) 
DWM, 46, 5'9', 1601, educated prolesslonal 
seeks slim, anractive lady, 30·45, lor fun, 
sports, lravel, tennis, golf, baseball games 
and playfu l timBS. Portland'Mld Coast 
'II' 3302 (8117) 
EMOTIONS POUR fORTH from my heart II ko 
water from the brook that in it's softness 
cleaves obstinate stone. let me wash overyou 
and satistyyoursplrit yearning to breathe free_ 
SWM, 30, 5'11 ' , 168/ with sexy hands and 
chISeled chest seeks a slim SWf, 24-31, for 
dancing and ouldoor lun. 'II' 3222 (8/3) 
fAMILY·ORIENTED SINGLE DAD, 42, hoping 
to meet SIDWf, 25·40, lor lun, lriendship, 
possible relationship. Enjoy outdoors, chil-
dren, fam ily fun. simple pl6asures, romance. 
I'm NIS. 'II' 3294 (8/17) 
fUN· LOVING GENTlEMAN· SWM, 37, 6'5', 
enjoys all sports, movies, musK;, beacl1 and 
walks seeksSWf, 25-40, same Interests. Must 
have sense of humor. 'II' 3271 (8110) 
GORGEOUS, TALL, fiT, WEll-BUILT, 27, 
happy, adv.nturous, BIIBI, no children, just a 
gre.t dog, seeks a lady for fun, adventure and 
intimate meetings. No strings attached. ". 
3345 (8/24) 
HARDWORKING 35y.o. MALE seeks well·.d· 
justed lemale, 25·35. Looks are secondal}'. 
I'm good-naluredwith manners,loveto laugh. 
Seeklono-term, live- in arrangement. NIS need 
not respond. 'II' 3339 (8/24) 
HELP! NEEDACTIVEfEMAlE·SWM, 26,good 
shape . Interested in outdoor activit Ies· 
kayakmg, Clmping, hiking; quiet tlmes- mov-
ies. reading. Seeks female with same Interesls 
lun and IS wilty! 'II' 3263 (8110) 
HOW BLUE-CAN YOU GET? Professional mu-
sician. 41 . clean/sober. attr.Jctive. smart. funny, 
gentle, seeks music lovowr, 30·40, for good 
times and romance. Commlttment possible 
later. 'II' 3293 (8It 7) 
I STRONG AS BULL. I GO bowling on my 
bicycle. I no get hiccups. I put in reverse and 
go for gusto. You lik •. 'II' 329918/ t 7) 
I WANT A PARTNER, NOT JUST, date! Slim, 
fit SWM, 28, with good looks, brains & per· 
sonallty seeks similar NlSfemale, 22-32, who 
he can charm, romance, grow with, talk to, 
celebrate with, encourage & be enocouraged 
by. 'II' 3298 (8117) 
I'M A NICE GUY! SWM, 22, BVGr. I'm also 
honest, caring, sincere, romantic and lunny.1 
like walks on the beach, music, ha .. ng lun, 
and kids. Seoking SWF, 18·26, with sam. 
interests for dating, relationship. 
'II' 3224 (813) 
INTELLIGENT, PASSIONATE, honest, sincere 
SM, 37. Mildly neurotic, butawa ... Believes in 
theemotional natu", aI, physlcal .. lltlonship 
and the phySical natu .. of an emotional one. 
looking to meet I woman to add excitement, 
Joy, enchantment. delight and passion to both 
our lives. 'II' 3300 (8117) 
JUNKIE· SWM, 24, NIS, In quost 01 SWf who 
craves the adrenallno high, Is completely Inde· 
pendent, doesn't believe In Can't, and wants 
retl .. ment by 35. 'II' 3270 (8110) 
LErS GO, SUMMERS ARE SHORn I'd rather 
be .t Ihe beach, hl~ng, dancing with. lun, 
outgoing SWf! You'd rather be with a 30's, 
attractive, athletiC guy who still knows how to 
make you laugh. 'II' 3292 (8117) 
lifE IS GOOD! Even better whh you. Happy, 
heanhy, active, lun, loving DWM, 43, .. eks 
anractive, fil woman. Let's share the great 
outdoors, music, nature. friendship, personal 
growth, good anitude, pasSion, lhoughtful· 
ness. love & romance. Brunswick area. 
'II' 3338 (8/24) 
LOOKING fOR CABOOSE· DWM, 46, tall, at-
lractive, athletic. seeks hedonistic lady for 
summer fun. I enjoy the simple pleasures life 
has to o"er. Choo-Choo! 'II' 3340 (8/24) 
LOVE ME, I'M LONEl Y·SWM , 22,5'9', BrlBr, 
135/, easygoing, shy. Looking for pethe SWf, 
18t, for long talks, movies and walks on the 
beacl1 . Friendship, not serious relationsl1ip. 
'II' 3295 (8/17) 
MATURE SAILING CAPTAIN- Sincere, active, 
giving & spiritual man based In Battv'Brunswick 
area with home & boat deSires to share expe-
riences with a pretty, slim, adventurous lady, 
33·55, who hastime and love 01 s.llIng, dogs, 
skiing, talking , hiking, NIS, NID preferred. 
Please call. 'II' 3259 (8110) 
MODEL MALE TYPE· Well, not exactly. I'm 
tall, good·laoking, open·mindedandlun. Look· 
ing for a fun woman for a glass of 7-Up, 
Iriendsh lp and possible relationship. 
'II' 3303 (8117) 
MODEST, MUL TI·fACETED MIND· I can~ 
dance; I can't walk; The only thing about me is 
the way I talk. Generous DWM, 42, seeks 
anraClive temal • . 'II' 3342 (8/24) 
MR. RIGHT, NOWI 'II' 3267 (8110) 
OOOH, MMMM,AHH, OOH, WHEWI Massage 
therapistw~hski lled hands, deSCribed .. crazy, 
energetic, fit, enthusiastic, adventurous, out-
going, spantan.ous, laid· back, honesh inde' 
pendent, and Imaginative with sad eyes and a 
cheerlul smile, leading a IInanclally secure and 
lu~iII'ng Iffe, whh big sexual appetite, mature 
24, seek,ng sexy, SPICY someone special 'II' 
3223 (8/3) 
OunoOORSMAN, SWM, 40, NIS, easy·golng, 
homebody, affectionate, athletic, likes most 
sports, running, hiking, working out, long 
walks, hockey, fishing, nature, animals, seeks 
SWf. 'II' 3230 (813) 
OUnoOORSY MAN, 45, 5'7', 1451, profes· 
sional, athletic, active-- sailing, kayakino, ca-
noeing, hiking, gardening- sensitrve to cul-
ture, unconventional and spontaneous. Seeks 
fit , adventuresome counterpart, 30-45_ 
'II' 3195 (7129) 
PASSIONATE ABOUT lifE? I AMI fun·la"ng, 
spontaneous, somewhat crazy, lover-not-a-
fighter, looking for intelligent. anractive, fit. 
energetic female friend. Sense of humor, NIS, 
25·35. 'II' 322b (813) 
real uzzle By DOI1 RuiJil1 
DedsioDS, 
decisions 
All but one of the5e world 
heavy weight championship 
bouts went the di5tance, (The 
match between the John50n5 
wa5 a draw, appropriately 
enough_) Tell us who got the 
decision in each fight, 
PHYSICIAN SEEKS SOULMATE· DWM, 51, 
5'9', 1601, seeks slender woman who values 
communication, caring, affoetlon and enjOys 
simple pleasu .. s. Kids D.K. 'II' 3341 (8/24) 
PROfESSIONALWM,42,6'4',inYorkCounty, 
living alone with 2 great kids, 16 & 1 S, looking 
lor Irl.ndship with prolesslon.1 lady in 
So.Malno. Let's have somo fun and enjoy all 
the things we moved to Milne lor. Must be 
.qually financially stable. 'II' 3337 (8/24) 
SEXY BLONDE, BLUE· EYED HUNK, 24, NID, 
NIS,lnto flying, tonnis, raquetball, linguistics, 
writing, .nd more, seoks friendship wHh edu' 
cated SWF, 21·35, lighthearted, positive, gentl. 
and beautM 'II' 3234 (8/3) 
SOME ONE WHO LOVES TO lAUGH· You: 
understanding, mo"", long walks, dance, 
dinner, beach. petite. smart. t!umorous, at-
tractive, sexy. Quiettimes, affectlonato, m, Nt 
S, 35·45, 5'6'/sharter. 'II' 3265 (8110) 
SUMMER IS HERE! Prolesslonal, 37, 6'3', 
handsome. nsponsible. warm, reliable, ener-
getiC, creative, heaHhy, NIS, looking for 25-
4Oy.o. female NIS who enjOys all outdoors, 
lravellng, sailing, laughing, quiet beaches (I 
know a few), intimate conversation. having 
fun and sharing passion. 'II' 3260 (8{100 
SUN, fUN, ANO ME! Spontaneous, athletic 
SWM, 25, 5'8', 1701, seeks attractive SWf, 
25-33, to enjoy hot summer d.ys and nights 
with, lor dating and friendship. Portland. Call! 
'II' 3273 (8110) 
SWEET, WONDERfUL & KIND· SW 24y.o. 
male artist seeks Rubenesquefemale wl10 lsa 
lover of art, caffe ine, adrenaline and nicotine 
tolerant. Please donOt be afraid of cameras, 
Clive Barker or Ine. 'II' 3349 (8/24) 
SWM SEEKS TlCI Anractive SWM, 21, seeks 
SWf, 18-26, who enjoys dining out, movies, 
romance and quiet evenings at home. Please 
call! 'II' 331418117) 
SWM, 35, seeks SWf, 28·35. I love to laugh, 
and hate l.l. Beans! Give me a call. The 
romantic liIe you save could be your own! 
'II' 3261 (8110) 
SWM, 36, 5'9', t 751, looking lor SlDWf who 
is under 36. cute. slender, and enjoys the 
outdoors and staying fit. also quiet times. 
'II' 3227 (8/3) 
THE OLDER THE BmER! Show me. Good· 
looking SWM,26, 6', 1851, looking forwom.n 
over 35 to help me prove this tl1eory. let's 
meet. Let's eat. Let's provo. 'II' 3348 (8/24) 
UNIQUE INDIVIDUAl· DWM artisan, 42, at· 
tractive, 5'8', lh, light brown hair, blue eyes, 
happy, easy-going, honest, sincere, sensitive, 
can treat iii woman witl1 love and respect , 
looking lor lasting and committed friondshipl 
relilltionship with a genuine and attractive. fit 
woman with wholesome qualities, sense of 
humor, for the dance 01 her lIIe . 
'II' 3344 (8/24) 
WIDOWER. 39. needs companion to share 
life. including fishing, camping. music, danc· 
ing. SlDf, 35·45, lriendshlp, relationship pas· 
sible. e 3336 (8/24) 
Won~ YOU please help me tear down the 
Walls that are isolating me from LOVE. I'm 
5'11 ', about 1601. I'm Not from the USa. 
'II' 3233 18/3) 
YEAH, I DID THE PERSONALS· SWM, 28, 
anractive, physically Ih, seeks spontaneous 
lady who enjoys travel, cozy .venings, and 
walks on the beach. 'II' 3232 (8/3) 
YOU LOOK GOOD IN PICTURES- Undlscov· 
ered countl}' songer, N1DSWM, 34 , loo~ng for 
good·hearted woman whh sense of humor, to 
share beaches, danCing, nature, photography_ 
'II' 3346 (8/24) 
wome ..... women 
7 CHOICES ... fEEL LUCKY? ()Tactile; ()Moti· 
vated; ()Sonsuallty; ()Beau1y; ()Money; (IC'" 
ativlty; ()Conversation. Pleaso check aI that 
apply. A professional woman with the above 
attributes would like to lurthor some playful 
fantasies. I am 30, brunone, blue eyes, petite, 
and approximately 5'5' .. /heels. Cilland "sug-
goSl". 'II' 3351 (8/24) 
A WOMAN 31 YEARS OLD seeks conversa· 
tion, companionship, long walks, honesty. I 
love the outdoors, cats, reading, movies, eat-
ing out, fishing, good conversation. Talk to 
mel 'II' 3308 (8117) 
ATHLETIC SCIENCE STUDENT. attractive, la-
vorit. sports Include track, jogging, 
waterskiing, downhill skiing. 23y.o., enjoy 
Sludylng science and medicine, lraveling 
abroad with a partnerl 'II' 3275 (8110) 
fUN· LOVING WOMAN, 30, seeks friendship 
and possibly more. Loves danCing, movies, 
and long walks on the beach. Ifthat's you, call 
me! 'II' 3350 (8/24) 
GWF, 45, spirit·tilled, settled, and off·center. 
My sensuality longs to be appreCiated, while 
my passions overwhelm. Do you have a life1 
Want to share? 'II' 3239 (8/3) 
I'M 35, SLENDER, above average looks, into 
faded jeans, over-sized shirts. the coast, and 
good coffee. Would like to meet a woman, 29-
40, whh sweet, honest and sincere qualhies 
lor Iriendship. romance, with possible 
committment. Personal Advertiser #432, P.O. 
Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
'II' 3365 (8/24) 
IN SEARCH Of: Beaulffu l, Intellig",t and inde' 
pendent woman, 21 -28, who is in dire need of 
closeness and honest communication. 
'II' 3307 (8117) 
LOOKING fOR fRIENDILOVER· I'm 34, NID, 
NIS, Introvert that enjoys traveling, goning, 
motorcyCling and the outdoors. I'm willing to 
tty something new. I value sincere, honest, 
open·minded people. 'II' 3306 (8117) 
READYTD EXPLOOE· Anractive, physically lit 
femalelirecrackerlooking forthe right match. 
Call and strike up a conversation. tf you light 
my fuse , fireworks guaranteed! 
'II' 326918110) 
SENSUAl, PASSIONATE PERSON- friendship 
and sexual are.s need lots of lulfillment . 
Share in all areasofmy life. lsthereanyone out 
the .. lik. mo? 'II' 3315 (8117) 
men ... men 
"THE PlAY WAS SOUP ... the audience art." 
Know whatthis is from? Maybe this GW hail}' 
M, 40, is who you'v. been looking fori 
'II' 3361 18/24) 
46 yr.old looking for long·term friendship with 
• mature and caring guy, 28yrs. or older. I'm 
5'1 t ' tall, 172/, brown eyes, brown receding 
l1air, university graduate, own & operate small 
restaurant, enioY traveling. theater. fishing 
and ~ndscaping. e 3238 (IIIJ) 
A COUNTRY BOY CAN SURVIVE I Addicted to 
the outdoors, honeSl, down to earth, born in 
'58 but still thinks he's 22. Looking for sam.· 
one to spark a relationship with a poshive 
attitude in life and a sense of humor. leI's put 
each other on lap 01 the worldl 
'II' 3357 (8/24) 
A MAINE ROOKIE, GWM. 30, enjoys hiking, 
biking, beach, gym, travel and communica-
tion. Br!1lI, 5'9', 1551.Seeksanractive, healthy, 
active and Sincere man to stlare life. 
'II' 3352 (8/24) 
ADVENTUROUS, SPIRITED 3Oy.o. seeks com· 
panion 10 hike, bicycle and roam the lo .. st 
whh. I enjoy vegetarian cooking, quiet and 






($1.49/min., 1 Bt, touch-tone phone, 
Cisco Bay Weekly 775·1234) 
menc .. men 
BEACH BUM WANTED! GWM, young 22, 5'7', 
BrlBl, goad·looking, tone with great personaf-
Ity. Loo~ngforGWM, t8'24, good·lookingwl 
good body & mind. See you on the beach. 
Oon't be afraid to show n all! 'II' 3356 (8/24) 
COWBOY JOCK with artistic side, masculine, 
gentle, seeks man,25'35, inshap" wnh Slrong, 
interesting personality. No excess hair orlat. 
'II' 3310 (8117) 
DARK, UNKNOWN WATERS! D.rlng young 
man go south, masterof discipline, 50s, o"ers 
the unusual to adventurous, apen·minded, 
~ncere, 25·37 GM. I'm in Wells .rea. 'II' 3355 
18/24) 
fOOTBAllANDBASEBAlLLOVER,23,GWM, 
athlotic, macho, enjoy football, baseball and 
..ading. Looldng lor someone to spend time 
with, possibly more. like studying economics 
and business. 'II' 3362 (8/24) 
fRIENDSHIP OR MORE· BVBI, 26, looking lor 
friendship or mo .. in Portland area. Relocat-
ing to area. 2Q·30, open·mlnded please call. 
All answered_ 'II' 3311 (8117) 
fUN-LOVING GWM seeks same, 18·30, for 
advenlurous romance. I'm 23,6'1', 185land 
Ilke the outdoors, movies, and hot summer 
nighls. 'II' 3358 (8/24) 
HELP ME! I'M DROWNING in the shallowness 
of generation X! Art lover seeks life lover. Me: 
~ncere, stable, succosslul, talented, 29, 5'9', 
auburn flair, green eyes. You: 25-35, honest, 
lun, deep. 'II' 3236 (8/3) 
HONEST, SINCERE, CLEAN·CUT GWM, 30, 
5' ,2301, NIS, N1D, professional and straight· 
acting. Interests are diverse. looking for fit, 
nonmal, honest, 20·35. 'II' 3360 (8/24) 
If AT FIRST TRY AGAIN· Still looking. Bath 
area military man, 35, in search of a hot man, 
25-40, lor liexible, honeSi relationship. You'll 
besurprised. 'II' 3276 (8/1 0) 
LIKE TO TRY SOMETHING different? Asian 
g uy loo~ng for a long time lriend shi p_ Straight· 
acting, experience and feel the exotic way of 
As.n Chiatsu massage and more. 'II' 3309 
(8117) 
. , 
July 21, 1994 35 
men.eillen 
LOOKING fOR MILES· Looldng for my Jew· 
Ish·American prince w/d,rk brown hair and 
blue eyos donning hom·rimmed glassos (a 
Mlies 100k·a·lIke). I'm a GWM, 28, straight· 
acting/looking, politically active, new to the 
scono and not into bars. Looking lor the real 
lhlng, let's take out lime. 'II' 3237 (813) 
NOT INTO BAR SCENE, GM, 45, HIVt, good· 
looking, 6', 1701, onjOys sun, good·natured, 
loves conversation, fin. lood, energetic, and 
lun·loving. Seeks GM, 35·55, lor same, friend· 
ship and possible companionship. 11' 3278 
(8110) 
OPEN-MINDED DAD, SO, looking for open· 
minded son. UB 28+, NIS. Please no lats or 
fems or drug users. 'II' 3354 18/24) 
SUMMERTIME fRIENDSHIp· Good-looking 
GWM, 5'11', 1701, BrlBl, seeks good·looklng 
GM, 19·30, straight·actlng, lh, adventurous, 
for friendship, good times, hot fun. 'II' 3353 
(8/24) 
SURFERS AND BEACH LOVING guy being 
sought. I'm 38, in sh.pe and Interested in 
rugged type guys for discreet lriendshlp. 'II' 
3235 (8f.l) 
YOUNG AT HEART 57y.o. GWM seeks man 
under 45forserious1-on-1 relationship, quiet 
times, weekend getaways. 6', BrlBr, smoker, 
sober. 'II' 3359 (8It4) 
YOUNG HAROWORKER, 5T, 130/, BrlBr, 
physically fit, 26, shy at flrsl. Looking for 
straight·acting, muscular Individual. No tats, 
26-40, lor a relationship. 'II' 3277 (8110) 
YOUNG MAN WANTED by this young GWM, 
35,5'9', 140t, BVBI, prolesslonal, good-look· 
ing, well·educated, honest, straighl·acting, 
enjoys travel, dining, movies, hiking, biking, 
camping, etc. Preler young, 18-35, good· 
loo~ng man, heighVWeight proportionato a 
must, honest, employed, Slraight·acting with 
similar likes_ 'II' 3280 (8110) 
others 
MARRIEO BROOKS BROS_ TYPE seeks Mrs. 
Robinson type for mutually agreeable, first 
time. sate relationship. No disturbing present 
marital circumstances. 'II' 3363 (4/8) 
MWM seeks relationship with 2 Bifs. fun· 




45 words and 
Personal Call@ 
FREE BY FAX 
Thursday Only 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Solution to 
Real 'Puzzle #229 
Two winners each week will receive 
free passes to "The Movies". Prizes 
will be sent by mail. Drawings are 
done at random, Contestants are 
jneligible to win more than one prize 
in a four-week span. Only one entry 
is allowed per person per week, 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Monday, 
August 1, The solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear in the 
August 11 issue of Casco Bay Week/yo 
Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle *231 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
This week's winners are Erica 
lawrence and Kate Sullivan 
The parking meter was a red herring. The boxes 
and bags provided almost all the dues necessary 
to solve the puzzle, 
The woman started by removing a large 
spotted box from the trunk of her car (1), which 
she carried into the coat store through its 
revolving front door (2). She returned whatever 
was in the box and left the store with a spotted 
bag (3), crossed the street and entered the 
watch-repair shop (4), She left the watch"repair 
shop with a checkered box and the spotted bag 
(5), and visited the clothes shop, leaving with a 
third, striped, bag (6). Then she visited the tailor 
(7). left the spotted bag and walked back across 
the street to the toy store (8), where she bought 
a stuffed Garfield, which she placed in the trunk 
of the car (9). 
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Why are you 
still paying 
a monthly fee 
for checking? 
"It's only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a month." 
Well that's $72, $84, or a whopping $96 a year 
you could put to better use. That's why it's time 
to open a Citibank Checking Account. 
No Monthly Fee with Direct Deposit 
It's easy to enjoy Citibank checking with no 
monthly fee. Simply have your payor pension 
directly deposited to your Regular Checking 
Account, we'll waive the monthly service 
charge plus your first order of checks will be 
free. Then write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. Plus, 
there's no charge to use your 
Citicard® to make purchases 
and get up to $200 cash back 
from checking at your nearby 
Shop 'n Save Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee 
Just For Trying Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct 
Deposit, it's still easy to enjoy Citibank 
checking with no monthly fee. Right now 
we're offering six months of checking with no 
monthly fee plus your first order of checks 
free. After that, we'll waive the monthly 
service charge every month you maintain a 
combined average balance of $1,500 in your 
Cltibank accounts. And there's no monthly fee 
for your money market and savings when 
they're linked to your checking account. 
Try U.s! 
We're sure you'll like us, and the 
sooner you open a Citibank check-
ing account, the sooner you can say 
goodbye to monthly fees. 
THE CITI NEVER 
South Portland 
Mill Creek 
170 Ocean St. 
767-5573 
Citicorp Park 




362 Allen Ave. 
878-8655 
Old" Port 
176 Middle St. 
761-5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route 1 
102 Lafayette Center 
985-4731 
Falmouth 
200 U.S. Rt. I 
781-4292 
With Direct Deposit of your pay. pension or Social Security benefit to your Citibank Regular Checking account the $6 monthly service charge will be waived. Fee waiver is guaranteed 
for at least one year. For accounts without Direct Deposit, the $6 Regular Checking monthly service charge will be waived for the first six months and then waived each month you 
maintain a combined average balance of $I.SOO for the statement period in your checking. saVings. money market. CD. IRA Money Market and IRA CD accounts. When linked to 
a checking account. there is no monthly service charge for money market or savings accounts. Six month trial offer and first order of 200 standard checks free offer valid only for 
new customers thru 9/30/94. Monthly service charges and fee waiver policies are subject to change. No charge for withdrawals from Citibank ATMs worldwide. $ I fee for cash 
withdrawals from shared network ATMs. Citibank (Maine). NA Member FDIC 
